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Abstract
There is a growing need to manage water resources in a sustainable way, particularly
in semi arid areas, with dramatic social and economic development as well as rapid
population growth. Optimising water allocation in a river basin is an important aspect
ensuring equitable and efficient water use. This research develops an optimisation
approach (the Integrated Water Resource Optimisation model, IWRO) to optimise the
conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater resources in a sustainable manner.
The IWRO model is comprised of a surface water optimisation model (SWO) and the
Tsinghua groundwater optimisation (TGO) model. These models employ Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) to optimise water allocation. Application of a surface water
optimisation (SWO) model incorporating a GA is demonstrated initially for a simple
test case, through which the GA approach was validated against known solutions.
Sensitivity analysis of different operators and parameters related to GAs was also
carried out. The validated SWO model was then applied to a more complex system, the
Shiyang River Basin in Gansu Province in China, to maximise equitable surface water
supplies. On the groundwater side, the GA approach was applied with the existing
Tsinghua groundwater model to optimise groundwater supplies with sustainability
considerations. The results were compared with those from an existing model (the
WEAP model), indicating that the IWRO model is capable of satisfying the objectives
of equitable water allocation and groundwater sustainability set for it.
In the context of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), account must be
taken of a wide range of social and environmental issues. Different scenarios were
therefore designed for the Shiyang River Basin management. Various criteria in terms
of economic, social, environment and water security were also indentified for further
multi-criterion decision making analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Water is the essence of life, sustaining every being on Earth. Without water, there
would simply be no plants, no animals, and no people. Water covers 75% of the
earth’s surface, and 97.6% of this is contained in the oceans, leaving 2.4% of the
world water resource as fresh water. Of the fresh water, over 75% is tied up in
glacier and polar ice caps. Fresh water lakes and rivers make up only 0.33% of the
fresh water compared to 24.575% in groundwater storage (Shaw E. M., 1994). Water
in rivers and lakes is obviously of the most direct importance to mankind.
Groundwater is of increasing importance, but much of the groundwater storage is
either inactive or can not be drafted from economic reasons and environmental
considerations. This tiny fraction of available fresh water in rivers and lakes is
therefore crucial to human development. Unfortunately, due to the dramatic social
and economic developments as well as rapid population growth, the catalogue of
water resources issues in many areas is growing to an imposing list: water scarcity,
environmental degradation, unsustainable groundwater abstraction, increasing cost,
and pollution etc. The term of ‘World Water War’ was thus devised by
environmentalists for a type of water conflict as a result of the acute water shortage
(http://www.worldwaterwars.com/).
Among a range of water use sectors, irrigation is by far the largest user of water, and
is also the most rapidly expanding. Irrigation has a long history, as the evidence of
irrigation was identified in Mesopotamia and Egypt dating back to the 6th
millennium BCE, where barley was grown in areas where the natural rainfall was
insufficient to support such a crop (http://en.wikipedia.org). Nowadays, agriculture
accounts for nearly 75% of the world’s use of water, although in Asia and the Pacific
region the figure is as high as 90% (Li, 2007).
The world irrigated area increased from 94 million ha in 1950 to 277.1 million ha in
2003. The increase rates for each ten year interval were 43.3%, 24.5%, 24.8%, 17.1%
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and 13.0%. (U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 2006). As irrigation
contributes to 75% of the world’s water use, the increasing world irrigated area
indicates that the potential to alleviate the water shortage crisis could to a great
extent rely on reducing irrigation water demand or managing water allocation within
irrigation systems.
Due to the increasing and competing water demands particularly for agricultural
water use in most developing countries, a question of how to mange the limited fresh
water resources to maximize overall benefit is in inevitably brought forward. As
stated above, issues related to water scarcity encompass a wide field including
economic, social and environmental dimensions. Effective irrigation water
management will therefore play a more and more important role in addressing
hydrological risk, social, environmental and even political pressures by taking into
account of all of the indicators.

1.2 Background
A sound integrated approach is required to aid management of water resources, as
many semi arid areas of the world are experiencing rapid population growth and this
is directly resulting in significant stress on water resources.
An effective methodology for strengthening water management within irrigation
systems is a priority for reducing water scarcity. This research is attempting to
address a water allocation problem with emphasis on developing an optimis`ation
approach to seek optimal water distributions in an equitable manner to achieve
maximum benefits.
Wardlaw and Barnes (Wardlaw and Barnes, 1999) presented the application of a
quadratic programming (QP) approach to the real time allocation of water supplies in
irrigation systems. There were concerns that the QP approach may be
computationally hindered on larger system. Wardlaw and Bhaktikul (Wardlaw and
Bhaktikul, 2001) demonstrated the application of a genetic algorithm (GA) to water
allocation problem in an irrigation system in an attempt to identify a possible
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alternative approach.
Determining optimal water allocations within an irrigation system is of course far
away from addressing the issues proposed above. An integrated approach that
addresses the water crisis, and includes social, environmental as well as political
pressures is required. The concept of Integrated Water Resources Management
(IWRM) encapsulates the paradigm of promoting the coordinated development and
management of water in order to maximise the resultant economic and social welfare
in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital eco-systems
(Global Water Partnership, 2000).
Historically water resources planning and management was focused on economic
measures, but there is now general realization that in Integrated Water Resources
Management (IWRM), account must be taken of a wide range of social and
environmental

issues.

The

Global

Water

Partnership

(GWP)

(http://www.gwpforum.org/servlet/PSP) identifies a series of IWRM tools, but means
of integrating these into the planning, management and decision making processes
are not well defined. This research aims to develop objective means of combining
IWRM concepts in making sound planning and policy decisions.

1.3 Research Objectives
This research aims to develop an objective assessment approach to integrated water
resources management as a mean of achieving three key strategic objectives:
efficiency, equity and sustainability. To go into details, the research objectives are
focused on the problems of managing water resources in semi arid areas (China) and
are:
1.

To establish a water resources assessment and planning model for the Shiyang
River Basin in China that integrates the surface and sub-surface systems;

2.

To develop an optimisation approach, based on genetic algorithms, that
identifies sustainable water use patterns for different sets of objectives that may
be linked to IWRM;
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3.

To optimise water distribution and allocation for surface water and groundwater
subject to a range of IWRM constraints, taking economic, social and
environmental factors into account, and taking advantage of the optimisation
approach developed;

4.

To develop multi-criteria decision making analysis tools for IWRM on the basis
of the above.

1.4 Research Contribution to Knowledge
According to the research objectives stated above, this research principally involves
computer modelling including the establishment of a self-created irrigation water
allocation system and development of new approaches for spatial optimisation of
agricultural water use integrating economic and environmental risk with social
consequences. The research contributes to the following knowledge areas:
1.

It is known that thus far means of integrating the social, economic, and
environmental impacts of water resources development into decision making
process are not well defined. Historically, only economic indicators were well
quantified and incorporated into water governance and management.
Nonetheless, this research is intending to develop an approach to include social
and environmental factors apart from economic measures to aid the policy
makers to make informed alternative choices.

2.

This research develops an optimisation approach that uses a surface water model
coupled with a groundwater model to enumerate evaluation function for scenario
analysis.

3.

It develops multi-criteria analysis tools that utilise, among other things, the
outcome of the water resources optimisation model to achieve IWRM objectives.

4.

This research demonstrates the application of the tools to the Shiyang River
Basin in China, which is under severe water stress. This in turn provides a test of
the developed approaches and then help in its promotion.
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1.5 Thesis Organisation
The rest of the thesis is organised in 9 chapters, including this introduction, and six
appendices.
Chapter 2 reviews the optimisation approaches commonly used in the water
resources field. The mechanisms of a variety of optimisation approaches are
described along with their applications to water resources systems.
Chapter 3 further explores the rationale of the GA approach. The process for problem
formulation, coding schemes and three key operators of GAs are presented in detail.
The comparisons of different parameters are carried out in terms of their
performance in application to many types of water resources problems. This chapter
provides a theoretical foundation for selecting an appropriate set of parameters for
this research.
Chapter 4 demonstrates the application of the GA approach to a simple water
allocation system. The procedures for network definition and problem formulations
including the objective function, penalty functions, and constraints are described.
The sensitivity of GA performance to different GA parameters is also investigated.
Chapter 5 gives a description of the case study area – Shiyang River Basin (SRB)
located in China. The physical situation of the SRB is presented, followed by a
review of recent studies carried out for the basin. The description of the previous
studies focuses on the WEAP-Tsinghua Model (WTM), which is related to this
research.
Chapter 6 develops an integrated water resources optimisation (IWRO) model
coupled with the GA approach through application to the Shiyang River Basin. The
setup of the model components including the surface water optimisation model
(SWO) and the Tsinghua groundwater optimisation model (TGO) are described in
depth. The water supply and groundwater level results are also demonstrated.
Chapter 7 gives a review of the multi-criterion decision making (MCDM) approaches.
Applications of these approaches to water resources problems are also described.
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Chapter 8 develops a MCDM approach for the integrated water resource
management on the Shiyang River Basin. The application of compromise
programming is demonstrated in this chapter.
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions of this research. It outlines the achievements of
this research and also the limitations of the work which has been done. Work worthy
of further research is also proposed.
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2

Optimisation Approaches

2.1 Introduction
This research focuses on the application of optimisation approaches to irrigation
water allocation. Various optimisation techniques have been designed to address
specific problems in water resources engineering. In order to gain a good
understanding of what has been done in this field and to gain an understanding of
which approaches would be appropriate to this research, a review was undertaken of
previous work by different researchers in this field. This chapter discusses a variety
of optimisation tools in terms of application, merits and demerits.
Generally, optimisation approaches can be classified into three main groups:
mathematical programming techniques, optimal control theory and heuristic
programming.

2.2 Mathematical Programming Techniques
2.2.1 Linear Programming (LP)
One of the most favoured and well known optimisation techniques is the simplex
method of linear programming and its variants (Nash and Sofer, 1996). These models
require all relations associated with the objective function and constraints to be linear
or expressed in linear form. The advantages of linear programming (LP) include:
ability to efficiently solve large-scale problems; convergence to global optimal
solutions; initial solutions are not required from the user; and ease of problem setup
and solution using readily available LP solvers.
Dorfman (1962) demonstrated the application of LP to a reservoir problem, in which
the objective was to maximize the economic benefits of water use. Both storage
capacities and target releases were considered as decision variables. Randall et al.
(1990) carried out a study of the operation of a water system consisting of multiple
reservoirs, a groundwater system, treatment plants and distribution facilities. Various
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objective functions were defined including maximizing net revenues, reliability,
reservoir storage at the end of the operation horizon and the minimum flows in the
streams. Experience with the model suggested that this methodology could provide
information that can aid operational decision making.
The application of a linear programming model to the conjunctive use of surface
water and groundwater for optimal water allocation in Taiwan was presented by
Cheng et al (2008). In setting up a hydrogeological model for the conjunctive use of
groundwater and surface water, the maximum allowable groundwater abstraction
estimates were firstly obtained by a simple linear programming model, in which the
objective function was to maximize groundwater abstraction subject to the
constraints that included maximum allowable drawdown and the maximum
allowable groundwater abstraction for each well. Another objective function for
maximizing surface water use efficiencies and minimizing groundwater abstraction
was then designed to optimise the overall water supplies, with water demands,
maximum allowable groundwater abstractions, balance, and water loss forming a
group of linear equations or inequalities.
Other extensions of linear programming into binary, integer and mixed-integer
programming have been invented to deal with the problems, where discrete decision
variables are involved (Trezos, 1991), but it should be noted that these methods are
considerably less efficient computationally. However, the application of LP requires
the linearization of constraints and the objective function, which significantly limits
the application of LP to complex water resources problems with non-linear functions.

2.2.2 Nonlinear Programming (NLP)
Many problems cannot be realistically modelled using linearization, and must be
tackled directly as nonlinear programming problems. The nonlinear programming
(NLP) algorithms can be applied where either the objective function or constraints
are non-linear. The nonlinear programming techniques that are generally considered
to be the most powerful and robust are successive (or sequential) linear programming
(SLP), successive (or sequential) quadratic programming (SQP) (or projected
Lagrangian method), the augmented Lagrangian method (or method of multipliers
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(MOM)) and the generalized reduced gradient method (GRG) (Sinha and Bichof,
1998).
Amongst various nonlinear programming approaches, quadratic programming (QP)
stands out as an efficient way to deal with water allocation problems. Wardlaw and
Barnes(1999) evaluated the potential of quadratic programming in improving real
time irrigation water management in systems with complex distribution networks.
The objective was to maximize crop production while maintaining equity between
different irrigation schemes. Both NAG (NAG, 1995) routine and LINGO (Super,
1995) were used in solution of the problem. The results indicated that the quadratic
programming approach had potential to significantly improve crop production
through improved management of water allocation.
Schlüter et al. (2005) developed a water management model for ecological impact
assessment, which was a nonlinear program solved by GAMS (General Algebraic
Modelling System) software (Brooke et al., 1998). The aim of their work was to
determine optimal long-term water allocation in the irrigation network of the Amu
Darya River through multi-objective optimisation.
Despite the wide application of the nonlinear programming approach, NLP is often
unable to guarantee a global optimum as it requires that the function be differentiable,
which may be problematic in some cases, for example in hydropower systems (Sinha
and Bischof, 1998).

2.2.3 Dynamic Programming (DP)
Next to linear programming, dynamic programming has been the most popular
optimisation technique applied to water resources planning and management in
general, and reservoir operations in particular (Yakowitz, 1982). It can be used to
solve both linear and nonlinear sequential decision making problems.
DP was originally defined as a ‘multi-stage decision process’ by Bellman (1957). In
DP, a problem is decomposed into subproblems that are solved sequentially over
each stage (i.e., time period). Associated with each stage are a number of possible
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state variables, depending upon the decision made at that stage. Additionally,
recurrence relations play an important role in passing the maximum value from one
stage to next stage. It consists of backward recurrence and forward recurrence,
depending on the known initial conditions. Objective function, decision variables and
constraints are of course the indispensible components of this approach. If expressing
a water resources allocation optimisation problem in DP, each demand site can
represent a stage where decision should be made with regard to the water allocated,
and the state variable is water supply to each site. A simplified forward recurrence
equation can be written as follows:
f N ( xN ) = max [ g N ( xN ) + f N −1 ( xN −1 ) ]
0≤ xN ≤ x

(2.1)

Where, N = 2, 3,K , x ≥ 0 , x is the total water allocation, xN is the state variables,
g N ( xN ) is the objective function value, f N ( xN ) is the cumulative return at stage n
with f1 ( x1 ) known. It is evident from the equation that given a starting state, DP
can calculate the optimal results through an iterative procedure.
DP has been successfully used by many researchers for optimisation of water
resources system. Hall and Buras (1961) were the first to propose the application of
DP to determine optimal returns from reservoir systems. Allen and Bridge (1986)
applied DP to optimal scheduling of hydroelectric power. Extensive reviews of DP
application can be found in the works by Yakowitz et al. (1982) and Yeh et al
(1985).
Based on DP, Shangguan et al. (2002) developed a recurrence control model for
regional optimal allocation of irrigation water resources, maximizing overall
efficiency. Their model consisted of three levels. The first level involved DP for
optimization of crop irrigation scheduling. The second level dealt with optimal
allocation of water resources among various crops. The last level was to optimize
water allocation among different sub-regions. Each level is relatively independent in
that different variables associated with DP were set up for each level. The model was
applied to Yanglin, a semi-arid region in China as a test with reasonable results
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produced.
Kipkorir et al. (2002) demonstrated the application of a dynamic programming
optimisation model for developing cropping patterns for a multi-crop system. In their
research, decision variables were the cultivated area and water allocated to each crop.
The objective function was based on crop-water production functions, production
costs and crop prices. The inverted form of the state equation and the
backward-looking dynamic programming recursive algorithm were used. Three
formulations were considered, each representing the irrigation strategy that could be
selected. The constraints were based on availability of resources (water and area) and
market considerations. Results from their research indicated that the model could be
a valuable tool for determining cropping patterns.
A two-step (deterministic and stochastic) dynamic programming approach was
introduced by Paudyal and Manguerra (1990) to determine the optimal water
allocation including the characteristics of stochasticity of water supply and the
nonlinearity of crop production functions. In order to overcome the curse of
dimensionality (a term originally coined by Bellman (1961)), which is an inherent
weakness of DP, a deterministic model was initially set up to determine the optimal
crop areas during the dry season, in which the stage was crop type. The objective of
the model was to maximize the net return subject to water and area availability. For
the second step, stochastic DP was applied to find the optimal sequencing of monthly
irrigation during the growing season. The decision stage was growth stage, and the
objective was to maximize the expected net benefit for a cropping pattern using the
previously derived relative area allocation from the first step. The results of the
model appeared to be practically acceptable, with the dimensionality reduced
remarkably compared with an explicit stochastic dynamic programming model.
In its discrete form, DP overcomes difficulties with functional relationships in the
objective and constraints that are nonlinear, non-convex, and even discontinuous.
However, as DP is performed conditionally on all discrete combinations, the
spectrum of the curse of dimensionality arises. Various modifications have therefore
been developed to overcome the curse of dimensionality of discrete dynamic
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programming. These include coarse- grid interpolations (Bellman, 1957; Johnson et
al., 1993), dynamic programming successive approximation (DPSA) (Bellman et al.,
1962; Larson, 1968), incremental dynamic programming (IDP) (Larson, 1968; Hall
et al., 1969) and discrete differential dynamic programming (DDDP) (Hiedari et al.,
1971).
The disadvantages associated with DP are the huge requirements in terms of
computer memory and execution time, as computational effort increases with the
number of stages. The convergence rate for DP is another concern. Sen and
Yakowitz (1987) contend that DPSA and IDP methods can only hope for linear rates
of convergence, whereas super-linear or even quadratic convergence similar to
Newton-type methods cannot be expected with DDP.

2.3 Optimal Control Theory
All of the methods discussed thus far are categorized as mathematical programming
techniques. Optimal control theory (OCT) represents a different approach to
optimisation, but in its discrete-time form, shares many similarities with
mathematical programming. Modern optimal control theory has its origins with
Pontryain’s maximum principle (Pontryagin et al. 1962), which was originally
derived for optimal control of dynamic systems governed by differential equations
under control constraints.
To date little has been done on the application of OCT to water allocation
optimisation, but lots of work has been done on reservoir system optimisation
problems. Papageorgious (1988) applied OCT to multi-reservoir system optimization
and found computer time requirements increased only linearly with the number of
reservoirs. Mizyed et al. (1992) applied OCT to the large 11-reservoir system in the
Mahaweli Valley for Sri Lanka. The nonlinear objective was to maximize firm
energy production subject to irrigation demand requirements.
Hiew (1987) compared the performance of OCT algorithm with SLP, SQP, and the
GRG nonlinear programming algorithms for a multi-reservoir hydropower system,
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and concluded that OCT outperformed all of other methods in computational speed,
was comparable in solution, and least sensitive to the initial solution. Nevertheless,
the requirement that the objective function must be differentiable is still an
unavoidable requirement and limits the application of this approach to some extent.

2.4 Heuristic Programming
Heuristic programming methods are based on rules-of-thumb, experience, or various
analogies applied to both quantitative and qualitative information. These methods
strive for acceptable or satisfying solutions to problems where traditional algorithmic
methods would fail to converge or get stuck in local optima.

2.4.1 Simulated Annealing (SA)
The motivation for simulated annealing (SA) originates from an analogy between the
physical annealing process of solids and optimisation problems. Physical annealing is
a process of attaining low energy states of a solid by initially melting the substance,
and then lowering the temperature slowly, in such a way that the temperature remains
close to the freezing point for a long period of time. At the end of the annealing process,
the solid reaches its crystal state. In optimisation, the objective function represents the
energy in the thermodynamic process, while the optimal solution corresponds to the
crystal state (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983).
A simulated annealing-based approach was developed to obtain the least-cost design
of a looped water distribution network by Cunha and Sousa (1999). Shieh et al. (2005)
presented a simulation/optimisation model using a hybrid method combing genetic
algorithms and simulated annealing for optimising an in-situ bioremediation system
design. This general-purpose hybrid method has incorporated the strength of good
convergence which simulated annealing has, and the advantage of the efficient
parallelization of genetic algorithms. Optimisation results show that this hybrid
approach performs better than single application of simulated annealing or genetic
algorithms to minimising total system cost. Unfortunately, little work has been found
on the application of SA to water allocation problems.
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SA has several advantages over other methods. Firstly, it is easy to implement and
does not require much computer memory and coding. Secondly, it guarantees the
identification of an optimal solution if an appropriate annealing schedule (the set of
control parameters involved in simulated annealing is called an annealing schedule) is
selected. This is particularly important when the solution space is large and the
objective function has local minima or changes dramatically with small changes in the
parameter values.
It is premature to make any judgment about the performance of SA at this stage, as
computational results show some conflicting results when SA is compared with other
algorithms (Suman and Kumar, 2006). Ingber and Rosen (1992) have proposed a very
fast simulated annealing method that is efficient in its strategy and which statistically
guarantees to find the global optima. Their results reveal that the method is orders of
magnitude more efficient than a GA. On the other hand, Youssef et al. (2003) have
performed a comparative study on SA, tabu search (Glover, 1986) and evolutionary
algorithms by applying them to the same optimisation problem. The benchmark
problem used is the floor planning of very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits, which
is a hard multi-criteria optimisation problem. This study has shown that tabu search
and evolutionary algorithms outperform SA. It therefore requires considerable tests of
the algorithms to give sound conclusion. However, it is certain that attention is
required in the area of choosing an optimal annealing schedule, studying the effect of
algorithmic parameters on the performance of SA, and selecting the new solution
vector efficiently (Suman and Kumar, 2006).

2.4.2 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
ANNs mimic the functioning of a human brain by acquiring knowledge through a
learning process that involves finding an optimal set of weights for the connections
and threshold values for the nodes. Mathematically, an ANN may be treated as a
universal approximator. The ability to learn and generalize “knowledge” from
sufficient data pairs makes it possible for ANNs to solve large-scale complex
problems in hydrology. Halff et al. (1993) investigated the potential of ANNs in
modelling watershed runoff based on rainfall inputs by designing a three-layer
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feedforward ANN using the observed rainfall hyetographs as inputs and hydrographs
as outputs. Starrett et al. (1996) employed an ANN to predict pesticide leaching
through turf-grass covered soil. Aziz and Wong (1992) illustrated the use of ANNs for
determining aquifer parameter values from normalized drawdown data obtained from
pumping tests.
Broad et al. (2004) developed a meta-modelling approach using ANNs to optimise a
water distribution system (WDS) design problem that included water quality and
reliability. In their study, the objective of minimizing chlorine disinfection level
throughout the system was optimised. Due to uncertainty in WDS data, such as the
demands and pipe roughness factors, reliability has also been incorporated into
optimisation. The ANNs were calibrated so as to provide a good approximation to the
simulation model. Large time savings occurred through training the ANNs to
approximate chlorine concentrations and reliability. The solutions obtained by linking
an ANN to a GA were shown to be similar to those when using a simulation model
linked to a GA, with the extra benefit that the solutions were found much faster.
However, ANNs cannot be considered as a panacea and many studies have
demonstrated their pitfalls. It is agreed that the process of training is an important
aspect, and the performance of ANNs is crucially dependant on successful training
(Chatfield, 1993; Carpenter and Barthelemy, 1994; Hill et al., 1994). Related issues
have arisen from this question. Firstly, finding an optimal data set for training may
require a prohibitive cost and time associated with data collection. Secondly, even if
an optimal data set were found, once conditions are changed, the already trained ANN
might not be suitable and would have to be retrained all over again. Thirdly, several
studies (Rogers, 1992; Rogers and Dowla, 1994; Johnson and Rogers, 1995; Rogers et
al., 1995) have reported that ANNs perform well when faced with problems that fall
within the domain of inputs that were used for training. All of the aforementioned
disadvantages significantly limit the general application of ANNs.

2.4.3 Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO)
Ant colony optimization (ACO) was proposed by Dorigo and his colleagues (1996) as
a method for solving hard combinatorial optimisation problems. ACO is a
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metaheuristic approach inspired by the fact that ants are able to find the shortest route
between their nest and a food source. This is accomplished by using pheromone trails
as a form of indirect communication. The path taken by individual ants from the nest in
search of a food source is essentially random. However, when many ants are searching
for a food source simultaneously, the paths taken are affected by the pheromone trails
laid by other ants. When ants encounter pheromone trails, there is a higher probability
that trails with higher pheromone intensities will be chosen. As more ants travel on
paths with higher pheromone intensities, the pheromone on these paths builds up
further, making it more likely to be chosen by other ants. In this way, the shortest path
can be found through positive reinforcement.
Maier et al. (2003) applied the ACO to the optimal design of water distribution
systems and results were compared with those obtained using GAs. The findings of
their study indicated that ACO outperformed GAs for the two case studies in terms of
computational efficiency and their ability to find near global optimal solutions. Jalali
et al. (2006) proposed a novel way of addressing a reservoir operation problem making
use of ACO algorithms. As ACO is a relatively new technique, there still exists broad
space to explore and evaluate its applications.

2.4.4 Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a family of combinatorial methods that search for
solutions of complex problems using an analogy between optimisation and natural
selection (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1992). GAs mimic biological evolution based on
the Darwinist theory (survival of the fittest), where the strongest (or any selected)
offspring in a generation are more likely to survive and reproduce. The nuclei of a GA
are three basic operators: selection, crossover, and mutation. A brief introduction of
GAs and their applications is presented in this section, and the in depth rationale is
further described in section 3.1.
Compared with mathematical optimisation approaches, GAs have a number of
advantages (Goldberg, 1989; McKinney and Lin, 1994). The four key advantages are:
GAs impose no continuity requirement on the objective function and can solve
problems with discrete decision variables; GAs usually don’t get trapped to a
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local-optimal solution, and can find a near-optimal solution with a high probability; a
GA generates several near-optimal solutions, and can provide sufficient flexibility in
decision making; and GAs have parallel processing potential, and through this can
generate solutions efficiently.
A search of ‘Genetic Algorithm(s) in title through all years’ was made in the database
of SCI (Science Citation Index) resulted in 12872 papers. Of these, 30 were directly
related to water resources by refining the search within water resources system. The
results of searching for ‘ANN’ and ‘ant colony’ on water resources were 25 of 6313
and 4 of 1989 respectively. The study on the application of GAs to water resources
problems could be considered to be more mature and fruitful. GAs have been applied
to a large variety of different problems such as water distribution system, reservoir
operation, river quality management, and groundwater remediation problems.
Yang et al. (2007, 2009) applied genetic algorithms to multi-objective planning for
conjunctive use of surface and groundwater using dynamic programming. In their
research, two objectives were considered to simultaneously minimize fixed cost and
time-varying operating cost associated with the water utilisation. Genetic algorithms
were used to find the optimal water use patterns. Dynamic programming was applied
to optimise reservoir release in every time step. A groundwater simulation model
ISOQUAD was incorporated into GAs as an evaluation function to produce
groundwater level results. The decision variables of the GA approach included
possible capacity of reservoirs and well networks, and the volume of pumping or
recharge in every time step. The constraints were set in terms of reservoir storage and
groundwater level limits. The proposed approach was applied to a study area in
Taiwan, China. Four scenarios including conjunctive use without the consideration of
fixed cost in the groundwater system, conjunctive use with a well design-life of 10
years, conjunctive use with a well design-life of 30 years, and only surface water use
were designed for comparison. Results indicated that the developed approach could
produce the expected results.
Tsai, et al (2009) demonstrated the application of the parallel GAs to a multi-objective
management for a combination of pressurized water distribution and groundwater
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systems. The linkage between the pressurized water distribution system and the
aquifer system is through the well pumps, where the groundwater is pumped into
either free-surface tank or the pressurized junction nodes. A parallel GA (PGA) was
developed to overcome the difficulty of solving the Boolean integer nonlinear
programming (BINLP) problem. The well pump operations optimisation problem was
formulated as a BINLP problem to optimise the periodic 24 hour pump operations
over a 1-week operation horizon. The objectives included energy minimisation,
pressure violation minimisation, tank residence time minimisation, daily tank level
deviation minimisation, tank reliability maximisation, and weekly drawdown
minimisation, subject to the constraints related to continuity and energy equations in
the pressurized network and the groundwater equations. The weighted MCDM method
was used to merge the sixe objectives into one objective function. Their approach was
applied to a case study in Chandler, Arizona. A first run of the model using the
documented data was carried out to produce the baseline for comparisons. Five
scenarios with different sets of weights were investigated. Results indicated that the
PGA significantly reduced the computation time. The optimal well pump operations in
the five scenarios outperformed the original model in terms of less energy
consumption and less pressure violation. The tank reliability, resilience, and
vulnerability were evaluated to infer the system reliability. The Pareto curve was
prepared to provide compromise solutions between two competing objectives of
energy reduction and pressure violation reduction.
Li et al (2008) developed a GA based fuzzy multi-objective optimisation approach for
regional water allocation. The uncertainty associated with water allocation was
represented by applying Fuzzy set theory to the objective functions. GAs were applied
to find the optimal water allocations. The objective functions included three
conflicting goals: economic profit, environmental and social dimensions. The GA
approach solved the multi-objective problem by introducing the three objectives as
constraints into the problem and setting a target to be achieved. The decision variables
were the amount of water released to each plant. The constraints were considered in
terms of resource availability, water conveyance, regional harmonious development,
and non-negativity of the decision variables. The developed method was applied to
Dongying City, China and satisfactory results were obtained.
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Jothiprakash (2009) developed a GA based optimisation approach to address
reservoir operation problems. The objective function of the model was to minimise the
annual sum of squared deviations from desired target releases and desired storage
volumes, subject to the constraints related to mass balance, release, storage,
evaporation and surplus. The decision variables were release for irrigation from the
reservoir. The approach was applied to a multi-purpose reservoir, namely Perunchani
Reservoir in India. Results were compared with those from a stochastic dynamic
programming (SDP) model with the same conditions. It was found that the GA model
outperformed the SDP model by providing more supplies, resulting in less irrigation
deficits. The sensitivity of the GA performance to size of population, crossover
probability and number of generations were also investigated, resulting in a set of
optimal parameters for the study case.
An operational optimisation approach based on GAs for water distribution systems
were developed by Van Zyl et al (2004). Hill climber search strategies were introduced
to the traditional GAs to overcome the difficulty in finding out the optimal solutions
once the region of optimal solutions were identified by the traditional GAs. Two hill
climber strategies, the Hooke and Jeeve (Schwefel, 1981) and Fibonacci (Schwefel,
1981) methods were investigated. The operational optimisation problem discussed in
this research was focused on groundwater management, aiming at finding the optimal
pump scheduling. The main objective was to determine the optimal tank levels that
would minimize the annual pumping costs of the whole system. The tank levels were
constrained by the full water levels and minimum emergency storage levels in the
service tanks. The hybrid method was first tested on a test case and subsequently
applied to the Richmond water distribution system, in the UK. The performance of the
hybrid method was compared with the pure GA method. The hybrid method was
shown to outperform the pure GA method significantly both in terms of convergence
speed and the quality of the solutions found.
An optimisation approach based on GAs for an irrigation water scheduling problem
was described by Wardlaw et al (2004). The objective was to optimise the utilization
of water resources in irrigation systems operating on a rotational basis. The constraints
related to in-field soil moisture balances and canal capacities. Results indicated that
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GAs were a robust approach and could produce appropriate schedules under extreme
conditions of water stress.
The direct search approach to determine optimal reservoir operating policies was
proposed by Momtahen and Dariane (2007) with a real coded GA as the optimisation
method. Different reservoir release rules were applied to a single reservoir system and
compared with conventional models such as stochastic dynamic programming and
dynamic programming. The results indicated that the GA models were generally
superior in identifying better expected system performance. GAs were proven to be
flexible and robust in optimising various types of policies, even in models that include
nonlinear, non-separable objective functions and constraints.
Chan Hilton and Culver (2005) developed a robust genetic algorithm (GA) approach
taking into account the uncertainty of hydraulic conductivity values in determining the
best groundwater remediation design. The goal of the optimisation problem was to
identify the lowest cost designs while meeting constraints on contaminant
concentrations, hydraulic heads, and pumping rates given uncertainty in hydraulic
conductivity values. In addition, the basic GA and noisy GA (Miller and Goldberg,
1996) were applied to the same problem for comparison.
The breakthrough in the development of GA applications to groundwater
pump-and-treat remedies was marked by a groundwater simulation optimisation
software system, referred to as the Modular Groundwater Optimizer or MGO,
proposed by Zheng and Wang (2003). MGO linked optimisation approaches including
GAs with the groundwater flow model MODFLOW (Harbaugh and McDonald, 1988)
and the solute transport model MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang, 1999). The objective
functions of the MGO code could accommodate multiple cost terms such as fixed
capital costs, drilling costs, pumping costs, treatment costs and user-defined costs.
Well locations and pumping or injection rates are optimised simultaneously subject to
various types of constraints including well capacities, hydraulic gradients, drawdown
and concentration (Zheng and Wang, 2003). MGO has been incorporated into Visual
MODFLOW as a module to address optimisation problems in pump-and-treat
technology.
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Wardlaw and Bhaktikul (2004) presented the application of a GA to real time
allocation of irrigation water supplies. The objective function was to maximize the
allocation of water supplies in an equitable manner while satisfying a variety of
constraints including reach capacity constraint, nodal water balance constraint and
scheme supply constraint. The results from GAs were compared with those of
quadratic programming (QP) which had been derived previously. It was concluded
that the GA approach can yield similar solutions to QP, but had no advantage over
QP for the same water allocation problem. However, the applications of GAs to
water resources planning and management are still insufficient to make a solid
judgement with respect to the performance of GAs, particularly in terms of water
allocation to optimise conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater. This area
would therefore be worthy of further investigation.

2.5 Conclusions
An overview of various optimisation approaches and of their applications to water
resources problems has been illustrated in this chapter. It is apparent that both
mathematical programming techniques and optimal control theory have strict
requirements in terms of the differentiability of objective functions and constraints,
and require significant computational effort. For the problem intended to be addressed
in this research, the groundwater model would be run multiple times to permit the
evaluation of constraints, and thus it is important that the chosen optimisation
approach be efficient computationally. Aside from this, since the optimisation will
involve water resources system modelling associated with many complex functions, a
mathematical requirement of differentiability could not be satisfied. Heuristic
programming methods and particularly GAs therefore appear to be most appealing.
From the above review of the application of GAs to water resources problems, it is
concluded that a wide variety of problems have been addressed using the GA
technique with satisfactory results, which implies that GAs have become relatively
mature compared with other techniques. The GA approach will therefore be applied to
optimise water allocation proposed in this research.
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3

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

3.1 Introduction
From the review of the existing optimisation approaches presented in Chapter 2, it is
apparent that genetic algorithms are robust and can provide a balance between
efficiency and efficacy in the optimisation of complex problems. They are now
finding more widespread application to many different types of problems. This
research has therefore focused on GAs in view of their computational efficiency and
the peculiarity and complexity of the problem which was to be tackled in this
research. A review was made of the application of GAs in Chapter 2, and in this
chapter the emphasis is on the implementation of GAs.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 gives a general introduction of GAs
including their mathematical foundations and strengths. Various coding schemes are
discussed in depth in section 3.3. Section 3.4 introduces the concept of fitness in GAs.
Section 3.5 examines the reproduction operators of GAs. Section 3.6 presents the
various crossover operators of GAs including their individual advantages and
disadvantages. Section 3.7 describes the mutation operators of GAs for binary coding
schemes and real coding schemes respectively.

3.2 Overview of Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms mimic biological evolution based on the Darwinist theory
(survival of the fittest), where the strongest (or any selected) offspring in a generation
are more likely to survive and reproduce. They are theoretically and empirically
proven to provide robust search in complex spaces (Holland 1975). Having been
established as a valid approach to problems requiring efficient and effective search,
GAs have gained much appeal by virtue of their simplicity of operation. Furthermore,
they are not fundamentally limited by restrictive assumptions about the search space
(assumptions concerning continuity, existence of derivatives, unimodality and other
matters).
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Genetic algorithms surpass the normal optimisation and search procedures in the
quest for robustness, in that they are different from their counterparts (calculus-based
search, enumerative search, and random search) in the following four fundamental
ways (Goldberg, 1989):
1. GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves.
Genetic algorithms require the natural parameter set of the optimisation problem
to be coded as a finite-length string. As a result, they are largely unconstrained by
the limitations of other methods (continuity, derivative existence, unimodality,
and so on).
2. GAs search from a population of points, not a single point. In many traditional
optimisation methods, they normally move from a single point in the search
space to the next using some transition rule to determine the next point. This
point-to-point method is somewhat of a trap that leads into a local optimum. In
contrast, GAs works from a rich database of points simultaneously climbing
many peaks in parallel, and thus the probability of being trapped into a local
optimum is reduced dramatically compared with the conventional point-to-point
methods
3. GAs use objective function information, not derivatives or other auxiliary
knowledge. For example, gradient techniques need derivatives (calculated
analytically or numerically) in order to be able to climb the current peak. On the
other hand, GAs have no need for all this auxiliary information. To perform an
effective search for better structures, they only require that objective function
values be associated with individual strings.
4. GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic rules. Furthermore,
unlike conventional methods, GAs use random choice as a tool to guide toward
regions of the search space with likely improvement.
Taken together, these four differences collectively contribute to genetic algorithms’
robustness and resulting in advantage over other more commonly used techniques.
In order to describe the principles of GAs more clearly, it is necessary to explain the
terms related to GAs before moving towards a systematic introduction of GAs. A GA
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starts with a number of possible solutions, referred to as the initial population, which
are randomly generated within the predetermined lower and upper bounds of each
model parameter to be optimised. Each of the possible solutions in the initial
population is referred to as individual, typically encoded as a binary string (called
chromosome). Each chromosome comprises sub-strings or genes representing
decision variables which can be used to evaluate the objective function of a problem.
For each individual, the objective function (also referred to as the fitness function in a
GA) is enumerated. During the course of the search, new generations of individuals
are reproduced from the old generations through random reproduction, crossover, and
mutation based on certain probabilistic rules. The reproduction is in favour of those
interim solutions with lower objective function values (in a minimisation problem).
Gradually, the population will evolve towards the optimal solutions. The nuclei of a
GA are three basic operators: reproduction, crossover, and mutation (Figure 3.1).
These operators are discussed further in the subsequent section. The basic steps of a
GA are explained in the order shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3 Coding Schemes
The choice of an appropriate coding scheme to represent the potential solutions to a
particular problem is crucial to success for any GA. Goldberg (1989) compared a
coding scheme to a building block. If the building blocks are misleading due to the
coding, the problem may require extraordinarily long time to arrive at the near
optimal solutions. In general, there are three types of parameter encoding methods in
use. In early GAs (Holland 1975; DeJong 1975; Goldberg and Kuo 1987) binary
coding was used. Hollstien (1971) introduced Gray coding to his work on the
application of a genetic algorithm to digital feedback control of some engineering
plant. Real value coding started to gain recognition more recently and has been
researched widely.
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Figure 3.1 Flowchart of Genetic Algorithms

3.3.1 Binary Coding
At the very early start of the development of GAs, binary coding dominated as the
means of mapping a finite-length string to parameters of an optimisation problem. A
string of binary bits can be used to represent many types of parameters, including
integers, real numbers or even a state which is used to describe a problem. For
example, consider the problem of maximising the function f ( x) = x 2 , where x is
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permitted to vary between 0 and 31. To use a GA, we must first code the decision
variables x simply as a binary unsigned integer string of length say 5. If base 2
arithmetic is applied, we of course only have two digits 0 and 1 to work with, and as
an example the number 10011 decodes to the base 10 number as follows:
1× 24 + 0 × 23 + 0 × 22 + 1× 21 + 1× 20 = 16 + 2 + 1 = 19
Obviously with a five-bit binary string we can obtain numbers between 0 (00000)
and 31(11111). To start off, an initial population of the binary string is selected
randomly in the permissible search space. The GA then decodes each string as above
and evaluates them by calculating the objective function values f ( x) for each
string solution. In this way, the GA can proceed to the next stage including
reproduction, crossover and mutation.
From the above example, it may be concluded that binary strings can be used to
describe various problems and are easy to operate on. However, the main drawback is
in relation to precision. Firstly, it encounters difficulties when dealing with
continuous search space with large dimensions and where a great numerical precision
is required. For example, for 100 variables with a length of domain being 3, where a
precision of six digits after the decimal point is required, the range of solutions
should be divided into at least 3 × 1000000 equal size ranges. That means that a total
of 100 × 22 ( 2097152 = 2 21 < 3000000 < 222 = 4194304 ) binary bits are required to
represent the 100 variables. For such problems, GAs perform poorly. Secondly, when
it comes to mutation and crossover operations, binary coding can result in significant
disturbances on the values of individual chromosome. For example, a mutation from
11111 to 01111 results in a value change from 31 to 15. This difference is so big
compared with the permissible space that it may lead to convergence problems.
Another issue is that problems occur when a variable may only have a finite number
of discrete valid values. For example, consider a parameter x ∈ S , where S
i

is a finite discrete set with S = 10 . Using the binary coding, a minimum of four

bits are needed for coding the elements in S. If codes 0000 to 1001 are selected for
coding, some of the codes may be redundant for example the range from 1010 to
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1111. Clearly their decodings correspond to the values which don’t belong to S. As a
result, the binary representation may not be appropriate here. Moreover, coding and
decoding procedure might also slow down the computation time.

3.3.2 Gray Coding
Gray coding was introduced to try and reduce the impact of bitwise operation on gene
values (Hollstien 1971; Michalewicz 1992). A table of 4-bit binary code and Gray
code correspondence is shown as Table 3.1. It can be found that Gray coding
representation has the property that any two points next to each other in the problem
space differ by one bit only. In other words, an increase of one step in the parameter
value corresponds to a change of a single bit in the code. This adjacency property is a
general characteristic of the Gray codes. Gray coding can therefore enhance the
performance of GAs by the way of making incremental improvements on mutation
operation compared with binary coding.
Table 3.1 Comparison of Binary-Coded
and Gray-Coded Integers

Integer

Binary

Gray

0

0000

0000

1

0001

0001

2

0010

0011

3

0011

0010

4

0100

0110

5

0101

0111

6

0110

0101

7

0111

0100

The procedures for converting a binary number b = b1 ,K , bm
number g = g1 ,K , g m

into Gray code

and vice versa are given as follows (Michalewicz 1996):
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procedure Binary − to − Gray
begin
g1 = b1
for k = 2 to m do
g k = bk −1 XOR bk
end
procedure Gray − to − Binary
begin
value = g1
b1 = value
for k = 2 to m do
begin
if g k = 1 then value = NOTvalue
bk = value
end
end
where , XOR is a logical operation called exclusive disjunction that results in a value
of true if exactly one of the operands has a value of true. NOT is an operator which
performs logical negation. Put it simply, it yields the opposite of the expression it
evaluates.

3.3.3 Real-value Coding
For the problems where the function arguments can be expressed by numerical
values, real-value coding is considered to be a most efficient and coherent way to
represent parameters.
In real-value coding, the initial population is generated randomly within the
permissible space using real numbers, and thus it helps to save significant
computational time as decoding each binary string is not required. A prominent
advantage of real-value coding is that no discretization of the decision variable space
is required, and better precision is therefore possible. Although the precision of
binary coding can be improved by introducing more bits to the string, this will
inevitably slow down the execution time.
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The use of real parameters makes it possible to use large domains (even unknown
domains) for the variables, which is difficult to achieve in binary implementations
where increasing the domain would mean sacrificing precision, assuming a fixed
length for the chromosomes. Another advantage when using real parameters is their
capacity to explore the graduality of the functions with continuous variables, where
the concept of graduality refers to the fact that slight changes in the variables
correspond to slight changes in the function (Herrera et al, 1998). In this line, a
highlighted advantage of the real coding scheme is the capacity for the local tuning
of the solutions.
Davis (1991) and Michalewicz (1992) described many applications of real-value
coding. Michalewicz (1992) indicated that for real-valued numerical optimisation
problems, real value coding outperformed binary coding because it is more consistent,
more precise, and leads to faster execution. An evaluation of the three representation
schemes was carried out by Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) based on the well known
four-reservoir problem. An evaluation of the three representation schemes was carried
out using the parameter levels in terms of crossover probability and mutation
probability, which gave the best performance in sensitivity analysis. The results
showed that real-value coding appeared to offer several advantages over binary and
Gray coding:
1. both a higher maximum fitness and a smoother convergence to a solution were
achieved;
2. the average fitness of the population generated was much higher;
3. it operated significantly faster than the other two methods.

3.4 Evaluation of the Strings
The model evaluation criterion is an important aspect of a GA. This criterion is usually
referred to as the “fitness” in conventional optimisation methods. Each string or
chromosome in the GA population corresponds to a possible combination of decision
variables and a solution. The fitness associated with each chromosome can be
evaluated by a simple function or by running simulation models using the
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corresponding set of model parameters in more complex systems.

3.5 The Reproduction Operator
A typical GA is composed of three operators: reproduction, crossover and mutation.
Reproduction is a process in which individual strings are copied according to their
objective values (fitness function values). Copying strings according to their fitness
values means that the string with a higher value has a higher probability of
contributing one or more offspring to the next generation. The aim of reproduction is
to propagate the better or fitter strings. That is why the term of ‘selection’ is also used
to describe reproduction operation. The reproduction operator (selection) can be
implemented in algorithmic form in a number of ways. The commonly used selection
methods are proportionate selection, ranking selection, and tournament selection.

3.5.1 Proportionate Selection
The name proportionate selection describes a group of selection schemes that choose
individuals for reproduction according to their objective function values. Various
methods have been suggested for sampling this probability distribution, including
roulette wheel selection (De Jong, 1975), stochastic remainder selection (Booker,
1982; Brindle, 1981), and stochastic universal selection (Baker, 1987; Grefenstette
and Baker, 1989). Of these, roulette wheel selection is the original selection method
proposed for genetic algorithms by De Jong (1975).
The easiest selection method is to create a biased roulette wheel where each current
string in the population has a roulette wheel slot sized in proportion to its fitness. To
discuss it further, given a number of chromosome populations from one generation,
the fitness value f i for each chromosome can be calculated according to the
objective function f ( x) . The probability pi of each chromosome passing its genes
to the next generation is proportional to its fitness and can be expressed in equation
3.1:
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pi =

fi
n

∑f
i =1

(3.1)
i

where,
f i = the fitness of chromosome i
N =

the population size

An example of the corresponding weighted roulette wheel for a population of size 4
is shown in Fig. 3.2. To reproduce, the weighted roulette wheel is spun four times.
For instance, string 1 is given 14.4% of the biased roulette wheel, and each spin turns
up string 1 with probability of 0.144. Each time another offspring is required, and a
simple spin of the roulette wheel yields the reproduction candidate. In this way, more
highly fit strings have a higher number of offspring in the succeeding generation.
Once the string has been selected for reproduction, an exact replica of the string is
made. This string is then entered into a mating pool, a tentative new population, for
further genetic operator action.
Obviously proportionate selection strongly depends on the scaling of the fitness
function. Undesirable selection results arise if the proportionate selection
probabilities of individuals are close to each other. As an example, assume a
population of 11 individuals with the best individual having a fitness value of 111
and the worst a fitness value of 101 (The scaling of the fitness functions is 1). The
selection probability for the best individual is 10.4% and for the worst is 9.5%. The
selection probabilities of the best and the worst individual are almost identical in this
case. This flaw therefore restricts the application of the proportionate selection to
genetic algorithms.
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1
14.40%
4
30.90%

2
49.20%

3
5.50%

Figure 3.2 The Sample Roulette Wheel

3.5.2 Ranking Selection
Ranking selection was introduced by Baker (1985) to eliminate the serious
disadvantages of proportionate selection (Grefenstette and Baker, 1989; Whitley,
1989). For ranking selection the individuals are selected according to their rank rather
than their actual fitness values. The idea is straightforward. Sort the population from
the best to the worst, assign the number of copies that each individual should receive
according to a non-increasing assignment function, and then perform proportionate
selection according to that assignment.
An assignment function is devised to satisfy three conditions:
1. α (η ) ∈ R

for

x ∈ [0,1]

2. α (η ) ≥ 0
3.

1

∫ α (η ) dη = 1
0

The product α (η ) dη can be thought of as the proportion of individuals assigned to
the proportion dη of individuals who are currently ranked a fraction say x below the
individual with best function value (here x = 0 will be the best and x = 1 will be the
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worst to connect with Baker’s formulation). With this definition, the cumulative
assignment function β can be defined as the integral of the assignment from the best
( x = 0 ) to a fraction x of the current population:
x

β ( x) = ∫ α (η )dη
0

(3.2)

Let pi be the proportion of individuals who have function values better than or equal
to a fitness value f i , and the proportion of individuals assigned to the proportion
pi ,t (the subscript t is the current generation) in the next generation t+1 is simply the

cumulative assignment values of the current proportion: pi ,t +1 = β ( pi ,t ) . From this
expression, it can be seen that the forward selection proportion is only a function of the
current value and has no relation to the proportion of other population classes (classes
of individuals who have function values worse than that fitness value f i ) . This is in
contrast to proportionate selection, where the forward proportion is strongly
influenced by the current balance of proportions and the distribution of the fitness
function itself. This difference is one of the attractions of ranking selection in that an
even, controllable pressure, can be maintained to push for the selection of better
individuals (Goldberg and Deb, 1991).
Commonly used forms of assignment function include two types, namely linear
ranking selection and exponential ranking selection. The detailed procedures to
determine the parameters related to these two assignment functions are given by
Blickle and Thiele (1995). Additionally, they also made a comparison of different
selection schemes in terms of various indexes associated with selection schemes. The
same mechanism was used to compare reproduction rate, selection intensity, loss of
diversity and selection variance for a variety of selection schemes including
proportionate selection, linear selection, exponential selection, truncation selection
(Mühlenbein et al., 1993), and tournament selection (Wetzel, 1983). It was concluded
that exponential ranking selection should be the best selection for the same problem
considered. However, they also pointed out that an absolute conclusion might be
difficult to be reached as it depended upon the optimisation task and the kind of the
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problem to be solved.

3.5.3 Tournament Selection
Tournament selection was suggested by Wetzel (1983). This method works as follows:
choose some number t of individuals randomly from the population and copy the
best individual from this group into the intermediate population, and repeat as often as
desired (usually until the mating pool is filled). Often tournaments are held only
between two individuals (binary tournament selection), although larger tournament
size can be used theoretically.
The performances of a number of selection schemes commonly used in modern
genetic algorithms including proportionate selection, ranking selection and
tournament selection were considered by Goldberg and Deb (1991). They were
compared in terms of growth ratio for the best individuals, takeover time for the best
individual and the time complexity of the selection itself (The time complexity of a
selection scheme is the time spent on the implementation of a selection operator).
Proportionate selection was found to be significantly slower the other types. Linear
ranking selection and binary tournament selection were showed to have identical
performance, with binary tournament selection preferred because of its better time
complexity. Tournament selection is therefore adopted in this research.

3.6 The Crossover Operator
The crossover operator permits the exchange of genes between pairs of chromosomes
in a population, and is used to combine the best characteristics from two parent strings.
From this point of view, the offspring are very likely to inherit the best characteristics
from their parents through crossover operation.
String members in the mating pool are initially mated at random, and the crossover is
performed on each selected pair (through selection process) with a specified
probability, referred to as crossover probability. After a pair is selected for crossover,
a random number between 0 and 1 is generated and compared with the crossover
probability, which is typically between 0.5 and 0.7. If the random number is smaller
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than the crossover probability, crossover is performed on the pair and the position of
the crossover site is randomly determined. Otherwise, no crossover is done. The end
of crossover is the creation of a new population which has the same size as the old
population. In crossover, each pair of strings undergoes an exchange of genes
according to randomly selected crossover positions. There are three crossover methods
in use, and these are one point crossover, two point crossover, and uniform crossover.

3.6.1 One Point Crossover
One point crossover is the original crossover proposed for genetic algorithms by
Holland (1975). An integer position k along the string is selected uniformly at
random between 1 and the string length l

[1, l − 1] . Two new strings are created by

swapping all characters between positions k + 1 and l inclusively. In Figure 3.3,
string 1 and 2 are the parent strings that are going to be mated, and string 3 and 4 are
the child strings after crossover action. A feature of one point crossover is that it has
potential to produce offspring that are entirely different from their parents. This is
likely to give rise to the loss of the best parent string when crossover takes place on
that string.

Crossover
Parent Strings

Positions

Child Strings

1：0101010101011︱11000

3：0101010101011︱01101

2：1010101010100︱01101

4：1010101010100︱11000

Figure 3.3 One Point Crossover

3.6.2 Two Point Crossover
Cavicchio (1970) defined a two point crossover operator. Two point crossover is quite
similar to one point crossover, and the only difference is that two positions rather than
one are selected randomly. It is shown in Figure 3.4 that the genes beyond the
crossover points are exchanged between the two selected strings. In fact, De Jong
(1975) investigated the effect of multiple-point crossover on a GA performance. He
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suggested that two-point crossover is the best as far as minimizing disruption of
schemata. (A schemata (Holland, 1968, 1975) is a similarity template describing a
subset of strings with similarities at certain string positions).

Parent
String1
Two Point
Crossover

Child
String 1
Cross
Point 1

crossover

Cross
Point 2

Parent
String 2

Child
String 2

Figure 3.4 Two Point Crossover

3.6.3 Uniform Crossover
Instead of selecting a random crossover site as one point crossover does, the uniform
crossover method works sequentially through every bit in the selected strings. At
each bit i in the offspring string, a random number pi between 0 and 1 is
generated and compared with the user specified crossover probability pc . If pi ≤ pc ,
the selected bit in the parent strings is exchanged with the corresponding bit in the
other parent string and 1 may be used to denote this action in binary coding schemes.
Otherwise, if pi > pc , 0 can be used to denote that no crossover is performed. In this
way, it can be regarded that a crossover template of the same size as the parent strings,
containing 0 and 1, can be created to guide the crossover action, with 1 denoting
crossover and 0 denoting no crossover. The process of the crossover operation for a
binary coding scheme is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Parent String 1： 010101010101111000
Parent String 2： 101010101010001101
Crossover Template： 010001100010101001
Child String 3： 000100110111011001
Figure 3.5 The Uniform Crossover

Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) analyzed the influence of the three crossover operators on
the results produced with real-value representation using the four reservoir problem.
This study indicated that uniform crossover is the best crossover operator for the
four-reservoir problem. Uniform crossover is chosen for this research.

3.7 The Mutation Operator
The mutation operation is used to simulate an alteration of a gene sequence on a
chromosome in natural biological evolution, by which the structure and physical
properties of the chromosome is altered. In this way, it is able to add some diversity
to the GA population. As Goldberg (1975) points out, mutation plays a decidedly
secondary role in the operation of genetic algorithms. Mutation is needed because,
even though reproduction and crossover effectively search and recombine existing
population memebers, occasionally they may lose some potentially useful genetic
material. The mutation operator protects against such an irreparable loss and prevents
premature convergence. On the other hand, mutation can enhance the search ability
of GAs by exploring the unreached space. In a GA, mutation is the occasional (with
small probability) random alteration of the value of a string position according to a
probability defined by a mutation rate, the mutation probability pm . By itself,
mutation is a random walk through the string space. When used sparingly with
reproduction and crossover, it is an insurance policy against premature loss of
important material. Although mutation is generally considered to be a background
operator, the sphere of mutation operator study is blossoming, resulting in various
mutation forms appropriate for different coding schemes. These are discussed in the
following sections.
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3.7.1 Binary Coding
a) Jump Mutation
Jump mutation is typically performed according to a probability (mutation probability)
by flipping the values of 0/1 of the bit that is selected (Holland, 1975; Goldberg,
1989a). The probability of any bit in a string being selected for mutation is controlled
by the mutation probability pmj . If a generated random number r ( r ∈ [0,1] ) is equal
to or smaller than pmj ( r ≤ pmj ), mutation occurs. If the selected bit is 0, it becomes 1,
and vice versa.
Carroll (1996) suggested a rule of thumb for the mutation probability pmj ,
pmj = 1/ N

(3.3)

where,
N = population size

b) Creep Mutation
As mentioned briefly in Section 3.3.1, the unavoidable flaw in jump mutation for
binary representation is that it may result in a relatively big difference in parameter
values after mutation, which would dramatically affect the convergence. Fortunately,
this can be overcome through creep mutation. Creep mutation is one of the typical
methods that operate on actual parameters, rather than their binary representations, as
illustrated below,
yi* = yi ± β

(3.4)

Here, yi and yi* are the parameter values prior to and after creep mutation, and β
is the parameter increment. The creep mutation is controlled by a creep mutation
probability pmc . It works by initially decoding a binary string to actual parameters
and then selecting each parameter in turn and generating a random number. If the
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random number is equal or smaller than the creep mutation probability, mutation
occurs and equation 3.4 is applied to the selected parameter. If the random number is
greater than the creep mutation probability, no creep mutation is performed. Whether
the positive or negative sign is used depends on another random number. According
to Carroll (1996), it is usually adequate to set up the relationship between the creep
mutation probability pmc and the jump mutation probability pmj as follows:
pmc = (1/ n p ) pmj

(3.5)

where,
pm = number of parameters

3.7.2 Real Coding
The above mutation methods are unchallenged when binary-coded representation is
used. However, other forms of mutation have been developed for use with real value
coding schemes.

a) Uniform Mutation
Uniform mutation was suggested by Michalewicz (Michalewicz, 1992). Uniform
mutation operates in the same way as equation 3.4, and β is a preselected value
that a selected gene is modified by. The problem with random mutation in real
coding schemes is that good solutions can also be possibly disturbed by the mutation
process as the same value of mutation is applied to all of the generations.

b) Non-uniform Mutation
In order to overcome the disadvantage of uniform mutation mention above,
non-uniform mutation was proposed, where the amount by which genes are mutated
is reduced progressively with successive generations.
Suppose C = (c1 ,K ci ,K cn ) is a chromosome and ci is a gene to be mutated
( ci ∈ [ai , bi ] , [ai , bi ] is the domain of ci). The gene ci ' results from the application
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of mutation. If the non-uniform mutation operator is applied in a generation t , and
g max is the maximum number of generations, then

 c + ∆(t , bi − ci ) if τ = 0
ci ' =  i
ci − ∆(t , ci − ai ) if τ = 1

(3.6)

with τ being a random number which may have a value of zero or one, and

∆ (t , y ) = y (1 − r

(1−

t
)k
g max

)

(3.7)

where, r is a random number from the interval [0,1] , and k is a parameter
chosen by the user, which determines the degree of dependency on the number of
iterations. This function gives a value in the range [0, y ] such that the probability of
returning a number close to zero increases as the algorithm advances. The size of the
gene generation interval shall become lower and lower with the passing of
generations. This property therefore causes this operator to make a uniform search in
the initial space when t is small, and very locally at a later stage, favouring local
tuning (Michalewicz, 1992).

c) Real Number Creep Mutation
When a continuous function is optimised with local maximums and minimums and,
at a given moment in time, and a chromosome is obtained which is situated in a good
local maximum, it would be interesting to generate other chromosomes around this
chromosome in order to come close to the peak point of such a maximum. In order to
do this, the chromosome may be slid into a value by increasing or decreasing gene
values by a small random quantity. The maximum slide allowed is determined by a
parameter defined by the user. Different instances of this operator have been
presented, such as the Guaranteed-Big-Creep and the Guaranteed-Little-Creep (Davis,
1989) and the small creep and the large creep (Kelly et al., 1991). The difference
between these operators lies in the value of the maximum slide allowed (Davis,
1991).
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Holland (1975) suggested that the genetic algorithm should be used as a
pre-processor to perform the initial research, before turning the search process over
to a system that can employ domain knowledge to guide the local search. This
indicates that apart from the possibility of overturning the good individuals, uniform
mutation is also unable to invoke a local search once the high performance regions of
the search space are identified by GAs. As a result, non-uniform mutation is more
appropriate in terms of local tuning of the search space. In other words, a desirable
mutation should cause global search of the search space at the beginning of the
process, but an increasingly local exploitation later on. As the search space of local
tuning depends very much on the problem researched, incorporating problem specific
knowledge into the mutation process is a must for an efficient GA. Thus,
non-uniform mutation is used in this research taking into account of the information
related to the studied problem.

3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, the mechanism of GAs was explored thoroughly. Detailed
descriptions were expanded surrounding the coding schemes and essential operators
of GAs, including reproduction, crossover, and mutation operators. Different
methods for each operator were introduced. The comparisons related to
computational efficiency and applicability between each type of method were also
discussed. On the basis of these, the real coding scheme was chosen to represent the
decision variables in this research. Tournament selection, uniform crossover and
non-uniform mutation were determined to be the three operators to be used in GAs
developed in this research. These reviews also provided a sound foundation for the
application of GAs in the subsequent chapters particularly in terms of the parameters
associated with operators.
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4

APPLICATION OF GAs TO A SIMPLE PROBLEM

4.1 Introduction
The primary objective of this chapter is to explore the potential of applying a
GA-based optimisation approach to a simple irrigation system water allocation
problem. A detailed review of GA applications to water engineering problems has
been presented in chapter 2. As the literature review indicates, GA approaches have
some advantages over other optimisation techniques in some aspects, such as
robustness and computational efficiency etc. The GA approach is thus selected to
address the problem presented in this thesis. On the basis of the rationale of GAs
described in Chapter 3, a preliminary GA approach to optimise irrigation water
allocation for a simple test network is developed in this chapter. Moreover, the
calibration of operators related to GAs is also conducted.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 goes into details with
respect to the simple problem to be optimised, with emphasis on the problem
formulation. Section 4.3 demonstrates the GA application to the simple network in
terms of the objective function and the relevant constraint formulation. In Section 4.4,
a sensitivity analysis of solutions to various sets of GA operators is carried out to
investigate the variation trend of solutions with GA operator values, and a
combination of operators which could produce the optimal solutions for the problem is
identified accordingly. In section 4.4, the results are evaluated, and in section 4.5, the
concluding remarks on this chapter are given.

4.2 Problem Formulation
4.2.1 Network Definition
In order to illustrate some concepts in relation to the model, a simple but representative
irrigation system is assumed. The irrigation system for a surface water allocation
model driven by irrigation demands can be described by a simplified network as
shown in Figure 4.1. In fact, the system is composed of two subsystems. One can be
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considered as a river system, and the other is a canal system. The river system consists
of node 1, node 2, node 3 and the links q2 and q3 connecting them. The canal system
simply contains node 1, node 4 and the link q4 . The river system starts with an inflow
node labelled as node 1 and ends with node 3. Node 2 is a connection node also called
normal node. Node 3 represents a sink node with a sink flow qsin k . q1 can be
regarded as the inflow at the head of a river, and q2 and q3 are reach flows. For the
canal subsystem, q4 is the canal flows. Node 4 is a demand node, and d 4 and x4 are
used to represent its irrigation demand and supply respectively. The inflow q1 is
considered known, and the target is to calculate the reach and canal flows q2 , q3 , q4 ,
the irrigation supply x4 , and the sink flow qsin k .

Figure 4.1 A Simplified Network

4.2.2 Objective Functions
Wardlaw and Barnes (1999) developed an objective function to maximize crop yields,
or minimize crop losses with equity considerations included. The objective function is
of the form:

n

Minimize

Z =∑
i =1

( yim − yia ) 2
yim

(4.1)

where,
yim = potential crop yield in scheme i
yia = actual crop yield in scheme i
n = number of schemes
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Realizing that function 4.1 is difficult to apply practically, Wardlaw and Barnes (1999)
introduced the concept of crop yield response to water, which can be expressed in the
following form (Doorenbos and Kassam, 1979):

(1 −

ya
ET
) = k (1 − a )
ym
ETm

(4.2)

where,
k = crop yield response factor
ETa = actual crop evapotranspiration
ETm = potential crop evaportranspiration
Assuming that the ratio of actual to potential crop evapotranspiration is the same as the
ratio of irrigation supply to demand:

ETa x
=
ETm d

(4.3)

Assuming that the maximum crop yield to be the same for the same crop (yim is a
constant), equation 4.1 can be rewritten as follows:

n

Minimize

Z =∑
i =1

ki2
(d i − xi ) 2
d i2

(4.4)

An alternative form of the function with different sensitivity was also suggested by
Wardlaw and Barnes (1999):

n

Minimize

Z =∑
i =1

ki
(di − xi ) 2
di

(4.5)

They also investigated the performance of the two forms of objective functions
(function 4.4 and 4.5) for a simple network (Figure 4.2) with a range of inflows and
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with variation in yield response factors. It was found that both functions gave the
required bias in water allocation to the crop with the highest yield response factor.
However, function 4.4 could not produce the desired result of equitable yield response
and gave additional bias to the crop with a high yield response factor. Function 4.5
produced an equitable yield response and was the more appropriate function.

Figure 4.2 Test Network for Objective Function Evaluation
Source: Wardlaw and Barnes, 1997

For the purposes of simplifying the model, it is assumed the similar cropping patterns
are applied to each irrigation scheme, and that crops are at the same stage of growth.
The yield response factor can then be removed from the equation. Based on function
4.5, the objective of this model is to maximize water supplies to each irrigation area
depending on water availability in an equitable water allocation manner, and the
objective function can be written as equation 4.6
(d i − xi ) 2
Z =∑
di
i =1
n

Minimise

(4.6)

where,
d i = irrigation demand
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n = number of demand nodes
The decision variables from equation 4.6 are the supplies xi (here xi is referred to as
the supply to node 4 x4 . x4 is different from q4 , as there is conveyance loss in the
transmission link from node 1 to node 4.). Taking a view of the entire network, the
unknown variables, in other words, the variables to be calculated also include reach
flows q2 , q3 , canal flow q4 and the sink flow qsin k (For this example, qsin k occurs in
node 3. qsin k is the product of q4 deducted by conveyance loss). The decision
variables therefore consist of three terms: water supplies, reach or canal flows and sink
flows.
Equation 4.6 results in an equitable supply of water per unit of demand or per unit area.
The function may not be equitable in economic terms as farm size would influence
costs and practices in water stress situations.

a) Constraints
Constraints are also an indispensable component for an optimisation problem. The
constraints imposed on each node i in this simplified model are considered from the
following four perspectives, all of which are given in equation 4.7 to 4.9.

① Canal capacity constraint

qij ≤ qmax ij

(4.7)

where,
qij = flow between node i to node j

qmax ij = the capacity of canal qij
② Supply constraint
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xi ≤ d i

(4.8)

③ Nodal water balance constraint

m

qinfi + ∑ qij − xi − qsin ki = 0

(4.9)

j =1

where,
qinfi = external inflow to node i
qsin ki = sink flow at node i
m = the total number of nodes within the system

4.3 GA Application
The elements and the related concepts of a simplified surface water model were
described in section 4.2. In this section, implementation of a GA approach to optimise
water allocation is discussed. The discussion focuses on the network presented in
Figure 4.1.

4.3.1 Decision Variables
As stated above, the decision variables include water supplies, reach or canal flows
and sink flows. However, these variables are interrelated by the nodal water balance
constraint of equation 4.9. The number of decision variables can therefore be reduced
greatly for a large network by considering the dependency between each type of
variable. For the purpose of simplicity and computational efficiency, the most
convenient approach is to convert the water supply decision variable to a known
parameter rather than set it as a decision variable directly. To be more specific, for the
above model, we use the reach or canal flow q2 , q3 , as the decision variables, and
determine the irrigation supplies x4 , canal flow q4 and the sink flow qsin k by the
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nodal water balance equation.

4.3.2 Constraint Expression
As stated in the previous chapters, the constraints in a GA are expressed in the form of
penalty functions. The penalty functions corresponding to the constraints in equations
4.7 to 4.9 can be outlined as follows:

① Canal capacity constraint

m

m

P1 = ∑∑

(qij − qmax ij )

i =1 j =1

qmax ij

(if qij > qmax ij )

(4.10)

(if xi > di )

(4.11)

where, m = the total number of nodes in the system

② Supply constraint

n

P2 = ∑
i =1

( xi − di )
di

where, n = number of demand nodes

③ Nodal water balance constraint

m

m

P3 = ∑

qinfi + ∑ qij − xi − qsin ki
j =1

r

qinfi + ∑ qij

i =1

j =1

m

(if qinfi + ∑ qij − xi − qsin ki > 0)
j =1

The objective function can be rewritten as:
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(4.12)

n

Minimize

Z =∑
i =1

(di − xi ) 2
+ R1× P1 + R 2 × P 2 + R3 × P3
di

(4.13)

The coefficients R1 , R 2 , and R3 are weighting factors that can be used to adjust the
sensitivity of the solutions to different penalties.

4.4 Testing on a Simple Network
4.4.1 Network Definition
A GA optimisation model was established to carry out a preliminary test on the simple
network shown in Figure 4.3. Following testing the model was applied to the case
study area. In Figure 4.3, four different types of nodes are included: inflow nodes,
normal nodes, demand nodes, and sink nodes. As its name suggests, an inflow node is
the node where the river inflow occurs. It is similar to a normal node which is used to
link demand nodes or sink nodes. In this sense, an inflow node can be considered as a
special normal node. As shown in Figure 4.3, node 1 with circle is the inflow node, and
node 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 with circles are all normal nodes. Node 7, 8, 9 and 10 with squares
are demand nodes with d1 , d 2 , d3 and d 4 illustrated as demands. The sink node is
represented by a hexagon and is labelled as 11, with qsin k representing the sink flow.
The computer implementation of the network definition follows the similar genre
created by Wardlaw and Bhaktikul (2001) in Appendix A. Their approach offers a
straightforward and smart way of defining the link between each node for the test
network using matrices. For this simple test network, three input data files are needed:
1. A network file that includes information on:
i) nodal numbers for inflow nodes, sink nodes and demand nodes;
ii) connections between nodes using a matrix;
iii) a canal capacity matrix;
iv) a reach number matrix.
2. An irrigation demand file that contains information on the demands for each
demand node
3. An inflow file that gives the inflow data to each inflow node
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For the sake of simplicity in this example, the demands of node 7, 8, 9, 10 were set to 5
m3/s, 5m3/s, 4 m3/s, and 3m3/s respectively. The inflow was set to 15 m3/s, and all of
the canal capacities were set to 15 m3/s.

Figure 4.3 A Test Canal System network

4.4.2 GA Approach Formulation
a)

Optimisation Approach Components

It is well known that an optimisation problem includes three components: decision
variables, the objective function and constraints. Regarding the decision variables for
this simple test problem, different ways of setting decision variables for each type of
node were introduced to simplify computation. For demand nodes or sink nodes, the
canal or reach flows connecting to them were set as decision variables, so that the
demands x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and the sink flow qsin k were calculated according to the nodal
water balance as stated above. For normal nodes, including inflow nodes, one of the
canal or reach outflows (canal flows with connection index being -1) from the normal
node is picked out randomly by the GA, and treated as a dependent variable. The rest
of the canal flows connecting to the node are set as decision variables, and generated
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randomly within the range of their canal capacities by the GA. The chosen outflow
value is then obtained by the nodal water balance for normal nodes. The penalty
functions and the objective function for this problem were kept similar to equations
4.10 to 4.13.

b)

GA Formulation

Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) carried out a comparison of the three representation
schemes: binary coding, gray coding, and real-value coding. The real value coding
scheme was shown to be the best. Real value coding was therefore chosen to represent
the decision variables in this research. The decision variables were initialized
randomly within the canal capacity domains. Following the findings of the literature
review on GA operators (chapter 3), tournament selection, uniform crossover, and
non-uniform mutation were selected for this test problem. The appropriate
probabilities associated with each operator were investigated through sensitivity
analysis. This process is described in the next section.

4.5 Evaluation of GA Performance
In practice, the performance of GAs has been found to be sensitive to the GA
parameters (De Jong, 1975). It is necessary to explore the sensitivity of GA
performance to different GA parameters.

4.5.1 Sensitivity to Crossover Probability
Many researchers (De Jong, 1975; Goldberg, 1989) have suggested that good
performance may generally be achieved using a high crossover probability and low
mutation probability. Carroll (1996) suggested a rule of thumb for the mutation
probability pm = 1/ N ( N is the population size). As the population is 100 for this
case, the initial mutation probability of 0.01 was obtained from this equation. This
probability of uniform mutation was then used to carry out the sensitivity analysis of
GA performance to crossover probability. Crossover probabilities within the range of
0.50 to 1.0 were considered through runs with a fixed length of 500 generations.
Figure 4.4 shows the sensitivity of GA performance to crossover probability. It can be
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observed in Figure 4.4 that the best solutions are achieved at the crossover probability
of 0.95 with the best evaluation function value of 0.272.
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Figure 4.4 Sensitivity to Crossover Probability

4.5.2 Sensitivity to Mutation Probability
The best probability of 0.95 obtained from the sensitivity analysis in section 4.5.1 was
adopted to investigate the sensitivity of GA performance to mutation probability.
Mutation probabilities within the range from 0.001 to 1 were investigated, with the
other GA-related parameters unchanged. Figure 4.5 illustrates the trend of the best
evaluation function values with different mutation probabilities. It can be seen from
Figure 4.5 that the best evaluation function values fluctuated greatly between the
probabilities of 0.001 to 0.1, and were relatively stable in the intervals 0.1-0.2
and0.3-0.4. Performance deteriorated at mutation probability of 0.40 and above. The
best three solutions were achieved at the probabilities of 0.09, 0.2 and 0.01, resulting
in their respective fitness values of 0.250, 0.256 and 0.256, all of which are very close
to each other. Overall, the results of the sensitivity analysis for mutation probability
indicate that too low or two high a mutation probability cannot produce good results,
and that GA solutions are quite sensitive to mutation probability. It is therefore crucial
to select an appropriate mutation probability for a GA approach.
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Figure 4.5 Sensitivity to Mutation Probability

4.5.3 Sensitivity to Population Size
The influence of population size was also explored for this problem. Three runs were
carried out for each of the potential optimal mutation probability 0.09, 0.2 and 0.01 in
order to make a comprehensive comparison. In each case the program was run
respectively for a fixed length of 500 generation and for a final convergent optimal
solution regardless of the number of generations. A maximum population size of 500
was used with an interval of 50 population size. The results are shown in Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7.
The trends of the fitness values against population size in both figures are consistent
regardless of the number of generations. Clearly the results with the mutation
probabilities of 0.2 and 0.09 far outperform those with 0.01. For the case with mutation
probability of 0.01, the best solutions are achieved with the fitness value of 0.250
when the population size is 100. For the cases with mutation probabilities of 0.09 and
0.2, acceptable results are obtained with a population of 100, while the best solutions
are produced with a population of 450 and 250, resulting in their fitness values of
0.241, and 0.238. Apparently, these three best fitness values are gradually approaching
the theoretical optimal fitness value of 0.235 for this problem, with slight differences.
It can be concluded that a small population size cannot guarantee diversity in the
population. On the other hand, too big a population size would slow down the
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computation and the best results may be obtained at the cost of the increasing number
of generations required. As such a moderate size of 100 populations may be the best
trade-off between these two extreme conditions.
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Figure 4.6 Sensitivity of Best Fitness to Population Size
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Figure 4.7 Sensitivity of Fitness at Generation 500 to Population Size

4.6 Evaluation of Results
Following the sensitivity analysis of GA performance to GA operators, a set of optimal
solutions to the test problem was produced. The details regarding the setup of the
parameters related to GA are reinstated in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 GA Parameter Setup

Parameters

Details

Number of Genes (Decision Variables)

5

Population Size

250

Coding Schemes

Real-value Coding

Selection Operator

Tournament Selection

Crossover Operator

Uniform Crossover

Mutation Operator

Non-uniform Mutation

Crossover Probability

0.95

Mutation Probability

0.2

Maximum Generations

5000

Minimum Generations

500

Convergence Criteria

0.0001

The optimal solutions are listed in Table 4.2 in conjunction with the theoretical
solutions. It can be observed from Table 4.2 that with the above parameters, the best
solutions are achieved after a run of 2310 generations. The calculated supply and
demand ratios are quite close to the theoretical ones. The calculated supplies appear to
be quite good and very close to the theoretical supplies with very tiny acceptable
relative errors.
Table 4.2 Comparison of GA Solutions with Theoretical Solutions

Node No.

7

8

9

10

Theoretical Supply Demand Ratio

0.882

0.882

0.882

0.882

Calculated Supply Demand Ratio

0.868

0.878

0.902

0.886

Theoretical Supply Values

4.412

4.412

3.529

2.647

Calculated Supply Values

4.342

4.388

3.609

2.658

-1.57%

0.55%

2.25%

0.41%

Relative Errors
Theoretical Best Fitness

0.235

Calculated Best Fitness

0.239

No. of Generations Required

2130
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4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a simple canal system with essential network nodes including demand
nodes and sink nodes was created to test the application of a GA optimisation approach.
An appropriate evaluation function and corresponding penalty functions related to the
constraints were determined for this test case. The sensitivity of GA performance to
GA parameters was investigated. The results indicated that a crossover probability of
0.95 combined with a mutation probability of 0.2 was the most appropriate for the test
case. Regarding the influence of population size, the optimal solutions were obtained
with a population size of 250. However, a population size of 100 was shown to be
sufficient to produce acceptable results.
GA performance is very sensitive to the values of each GA operator. It is impossible to
determine a fixed value for each GA parameter, which suits any particular case. A
sensitivity analysis provides an illuminative way of identifying an appropriate range of
GA parameter values. This is very useful for selecting the GA parameters for other
cases. The most important conclusion is that the GA approach demonstrated in this
chapter has been shown to be an effective tool to optimise the irrigation water
allocation for a surface water system.
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5

THE SHIYANG RIVER BASIN

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter a description is given of the case study area - the Shiyang River Basin
(SRB). The physical situation of the Shiyang River Basin is described, followed by a
review of recent studies carried out for the basin. The description of the previous
studies centres on the WEAP-Tsinghua model (WTM), which was recently established
for the Shiyang River Basin.
This chapter is organised as follows. The characteristics of SRB are described in
section 5.2. The previous studies conducted for this area are summarised in section 5.3.
The structure of the WEAP model is given in section 5.5, while the Tsinghua
groundwater model is outlined in section 5.6. The findings of the WTM model are
outlined in section 5.7. Conclusions of this chapter is summarised in section 5.8.

5.2 Shiyang River Basin
5.2.1 Geography and Climate
The Shiyang River Basin is one of the three continental rivers in the Hexi Corridor, in
Gansu Province, China. It issues from the Qilian Mountains in the south, and flows out
over alluvial fans into the plain and towards the Badanjilin Desert in the north, with the
Wuwei Oasis in the middle basin, and the Minqin Oasis in the downstream. To the east
is the Tenggeli Desert. A map of the river basin is shown in Figure 5.1. The river basin
extends from 101º41’E to 104º16’E and from 36º9’N to 39º27’N, and has an area of
41,600 km2. There are eight tributaries draining from the mountains. From east to west
these are: the Dajing River, the Gulang River, the Huangyang River, the Zamu River,
the Jinta River, the Xiying River, the Dongda River and the Xida River. The basin
includes seven counties and has a total population of 2.2 million (Kang et al., 1996;
Shi et al., 1998).
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Figure 5.1 The Shiyang River Basin

Precipitation occurs mainly over the mountains in the south, and is of the order of
600mm annually. In the middle part of the river basin, average annual precipitation is
of the order of 300mm. In the north, it decreases to about 60mm. The river is thus
mainly fed by rainfall, and to some extent by snow and glacier melt in the Qilian
Mountains. The average annual runoff is about 1.575 Mm3 and it is relatively steady.
(Chang, 1994; Wang, 1998).

5.2.2 Water Resources Utilisation
Water resources utilisation in the Shiyang River Basin has been increasing
significantly as a result of continuous population growth and the associated demand
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for food and other agricultural products. As water resources supply in the river basin is
relatively steady, the gap between supply and demand has been widening. It has been
estimated that annual water use in the basin is now of the order of 2850 Mm3/year,
while the renewable water resources is of the order of 1660 Mm3/year (Ministry of
Water Resources, 2006). There is thus significant overexploitation of the water
resources, and this is occurring mostly from groundwater.
Water resources development in the Shiyang River Basin has occurred mainly since
the 1979s, particularly with expansion in irrigation in the middle and lower reaches. 23
reservoirs have been built, 8 of which are considered to be medium sized with a total
capacity of 450Mm3. It is reported that the live storage of these reservoirs is 348 Mm3
and that sediment occupies 49 Mm3 (Ministry of Water Resources, 2006). In the
middle reaches, main canal systems have a high standard of lining. The irrigated area
has been excessively extended in the past 40 years, resulting in drastic reduction of
inflow to the lower reaches, and consequent reductions in groundwater recharge.
Groundwater use has increased significantly in the Shiyang River Basin. In Minqin
County alone there are over 9000 wells, and there said to be 13000-14000 wells in the
middle and lower basins combined. There was no licensing mechanism and local
officials were under a lot of pressure to increase agricultural production. The
groundwater levels have thus been declining dramatically (Ministry of Water
Resources, 2006).
Water-saving irrigation techniques have been promoted in the Shiyang River Basin to
improve irrigation water conveyance efficiency and irrigation water use efficiency and
reduce water consumption. The canal systems are being lined with cement–cobble and
concrete to control seepage and improve the efficiency of irrigation water conveyance.
Border irrigation, furrow irrigation, drip irrigation, low pressure pipeline irrigation and
sprinkler irrigation is being introduced to reduce the irrigation application for crops
(Kang et al., 2004). However, the savings in water made by improving the conveyance
of irrigation water in canals and the efficiency of water use in farmlands are far from
satisfying the ecological and agricultural water requirements in the basin. The water
use conflict in the irrigated areas between the upper and middle reaches is obviously
the dominant crisis for the Shiyang River Basin and some of the issues related to the
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unsustainable water use patterns are discussed in the following sections.

5.2.3 Existing Problems
As a result of its arid climate, limited water resources and some inappropriate water
resources development, the Shiyang River Basin is now under an extremely serious
condition, which is evident in various issues related to water allocation, groundwater
over-abstraction, salinization and desertification.

a) Water Resources Allocation
As water resources supply of the whole river basin was relatively steady in the past
decades, increased utilisation of water resources with industrial development and
population growth in the Wuwei Oasis caused a decline in water resources availability
in the lower basin and the Minqin Oasis. A study carried out by Kang et al. (2004)
illustrated that the ratio of water use in the upper and middle reaches compared to the
lower reaches increased from 1:0.57 in the 1960s, to 1:0.27 in the 1970s and 1:0.09 in
the 1990s. The downstream region is thus now suffering a severe water shortage due to
the lack of proper water allocation for the whole river basin. There is conflict between
upstream and downstream water use and urgent measures are required to address this.

b) Lowering of Groundwater Table
Since the 1970s, groundwater has been exploited and utilised on a large scale in the
Shiyang River Basin, The rate of utilisation increased significantly from the late 1980s,
particularly in the middle and upper reaches of the river basin, and there has been a
lack of proper resource management and water allocation also. Groundwater levels are
falling by about 0.5 m/year in the southern part of the basin, and groundwater levels in
Minqin and around Wuwei are now more than 40 m below ground surface at some
locations (Ministry of Water Resources, 2006). Figure 5.2 presents the groundwater
depth variations in Minqin from 1961 to 2000 (Kang et al., 2004).
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Figure 5.2 Groundwater Depth in Minqin

c) Soil Salinization
The Minqin oasis, in the lower reach of the Shiyang River Basin, is surrounded by the
Tenggeli desert, and its agriculture is often threatened by drought, sand storms and soil
salinization in the long term. In the last two decades, the quantity of surface runoff into
the Minqin irrigation area has decreased abruptly. The annual runoff in the Shiyang
River at the gauging station Caiqi is shown in Figure 5.3(Mott Macdonald, 2006).
Meanwhile, excessive exploitation of the groundwater resources made its quality
much worse. However, farmers still use this saline water to irrigate their land, resulting
in the accumulation of salt in the soil and continuous expansion of the salinized soil
area. According to statistics, the area of salinized soil was 20 km2 in the 1950s and this
figure has become 40 km2 at present. A part of that area has already lost its capacity to
cultivate grains (Liu et al. 1998).

d) Accelerated Desertification
Under the natural conditions, when the depth of the groundwater table exceeds 6 m,
which is regarded as the eco-warning depth in the Shiyang River Basin (Ye et al.,
1998), a number of desert bushes and date trees die or are seriously degenerated.
According to statistics (Chen and Kang 2001), 40 km2 are covered by desert date trees
around the Minqin Oasis, but about 2.15×106 trees are now dead. In Wuwei an area of
87 km2 containing 7.0×106 date trees has been affected and trees have lost their foliage.
These areas in Minqin and Wuwei account for 9% and 21% respectively of the total
area covered by desert date trees in the Shiyang River Basin. The dune forming, soil
desertification and declining vegetation at the edge of the oasis area have led to the
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loss of the natural sand-fixation barrier and opened one section after another to the
expanding desert. Wind erosion has become more intense. The desert is spreading and
the dunes in the main path of sand storms have been advancing at a velocity of 10 m
per year on average (Wang, 2002).
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Figure 5.3 Annual Runoff Volumes in the Shiyang River at Caiqi

5.2.4 Strategies for Sustainable Water Resources Use
Based on the above problems, several strategies have been proposed and are
summarised as below (Kang et al., 2004; Shi et al., 1998; Ministry of Water Resources,
2006).
1. Integrated water resources management. Kang et al (2004) described that the root
of the water crisis in the Shiyang River Basin lies in the lack of reasonable water
resources planning and management, particularly in terms of water allocation.
Tradeoffs in regional allocation of water resources are required. Uncontrolled
water resources utilisation upstream has resulted in severe water shortage
downstream and consequently a variety of problems ranging from lowering of
groundwater table to land degradation. The combination of economic, social and
ecological aspects should therefore be taken into account to optimise water
resources allocation and maintain a relatively balanced ecosystem.
2. Enhancements at the management level. Shi et al (1998) considered that it was
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urgent that a new management organization unifying water resources management
should be established to coordinate water use and ensure that users strictly abide
by the water laws, and provide unified exploitation and allocation within the river
basin.
3. Development of water-saving techniques (Ministry of Water Resources, 2006). A
variety of modern irrigation techniques have been developed to achieve
water-saving objectives. The details can be found in section 5.2.2. However, it
should be noted that various factors need to be considered in their implementation:
i) Appropriateness to a particular crop soil and climatic conditions;
ii) Capital investment and operational and maintenance / replacement costs;
iii) Degree of knowledge and attention required by farmers and managers to
ensure maximum performance of the system
4. Diverting water from other rivers. Inter-basin transfer is one of the ways of
relieving water shortage in this region. There are two inter-basin transfers into the
Shiyang River Basin at present. An annual transfer of 60 Mm3 is made from the
Yellow River to Miqin. A second transfer delivers 40 Mm3/year from a tributary of
the Yellow River in Qinghai Province to Jinchang. However, the actual inter-basin
transfers have totalled 84 Mm3 (The Strategic Plan, 2007). Inter-basin transfers
generally have a high capital and operational cost, as well as an environmental cost
to the donor basin. Since water shortage is intense in northern China, an inter-basin
transfer simply transfers a problem.
In conclusion, structural interventions such as water-saving techniques and inter-basin
transfers have limitations, not least of which is their high cost. This research is
therefore focused on non-structural interventions, particularly on how to distribute and
utilise available water resources between different stakeholders in different parts of the
basin. It is intended to identify sets of sustainable water use patterns using optimisation
approaches, taking account of a range of economic, social and ecological factors.

5.3 Previous Studies
There have been a number of papers in the literature with respect to water resources
assessment for the Shiyang River Basin. Kang et al. (2004) analyzed the impacts of
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human activities on water resources. They demonstrated clearly that groundwater
over-draft did exist. E et al (2004) described the application of FEFLOW groundwater
model to the Minqin area. Several conclusions were drawn from their research:
1. the groundwater table depth on the periphery of the area was 2-3 m between 1960
and 1965;
2. the groundwater depth in the area had been lowered by 5 - 10 m;
3. the groundwater table on the periphery of the oasis was lowered by 7-10 m during
the 1980’s
Yang et al (2001) presented a multi-objective optimisation study for groundwater
management in the Shiyang River Basin. They set up a distributed numerical
groundwater model. They also applied a multi-phase linear programming approach to
optimise conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater. The decision variables
were groundwater supplies for different water use sectors such as industry and
agriculture etc. The objective function included nine components in terms of water
supply, economics, water quality issues, and a range of constraints were determined
accordingly. The presented model was able to produce the water use that maximise the
objective and met the environmental and ecological constraints. They suggested that
water imports and water saving techniques were required to solve the ecological and
environmental problems.
An extensive water resources assessment study has been carried out by Mott
MacDonald (2005-2009) involving in the Water Resources Demand Management
Assistance Project (WRDMAP ). This study mainly focused on the development of the
WEAP-Tsinghua model (WTM). The WTM comprises the WEAP model
(http://www.weap21.org/) to deal with the surface water system and the Tsinghua
groundwater model, which is a distributed finite difference groundwater model. These
two models are not linked in a physical sense. The WEAP model is used to generate
groundwater recharge data and groundwater abstraction data that are read as inputs by
the groundwater model. The groundwater model then calculates regional groundwater
flow patterns and creates a file of spring flow data that is then fed back into the WEAP
model in an iterative cycle. Generally it is only necessary to run the models through
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two iterations as the aquifers and river system are only in direct connection over
relatively short reaches. Spring flow is influenced by groundwater conditions, but
generally leakage from the river systems to the aquifer is not influenced by water table
position (Mott MacDonald, 2008).

The components of the WTM model are

presented in the following sections.

5.4 Water Resources Assessment
The normal approach to assessing river systems, as exists in the Shiyang River Basin,
is to use river basin systems simulation model, which is in effect a network flow model.
These models are run with time series of river flow and demands as inputs, and
produce time series of water availability or supply deficits in different parts of the
system as outputs. This type of modelling approach is appropriate for the Shiyang
River Basin. The WEAP model was therefore chosen as the surface water evaluation
model by Mott MacDonald (2005).
Additionally, irrigation is the largest water user in the Shiyang River Basin, which
constitutes 86.4% of the total water use. The total irrigable area is about 316,700 ha.
Some areas are irrigated by a mix of surface and groundwater, and some are irrigated
by groundwater or surface water only. In view of the importance of irrigation in the
basin, the importance of groundwater recharge that results from irrigation and the
importance of groundwater in meeting some irrigation demands, a groundwater model
is required in resource evaluation. The Tsinghua groundwater model was adopted for
the study conducted by Mott MacDonald and also for this research.

5.5 The WEAP Model
WEAP is distinguished by its integrated approach to simulating water systems in the
context of demand-side issues, water quality and ecosystem preservation. WEAP
places the demand side of the equation – water use patterns, equipment efficiencies,
reuse, prices and allocation – on an equal footing with the supply side – streamflow,
groundwater, reservoirs and water transfers. (SEI, 2005)
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WEAP has a number of features that made it particularly attractive for use in the
Shiyang River Basin. WEAP operates on the basic principle of water balance and can
be applied to municipal and agricultural systems, a single watershed or complex
transboundary river basin systems. Moreover, WEAP can simulate a broad range of
natural and engineered components of these systems, including rainfall runoff, base
flow, and groundwater recharge from precipitation; sectoral demand analysis; water
conservation; water rights and allocation priorities; reservoir operations; hydropower
generation; pollution tracking and water quality; vulnerability assessments; and
ecosystem requirements. A financial analysis module also allows the user to
investigate cost-benefit comparisons for projects (SEI, 2005).

5.5.1 WEAP Model Data Preparation
The data requirements for the WEAP model include base mapping, hydrological and
hydro-meteorological data, irrigation system data, cropping data, soil and land use
data, water use data for potable, industrial and agriculture supplies and information on
water resources infrastructure.

a) Precipitation Data
Precipitation data have been used in three ways in the WEAP model. They were used
in modelling reservoirs, in modelling catchment water balance components and in
determining crop irrigation water requirements. In reservoir modelling, the data from
gauges at reservoir sites was used directly as part of reservoir water balance modelling.
For the Shiyang River Basin, precipitation data were available for all reservoirs and for
all streamgauging stations.

b) Evaporation Data
Potential evapotranspiration (ETo) and potential evaporation (Eo) are important inputs
to the WEAP modelling system. Potential evapotranspiration drives the crop water
requirement calculation, and potential evaporation is important in carrying out
reservoir water balance and operation calculations. Potential evapotranspiration and
potential evaporation are generally estimated in China from measurements of pan
evaporation. Two pans are in widespread use—the 20 cm pan, and the E604 pan. A
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preliminary analysis of pan evaporation data carried out in 2006 (Mott MacDonald,
2006) indicated significant variability in pan evaporation measurements, and it was
considered desirable to verify pan coefficients by calculating ETo and Eo using the
internationally widely accepted FAO Penman approach (Allen et al. 1999). This
approach is an energy budget approach that uses parameters commonly measured at
climatic stations. The data required for this method are wind speed, mean daily
maximum and minimum temperatures, relative humidity (or vapour pressure), and
solar radiation (or hours of sunshine).
Climatic data were collected by the WRDMAP (Water Resources Demand
Management Assistance Project) project staff from the Meteorological Department in
Lanzhou for four climate stations that were considered to be representative of different
parts of the primary irrigation areas in the Shiyang River Basin. These stations were
Minqin, Wuwei, Yongchang and Gulang. The analysis of the climatic data for these
four stations (Mott MacDonald, 2006) indicated that these data were consistent and
could be used to calculate ETo and Eo.
For reservoir evaporation, each reservoir and gauging station has an evaporation pan
and the correlation between pan evaporation estimates was checked against the closest
climate station estimates of Eo and against nearby evaporation measurements. It was
concluded that the 20 cm pan data were consistent, although there were periods of
missing record at some stations. Infilling was carried out using the normal ratio
method, and a pan coefficient of 0.75 was estimated and used throughout (Mott
MacDonald, 2006).

c) Reservoir Data
There are a total of eleven reservoirs in the Shiyang River Basin. The locations of the
reservoirs are shown in Figure 5.4. Records are kept of reservoir water levels and
outflows at each reservoir. For the WEAP model, the key information required for a
reservoir is the elevation-storage curve, the normal top operating level, normal bottom
operating level, and the buffer level. These can be used along with precipitation and
evaporation data to determine reservoir inflows that are required in the WEAP model.
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d) Irrigation and Cropping Data
Data on irrigation and cropping were collected by the WRDMAP project staff for each
irrigation scheme including the percentages of cropped area irrigated from surface
water and from groundwater. It should be noted that cropping data were not received
for all irrigation areas and in a number of instances cropping patterns were assumed.
Crop planting and harvest data were received for the Minqin area and these were used
to develop a more general calendar for use in crop water requirement calculation
throughout the basin. Canal capacity data are also required by the WEAP model, and
can be an important constraint to water supply. These data were collected by the
WRDMAP project staff also.
Winter irrigation represents a significant water use and is extensively practiced in the
Shiyang River Basin. Water is applied to the fields in the months of October,
November and December, where it goes into soil moisture storage and then freezes.
This moisture is then available to crops in the spring, and pre-watering at this time is
not required. The advantages of winter irrigation are that it makes use of available soil
storage at a time when evaporation will be relatively low, and that it also helps to
prevent wind erosion of soils during the very dry winter period. Reservoir storage in
the basin is not large, and the practice of winter irrigation may be considered as
providing useful additional storage. It is understood that farmers also perceive that
winter irrigation and subsequent freezing of the water in the soil kills pests and helps to
break up the soil. A disadvantage of winter irrigation is that there will be
non-beneficial evaporative losses over the winter period, even though the soils are
frozen. Losses through seepage and deep infiltration are not a significant concern as
generally these will serve to recharge groundwater.
It is understood that farmers also apply winter irrigation water supplied from
groundwater. Winter irrigation was therefore associated with all irrigation areas in
development of the WEAP model, and where both surface and groundwater sources
are available, both can provide winter irrigation supplies. The supply priority for the
WEAP model is specified as being from surface water and then groundwater for
combined areas.
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Records of winter irrigation applications are not available. Estimates have, however,
been made on the basis of a specified target winter irrigation depth. A temporary
storage is used in WEAP to represent the soil moisture storage in which winter
irrigation is stored. This has the top supply priority and is depleted before there is
recourse to surface water or groundwater sources once crop irrigation is required.

e) Domestic and Industrial Water Use
It is important that domestic and industrial water use are properly quantified for water
resources assessment and properly represented in any model. The level of reliability
required for domestic and industrial water supply is significantly higher than that
required for irrigation and ensuring that demands can continue to be met in severe
drought conditions is important. Water use data were provided for Jinchuan, Wuwei
and Minqin.

f)

Groundwater Components

The WEAP model does represent groundwater storage, but can not represent regional
groundwater flow from one part of the basin to another, and could not simulate spring
flow either. The groundwater component in WEAP is simply a storage that is
recharged from irrigation, precipitation and river canal leakage, and from which
groundwater is supplied to particular demand centres.

g) Network Definition
The WEAP model network was developed on the basis of the schematic of the water
resources system prepared in September 2006 (Mott MacDonald, 2006). It has all
reservoirs and rivers in their correct relative positions. The network is shown in Figure
5.4. The network comprises rivers, reservoirs, irrigation demand nodes, potable water
demand nodes, return flows, runoff links, transmission links and groundwater
storages.

5.5.2 WEAP Model Runs
The initial WEAP model of the Shiyang River Basin was created by Geng (Geng,
2006), and was subsequently refined on the WRDMAP project by Wardlaw (Mott
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MacDonald, 2006). The following sections outline aspects of the WEAP model setup.
The model was set up to run for a period of 30 years from 2000 to 2029. The
calibration process involved adjusting river leakage rates, losses to groundwater from
irrigation areas, and irrigation system losses, to improve the match between simulated
and observed river flows at the gauging stations, and thus better representation of the
whole river system. These gauging stations include Caiqi on the Shiyang River,
Hongshui on the Hongshui River and on the Gulang River at Gulang. This calibration
was carried out on the period 2000-2005, the period for which cropping information
was available. The locations of the streamgauging stations are shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 present the results of this calibration, which was considered to
be quite satisfactory.

Figure 5.4 The WEAP Model Network
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Figure 5.5 Simulated and Observed Streamflow at Gulang

Figure 5.6 Simulated and Observed Streamflow at Hongshui
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Figure 5.7 Simulated and Observed Streamflow at Caiqi

5.6 Tsinghua Groundwater Model
5.6.1 Data Preparation
a) Elevation Data
A high resolution DTM at 1: 50000 scale was used for the Minqin area. The elevations
to the south of Caiqi were based on the 1: 200000 scale mapping.

b) Finite Difference Mesh
The original finite difference mesh for the groundwater model is shown in Figure 5.8,
and can be compared with the refined mesh shown in Figure 5.9. The original mesh
comprised 3034 nodes and 5663 elements for each model layer. The refined mesh
comprises 11875 nodes and 23008 elements for each model layer. The refined mesh
was used in the WTM model, but in view of the computational efficiency required by
the GA approach, the original mesh was used in this research and the details can be
found in chapter 6.
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Figure 5.8 The Refined Groundwater Model Finite Difference Mesh

Figure 5.9 The Original Groundwater Model Finite Difference Mesh
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c) Aquifer Characteristics
The aquifer is represented by a three layer system, with zones delineated as shown in
Figure 5.10 for each of the layers. The legend in Figure 5.10 refers to the aquifer zones.
The associated properties of each zone are summarised in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.10 Modelled Aquifer Zones
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Table 5.1 Summary of Modelled Aquifer Characteristics by Delineated Zone

Zones
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3.581

2.011

3.069

Parameters
Kh(m/d)

28.000 24.000 20.462 15.346 12.788 10.231

Kz(m/d)

5.6000 4.8000 4.0923 3.0692 2.5577 2.0462 0.7162 0.4023 0.6139

Sy

0.32

0.28

0.25

0.22

0.20

0.17

0.09

0.08

0.08

10

10

25

30

35

10

40

45

40

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Parameters
Kh(m/d)

2.558

1.023

0.512

Kz(m/d)

0.0512 0.2046 0.1023 0.0021 3.0692 2.5577 2.0462 4.0923

-6

-1

Ss(10 )(m )
Zones

Sy
-6

-1

Ss(10 )(m )

0.0102 15.346 12.788 10.231 20.462

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.13

0.12

0.09

0.11

40

60

70

30

35

10

25

Kh and Kz refer to horizontal and vertical permeabilities; Sy is specific yield and Ss is
specific storage.

d) Initial Groundwater Conditions
In earlier calibration of the groundwater model, initial conditions had been
interpolated from the available groundwater level data. In refining the model
calibration, a pseudo steady state condition was established using conditions that were
thought to prevail prior to significant groundwater abstraction in the basin. The
summary of these conditions can be found in the WRDMAP modelling report (Mott
Macdonald, 2008).

5.6.2 Groundwater Calibration
The calibration was based on observed groundwater level data available for the
2000-2005, with historic simulation starting from the 1950 pseudo steady state
condition. Model calibration was thus carried out using 56 year model runs on the
basis of a 30-day time step. The calibration was base on the observation well network
and observations in field visits of water levels in open wells in the desert fringes. The
calibration results were considered to be encouraging, although the groundwater
model was not well calibrated in some areas. The detailed results and the evaluation of
the results are presented in the WRDMAP modelling report (Mott Macdonald, 2008)
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on the basis of the observation network and well groupings demonstrated in the same
report. The simulated groundwater level for the wells in the north Minqin Sub-basin
for both the period of observed record and the long term historic simulation are
presented here in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that the simulation of water levels at
6223220013 appears to be reasonable over the period of observed data, and the historic
simulation also appears to be reasonable.
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Figure 5.11 Simulated and Observed Groundwater Levels

5.7 Findings of WTM Modellings
5.7.1 Calibration Overview
The calibration results achived with the WTM model for both groundwater and surface
water are very encouraging. The basis of the pseudo steady state and historic
simulation has been approximate, and this certainly is likely to have influenced
calibration and simulation accuracy in some areas. Further improvement in model
calibration is possible, but will require:
1. Improved representation of ground levels in the middle basin.
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2. Improved representation of historical irrigation development and groundwater
exploitation.
3. Access to pump test data with which to better define aquifer properties in certain
areas.
4. Use of more extensive groundwater level monitoring data.

5.7.2 Scenarios Investigated with the WTM model
Scenarios were created in the WTM model by adjusting the appropriate model
parameters. Various strategies identified in the Strategic Plan for the Shiyang River
Basin (SPSRB) were simulated in the WTM model, along with some sensitivity trials.
The measures included reductions in irrigated area, improvements of irrigation
efficiencies, increased water transfers from the upper basin to Caiqi, reductions in
Yellow River transfer, reductions in upper catchment runoff, and changes of cropping
patterns.
The influences of scenarios on streamflow at Caiqi and on simulated groundwater
levels were analyzed. The results indicated that increased water transfers from the
upper basin could significantly increase the river flow at Caiqi. Reductions in irrigated
areas also played an important role in increasing streamflow at Caiqi. Regarding the
impacts on groundwater level, the results indicated a recovery of groundwater levels in
northern part of the Minqin sub-basin (an area particularly targeted for groundwater
recovery in the Strategic Plan), with most of that recovery being attributable to
measures including reductions in irrigation areas, as well as the Xiying transfer and
increased delivery of Yellow River transfers through the Hongshui River.

5.8 Conclusions
A review of the case study area - Shiyang River Basin was presented in this chapter,
covering the topics ranging from identification of the problems urgently needed to be
resolved to the previous studies carried out for this area. The process of identifying
problems points a direction for further studies, and the review of the establishment of
the WTM model facilitates the comparison with the model developed in this research.
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6

APPLICATION OF GAs TO THE SHIYANG RIVER
BASIN

6.1 Introduction
Following the overview of the Shiyang River Basin presented in chapter 5, it is
concluded that the key to addressing the various issues, particularly constantly falling
groundwater levels, is to identify the sustainable conjunctive use of surface water and
groundwater on the basis of equity between water users in the upper and lower parts of
the basin without sacrificing social and environmental benefits.
Although the WTM model is effective in simulating water resources utilisation in the
basin, it cannot optimise sustainable water use. The linkage between the WEAP model
and the Tsinghua groundwater model determines that the WTM model cannot identify
sustainable water use patterns particularly groundwater use. The model is demand
driven and continual groundwater declines that may occur in some sub-basins cannot
be constrained prior to the Tsinghua groundwater model runs. The groundwater
abstraction generated by the WEAP model may therefore be inappropriate from the
perspective of sustainability.
The results produced from the GA approach applied for the test network in chapter 4
were encouraging, and indicated potential for application of the method to a wider area.
In this chapter, the successfully tested framework is applied to the Shiyang River
Basin for practical application. An integrated water resources optimisation model
(IWRO), which comprises a surface water optimisation model (SWO) and the
Tsinghua groundwater optimisation model (TGO), was therefore developed in this
research to optimise water allocation between surface and sub-surface water systems
in the context of sustainable water resources development.
The structure of the IWRO model is presented in section 6.2. The establishment of the
SWO model is described in depth in section 6.3. The rationale of TGO model is
presented in section 6.4. The modelling results from the integrated model are
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evaluated in section 6.5. Conclusions are presented in section 6.6.

6.2 The Overview of IWRO Model
As indicated above, the IWRO model consists of two components. The SWO model
component deals with optimisation of surface water allocation by applying a GA. The
TGO model component is a combination of the original Tsinghua groundwater model
and a GA approach. The TGO model is used to optimise groundwater abstractions that
may provide some part of demand that cannot be met by surface water supply,
depending upon sustainability constraints. As with the WTM model, these two models
are not linked in a physical sense. The flowchart of the IWRO model operation is
shown in Figure 6.1. With the known water demand, the SWO model including GAs is
run to generate groundwater recharge data and the optimal surface water supply
distribution, from which the demand to be met by groundwater can be estimated. In the
GA approach, the initial population of groundwater abstraction can be generated on
the basis of the demand to be met from groundwater obtained from the SWO model.
The groundwater recharge data and the groundwater abstraction data required for the
Tsinghua groundwater model are thus ready to be read as inputs and the regional
groundwater flow patterns, the optimal groundwater abstractions and groundwater
declines can be calculated. It was anticipated that the improvements of IWRO model
over the WTM model would be:
1. A GA approach is embedded into both the surface water model and Tsinghua
groundwater model to optimise the conjunctive use of surface water and
groundwater. The priority of supply for the IWRO model is specified as being
from surface water and then groundwater.
2. For the TGO model, an appropriate objective function and constraints related to
sustainable groundwater use are required for the GA approach. In the GA, the
Tsinghua groundwater model is the evaluation function. Instead of only one run
needed for the Tsinghua groundwater model in the WTM model, in the TGO
model, the optimal groundwater abstractions are found by multiple runs of the
Tsinghua groundwater model (i.e. a run for each member of the GA population)
subject to the objective function and various constraints.
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3. With the advantages of GAs in computation described in chapter 3, the IWRO
model may have the potential of achieving optimal solutions more efficiently than
other optimisation approaches.
4. The IWRO model makes the scenario evaluation easier and more flexible, in that
economic and environmental dimensions can be taken into account in optimising
water allocation. Objective functions and constraints can also be easily modified
for the requirements of different scenarios.

Figure 6.1 The IWRO Model Operation Flowchart

6.3 The SWO Model
6.3.1 SWO Model Network Definition
The WEAP model network has 32 demand centres represented for the Shiyang River
Basin. Of these 16 are supplied by both groundwater and surface water, 12 are
supplied only by groundwater, and 4 are supplied only by surface water. The particular
demand centres included into each category are shown in Table 6.1. For the IWRO
model, surface water and groundwater were optimised separately through the SWO
model and the TGO model, and therefore only 20 demand centres including the
combined demand centres and SW demand centres were incorporated into the SWO
model.
The SWO model network was developed based on the map of the basin shown in
Figure 5.1 in a similar manner to that defined for the test case in section 4.4. Apart
from inflow nodes, normal nodes, demand nodes and sink nodes included in the test
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network, reservoir nodes were also specified in the SWO model to regulate water
resources for the Shiyang River Basin. Additionally, in order to reflect a more realistic
situation, the network also has return flows, runoff links and transmission links
represented in their correct relative positions. The network is shown in Figure 6.2. The
nodal numbers corresponding to each demand centre are also listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Categories of Demand Centres

GW Demand
Centres

SW Demand
Centres

Combined
Demand Centres

No.

Baqu

82

Changning

Gufeng

2

Hubei

41

Huanhe

Jinchang City

27

Hunan

39

Jinyang

Jinchang
Industry

26

Jiahe

83

Nanhu

Wetland

40

Quanshan

38

Qinghe

Siba

30

Qingyuan

Xihe

23

Yongchang

Gulanghe

5

Jinchang

Gulang

46

Minqin

Jinchuan

28

Minqin

Dajing

45

Wuwei

Dongher

18

Wuwei

Huangyang

10

Jinta

15

Xiying

35

Zamu

12
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No.

No.

Figure 6.2 The SWO Model Network

6.3.2 GA Approach Formulation
Reservoir nodes were not included in the original framework of the test case in chapter
4. They are new elements in the SWO model network, and the corresponding GA
formulations related to them were specified in terms of decision variables and
constraints.

a) Decision Variable Setting
Further to the discussion on decision variables for the simple test case included in
chapter 4, the nature of decision variables for the SWO model differ depending upon
nodal types. The settings of the decision variables (link flows) for inflow nodes,
normal nodes, demand nodes and sink nodes are same as the test network and have
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been discussed in Chapter 4. This section focuses on the determination of decision
variables for reservoir nodes. The links to reservoir node 20 are shown in Figure 6.3 as
a typical example. In order to clearly illustrate the setting of decision variables for
reservoir nodes, the reservoir nodal water balance equation at time step t is given in
equation 6.1. As with the test network, there are two types of variables, namely
decision variables and dependent variables. The link flows connecting to the reservoir
node (including reservoir release) are set as decision variables, and they are generated
randomly within the range of their canal capacities by the GA. As the initial reservoir
storage, precipitation and evapotranspiration at time step t is known and the reservoir
area Ai can be interpolated from elevation-storage curves and area-elevation curves
(this will be described in section 6.3.3), the reservoir storage Si' for time step t+1
can therefore be calculated from the reservoir nodal water balance in equation 6.1. As
a result, the reservoir storage Si' is considered to be the dependent variable for a
reservoir node.

Figure 6.3 The Sample Reservoir Node
m

qinfi + ∑ qij − qouti + ( Pi − Ei ) × Ai + Si − Si' = 0
j =1

where,

qinfi = the external inflow to reservoir node i
qouti = the reservoir release at reservoir node i
qij = the flow between node i and node j
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(6.1)

m = the total number of nodes within the system
Pi = precipitation at reservoir node i
Ei = evapotranspiration at reservoir node i
Si = storage at time step t for reservoir i
Si' = storage at time step t+1 for reservoir i
Ai = area at time step t for reservoir i
A reservoir release range determined from a minimum and a maximum of reservoir
release for each reservoir is required for generation of the initial population in the GA
for every time step for each reservoir, as reservoir release qouti is also included into
decision variables. These values can be determined by referring to inequality 6.2 and
6.3.

m

If

qinfi + ∑ qmaxij + ( Pi − Ei ) × Ai + Si − S mini ≤ 0

(6.2)

j =1

max
qout
= 0.0
i
min
qout
= 0.0
i
m

If

qinfi + ∑ qmaxij + ( Pi − Ei ) × Ai + Si − S mini > 0
j =1

m

max
qout
= qinfi + ∑ qmaxij + ( Pi − Ei ) × Ai + Si − Smin i
i
j =1

min
qout
= 0.0
i

where,

qmax ij = canal capacity for link flow between node i and node j
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(6.3)

S min i = minimum storage for reservoir i
max
qout
= maximum release for reservoir i
i

min
qout
= minimum release for reservoir i
i

In theory, the term qijmax on the left side of inequality 6.2 and 6.3 should have been
replaced with qij to make an appropriate estimate of the maximum and the minimum of
reservoir release. However, considering that the variables qij are unknown prior to the
generation of initial population by the GA, it is impossible to use the actual values of

qij at this stage. The canal capacities qijmax are therefore used instead. Additionally,
account was not taken of the maximum reservoir storage constraint, which may lead to
the underestimation of the minimum reservoir release. However, as the purpose of
equations 6.2 and 6.3 is in the generation of initial population values, this is not a
significant issue. Minimum and maximum reservoir storage constraints are considered
in the objective function, and expressed in the form of a penalty function.

b) Constraints for Reservoir Nodes
In addition to the canal capacity constraint, supply constraint and nodal water balance
constraint outlined in chapter 4, account has been taken of the reservoir storage
constraints. They are expressed in the form of a penalty function, which along with the
ones defined in equations 4.10 to 4.12 constitute all the constraints considered for the
SWO model. Figure 6.3 is also used to demonstrate these constraints.
Calculated reservoir storage cannot exceed the maximum storage capacity and cannot
be less than minimum storage or dead storage capacity. The reservoir storage penalty
was applied to complement the formulation related to reservoir release as explained
above.

If

Si' > Smax i
P 4 = Si' − Smax i

(6.4)
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If

Si' < Smini
P 4 = Smini − Si'

S m ax i

(6.5)

= maximum storage for reservoir node i

The operation of reservoir systems should be a complex process because of the
benefits and risks normally associated with it. Mohammed (1999) demonstrated the
application of a GA approach to multi-reservoir system operation. In his research, the
hydropower and irrigation benefits were defined as objective function, and turbine
capacities, rule curves, and conservation requirements for each reservoir were taken
into account to determine the maximum release and minimum release from each
reservoir. However, regarding the SWO model, only the risk of emptying was
considered to influence reservoir release. Reservoirs were operated in the SWO model
to satisfy demand, and not according to reservoir operation rules and policies. These
are often in the form of target water levels and scheduled releases, and thus far have
not been investigated. The model is in effect demand driven in this research.
The final evaluation function can be refined on the basis of equation 4.8 as follows:

n

Minimise

Z =∑
i =1

(di − xi ) 2
+ R1× P1 + R 2 × P 2 + R3 × P3 + R3 × P3 + R 4 × P 4
di

(6.6)

The coefficients R1 , R 2 , R3 and R 4 are weighting factors that can be used to adjust
the sensitivity of the solutions to different penalties.

c) GA Parameters
Most of the GA parameters and operators for the SWO model were derived from the
test case discussed in chapter 4, with the exception of the mutation operator. The
details with respect to the setup of GA parameters for the SWO model are given in
Table 6.2. In the test case, uniform mutation was used, but in the SWO model
non-uniform mutation is used. The SWO model network is much more complicated
than the test case. There are more decision variables and a wider range of decision
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variables. Solutions produced by the GA converge to the optimal solutions as the GA
approach progresses. Initially a large mutation may be appropriate, but as solutions get
closer to optimal, good solutions may be lost by use of too large a mutation.
Non-uniform mutation was therefore used to overcome this by reducing the size of the
gene mutation interval as the algorithm advances.
Table 6.2 GA Setup for the SWO Model

Parameters

Details

Number of Genes (Decision Variables)

34

Population Size

100

Coding Schemes

Real-value Coding

Selection Operator

Tournament Selection

Crossover Operator

Uniform Crossover

Mutation Operator

Non-uniform Mutation

Crossover Probability

0.95

Mutation Probability

0.03

Maximum Generation

5000

Minimum Generation

500

Convergence Criteria

0.001

6.3.3 Data Preparation
It is apparent from Figure 6.2 that the network for the Shiyang River Basin is more
complex than the test network, requiring significant data preparation. Most of the data
including precipitation and evaporation data were extracted from the WEAP model
discussed in chapter 5. As the real data on precipitation and evaporation were only
available for the periods of 1980 to 2006, an assumption was made for the time series
of 2006 to 2030, that the climatic conditions in this period followed the same variation
trends as those for 1980 to 2006. The differences between the SWO model and the test
case are elaborated as follows:

a) Reservoir Data
Reservoirs play an important role in a water system. The SWO model has 11 reservoirs
represented in their correct relative positions. The reservoir water balance presented in
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equation 6.1 is the key to the operation of the reservoirs in the SWO model.
Elevation-area curves were available for each reservoir, on the basis of which the
elevation-storage curves were derived. In this way, the connection between reservoir
storage and reservoir area was built up. For a particular time step, the inflow and
beginning of period storage are known, and the reservoir elevation can be interpolated
from the elevation-storage curve. In turn, the reservoir area can be interpolated from
the area-elevation curve with the interpolated value of reservoir elevation. The
reservoir area can therefore be used along with the inflows, releases, precipitation and
evaporation data to calculate a nodal water balance at each reservoir node and end of
period storage. The elevation-area curve data for each reservoir can be found in
Appendix B.

b) Irrigation and Cropping Data
The data on cropping patterns used in the WEAP model were used for each irrigation
area including the percentages that each crop accounts for. Table 6.3 shows the
existing cropping for each irrigation area.
Table 6.3 Estimated Existing Cropping
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Based on the same precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (ETo) data used in
the WEAP model, the crop requirement calculations were carried out for the SWO
model through Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8. Generally the value of crop coefficient

Kc varies throughout the year, and in any time interval the actual evapotranspiration of
a crop ETc can be obtained by equation 6.7. The crop requirement CR is then
calculated by multiplying crop area A as shown in equation 6.8. This process was
carried out outside the SWO model. Calculated crop requirements were then used as a
demand file for the SWO model to read as inputs.

ETc = K c × ET0

(6.7)

CR = ETc × A

(6.8)

c) Input Data Files
In the SWO model, reservoirs and all sources of losses and runoffs/ return flows were
taken into account. As a result, five input data files were needed to implement the
SWO model: a network file, a demand file, an inflow file, a precipitation file and an
evaporation file. The content of each of the data files is explained as follows:
1. The network file includes information on:
i) locations of inflow nodes, sink nodes, demand nodes and reservoir nodes;
ii) connection between each node using a matrix;
iii) canal capacities;
iv) numbering system of canals;
v) proportions of loss from transmission links;
vi) proportions of runoffs from irrigation areas (defined as 10% of the
precipitation to each irrigation area);
vii) proportions of system losses from irrigation areas;
viii) proportions of recharge to groundwater from irrigation areas;
ix) maximum and minimum reservoir storages
2. A demand file contains information on the demands for each demand node
(calculated in the previous section)
3. An inflow file defines the inflows to each inflow node
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4. A precipitation file contains the precipitation for demand nodes and reservoir
nodes in time series
5. An evaporation file gives the evaporation data for demand nodes and reservoir
nodes
The proportions of all sources of losses are summarised in Table 6.4. In Table 6.4,
system losses are complete losses from the system, and conveyance losses denote
losses that result in recharge to groundwater from transmission links. All sources of
losses can be calculated by link flows time their efficiencies. As with the test network,
all of the above data files are expressed using matrices.
Table 6.4 Estimated Existing Irrigation Efficiencies

As stated above, the cropped areas only irrigated by groundwater were not included
into the current network. However, these areas are considered in setting up the TGO
model. From this point of view, the supply priority of the whole integrated model
follows the same fashion as the WEAP model, which is specified as being from
surface water and then groundwater. It should also be noted that winter irrigation has
not yet been simulated in the SWO model.
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6.3.4 The SWO Model Mechanism
Development of the SWO model involved the creation of a surface water (SW) model
network and the establishment of a GA approach integrated into it. The flowchart for
the operation of the SWO model is shown in Figure 6.3 based on the principles of GAs.
In Figure 6.3, the outer loop is a time series loop and the inner loop is generation loop.
For the generation loop in a certain time step, the initial population of decision
variables (reach flows and link flows) is generated randomly by the GA approach
within the range of water demands expected for a particular location, and is
constrained by canal capacities. These are then fed into the defined surface water
model network to calculate water supplies (the dependent variables for demand nodes)
to each demand centre. The water supplies are then used to enumerate the evaluation
function. Following this GA operations including reproduction, crossover and
mutation are performed and the entire process repeated until the convergence criterion
is achieved. The surface water allocation and groundwater recharge from the model
for the current time step is recorded when the solutions are convergent. The SWO
model then proceeds to the next time step for a new iterative cycle.
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Figure 6.3 The SWO Model Flowchart

6.3.5 Evaluation of Results
As the objective function in the SWO model was to optimise equitable water supplies
to each demand centre, evaluation of results was carried out in terms of annual surface
water supply coverage (the ratios of water supplies to demands ) for each demand
centre. Results were also compared with the results from the WEAP model. As the
surface water was allocated on the basis of water availability, it was reasonable to
compare the results among the demand centres that were supplied by the same water
sources. The 18 demand centres irrigated by surface water including the combined
areas were therefore divided into five groups according to their supply sources. The
group division and the annual supply-demand ratios for the WTM model and the SWO
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model are shown in Table 6.5 (Group E is a combination of the rest irrigation areas
supplied by different rivers).
The comparisons of the annual water supply coverage between the two models for
each demand centre in each group are shown in Figure 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. Group B, C
and D were plotted in the same graph in Figure 6.5. The ratios for demand centres in
Group E from different supply sources were plotted in the same graph in Figure 6.6.
It can be seen from Figures 6.4-6.6 that the surface water supply-demand ratios for the
demand centres within each group (excluding Group E) are close to each other,
demonstrating that water supplies were allocated equitably, as required. Regarding the
comparisons with the results from the WTM model, the supplies to the demand centres
in Group A are much more than those with the WTM model, particularly for Hunan
irrigation area with the contrast of 48% versus 1%. This occurred because most of the
demand in Hunan was met by groundwater due to the lack of the groundwater
constraint and the objective of equity in the WTM model. In Figure 6.5, although less
demand was met by the SWO model for some irrigation areas compared with the
WTM model, water demand was more equitably allocated into each irrigation area
within each group, particularly in group D. As the irrigation areas in group E are from
different sources, they are not comparable in term of equity. However, from the
perspective of comparison with the WTM model, more demands were met for the
Huangyang and Jinta areas, whereas much less surface water was distributed to Xiying
and Zamu areas.
Taking a view of all the demand centres, the surface water was allocated relatively
equitably by the SWO model. From this point of view, the objective of maximising
equitable water supply of the model was achieved. This indicates that the results from
the SWO model are encouraging and can be used to link with the TGO model.
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Table 6.5 Comparisons of Surface Water Supply-Demand Ratios

Group

Supply
Source

Group A

The Shiyang
River

Group B

Group C

Group D

The Xida
River
The Gulang
River

The Xida
River and
the Gulang
River

Group E
Irrigation
areas
supplied by
different
rivers

No.

Demand
Centres

Coverage Ratios
for the WTM
model

Coverage Ratios
for the SWO
model

A1

Baqu

21%

45%

A2

Hubei

21%

48%

A3

Hunan

1%

48%

A4

Jiahe

21%

41%

A5

Quanshan

8%

51%

B1

Siba

69%

32%

B2

Xihe

53%

37%

C1

Gulange

41%

52%

C2

Gufeng

57%

48%

D1

Jinchuan
Industry

87%

62%

D2

Jinchuan City

86%

61%

D3

Jinchang

8%

48%

E1

Dajing

19%

17%

E2

Donghe

34%

19%

E3

Huangyang

30%

57%

E4

Jinta

71%

75%

E5

Xiying

68%

28%

E6

Zamu

61%

27%
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Figure 6.4 Surface Water Supply-demand Ratios for Group A
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Figure 6.5 Surface Water Supply-demand Ratios for Group B, C and D
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Figure 6.6 Surface Water Supply-demand Ratios for Group E

6.4 The TGO Model
6.4.1 GA Approach Formulation
a) Problem Formulation
In contrast to the diversity of the decision variables for the SWO model, the TGO
model only has one set of decision variables, which are the monthly groundwater
abstractions for each demand centre. The problem was formulated with the same
monthly groundwater abstraction pattern in each year of the simulation, which from a
planning and resource management stand point was considered to be appropriate. The
result is in effect a maximum groundwater abstraction in each month for each
irrigation area. The same objective derived from the SWO model is used here to
optimise equitable water supplies to each irrigation area. The objective function is that
of equation 4.6. It should be noted that x and d represented in equation 4.6 are
replaced with X and D for the purpose of distinction and they respectively denote
the water demand and supply irrigated by groundwater.
Regarding the constraints related to the TGO model, the groundwater decline
constraints were considered.
The groundwater decline constraints were formulated as follows:
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As the literature review (Chapter 5) revealed that the groundwater levels in the
Shiyang River Basin are being lowered at a dramatic rate, the constraint on annual
groundwater declines for each irrigation area over the last five simulation years was
specified to be no more than 0.5 m.

∆H ij = H ij − H ij −1 ≤ 0.5
If

j = 11,12,K15

∆H ij > 0.5
15

n

P1 = ∑ ∑ (∆H ij − 0.5) / 0.5

(6.9)

i =1 j =11

where,

Hij = the groundwater level of irrigation area i for the jth simulation year

∆Hij = the groundwater decline of irrigation area i for the jth simulation year
The evaluation function can therefore be written as equation 6.10:

n

Minimise

15

12

Z = ∑∑∑
i =1 j =1 k =1

( Dijk − X ik )2
Dijk

+ R1× P1

(6.10)

b) GA Formulation
Good results were produced from the SWO model runs, and the GA parameters for
mutation probability and crossover probability were therefore taken directly from the
SWO model for the TGO model application. The GA settings are listed in Table 6.6.
Although the Tsinghua groundwater model is very efficient in terms of computation
speed, a lot of time is required for a convergent solution. On average, 25 seconds are
needed to perform a run of the Tinghua groundwater model for each member of the
GA population for a time period of 15 years on a relatively fast PC, the configuration
of which is listed in Table 6.7. That means 1 month is required for 1000 generations
with a population size of 100.
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In view of the groundwater model run times, a population size of 50 and a maximum of
1000 generation were chosen for the TGO model. The results produced indicated that a
population size of 50 was sufficient to represent the gene diversity and a maximum of
1000 generation is appropriate as the solutions converged before generation 1000.
The TGO model also encountered the same problem as that occurred in the SWO
model in terms of mutation interval. The non-uniform mutation proposed in equation
3.6 was used to resolve this, as it can orient the solutions through specifying an
appropriate mutation interval varied with passing of generations.
Table 6.6 GA Setup for the TGO Model

Parameters

Details

Number of Genes (Decision Variables)
Population Size
Coding Schemes
Selection Operator
Crossover Operator
Mutation Operator
Crossover Probability
Mutation Probability
Maximum Generation
Minimum Generation
Convergence Criteria

324
50
Real-value Coding
Tournament Selection
Uniform Crossover
Non-uniform Mutation
0.95
0.03
1000
100
0.001

Table 6.7 Computer Type for Running the TGO model

Operating System
CPU
Memory

Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2
Intel Dual Core 2.40GHz
2.00GB

6.4.2 Data Preparation
a) The TGO Model Structure
The TGO model was developed to optimise groundwater abstractions over the whole
basin with groundwater declines kept within acceptable limits from an environmental
perspective. The framework for the TGO model is shown in Figure 6.7. The input data
for the TGO model consists of three types of data, and they are recharge from the SWO
model, recharge from irrigation by abstracted groundwater and groundwater
abstractions.
Groundwater recharge from the SWO model is the key to linking the SWO model with
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the TGO model. It is the output from the SWO model and also the input data into the
TGO model. Groundwater recharge from combined demand centres and the SW
demand centres in the SWO model include river leakage to groundwater, recharge
from irrigation areas, and recharge from transmission links, all of which are
determined from the SWO results. They can be calculated by multiplying river flows,
water supplies, and link flows, which were directly produced from the SWO model, by
their corresponding loss proportions. The SWO model does calculate these losses
internally, but it was simpler to do it externally in this research. The recharge resulting
from irrigation by abstracted groundwater is estimated for each irrigation area as a
proportion of the groundwater abstractions. The data files related to the proportions of
recharge from different sources are explained in the next section. Regarding
groundwater abstractions, monthly groundwater abstractions for each irrigation area
or demand centre was set as decision variables, and the initial population of monthly
groundwater abstractions was generated randomly by the GA within the range of
groundwater demands, that could not be met by surface water. The part of demand that
could not be met by surface water for each irrigation area or demand centre was
obtained on the basis of the optimal surface water allocation results produced from the
SWO model.
A Tsinghua groundwater model run is then carried out for a time period of 15 years
with groundwater recharge and abstraction data read as inputs. The Tsinghua
groundwater model is in effect equivalent to a function embedded into the TGO model
to produce groundwater decline results, by which the penalty function can be
enumerated. As GAs operate on a population of decision variables and the model must
be run for each member of the population for each generation, numerous runs of the
Tsinghua groundwater model are required for the achievement of a convergent
solution. The three GA operations are implemented iteratively for each generation
until the defined convergence criterion is achieved. The optimal groundwater
abstractions are produced with no significant trend of declining groundwater levels
over the domain. As a detailed introduction concerning the Tsinghua groundwater
model was given in chapter 5, the next section will focus on the preparation of the data
files for the TGO model.
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b) Data Files
The TGO model is a program compiled by Fortran 95 and the Tsinghua groundwater
model is integrated as a subroutine into the main program. The main program can be
referred to Appendix D. The input data files required for the model includes:
1. A recharge proportion file including information on
i) proportions of infiltration from precipitation;
ii) proportions of return flows that account for water supplies for each demand
centre;
iii) proportions of groundwater recharge that account for water supplies;
iv) proportions of groundwater recharge from transmission links from SW
demand centres;
v) proportions of groundwater recharge from irrigation;
vi) proportions of groundwater recharge from transmission links from GW
demand centres;
vii) proportions of system losses from GW demand centres
2. A precipitation file including the precipitation data for each demand centre
3. A location file for the SWO model containing information on
i) locations of demand centres in the SWO model;
ii) locations of transmission links to each demand centre in relation to a
pre-defined order
4. A location file for the GW model containing locations of demand centres in the
TGO model in relation to a pre-defined order of all the demand centres
5. A river leakage file showing the recharge from river leakage, which was calculated
by a separate program called Leak_Rech.f95 (in Appendix D) on the basis of reach
flow results from the SWO model.
6. A demand file containing the total water demand data for each demand centre
7. A location file for combined areas giving the relative locations of 15 combined
areas in both the SWO model and the TGO model, with which the part of demand
that cannot be met by surface water can be calculated
8. A GA operator file containing the values of GA parameters and operators
including population size, crossover and mutation probability, minimum size of
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generations, maximum size of generations
These data files are attached in Appendix C. All of the above data files except the last
one were prepared for the creation of a key input data file called ‘SWO.out’ for the
Tsinghua groundwater model runs. As stated earlier, this data file included recharge
from river leakage, recharge from all demand centres, and groundwater abstractions
from the GW demand centres. Recharge from river leakage is distributed uniformly to
each model node underlying the river. Recharge from irrigation and groundwater
abstractions are distributed uniformly over each scheme by the groundwater model.
The part of recharge resulted from areas irrigated by groundwater keeps changing with
varying groundwater abstractions in the GA approach with the passing of generations.
As a result, the SWO.out file has to be constantly updated for each run of the Tsinghua
groundwater model for each member of the population for each generation until the
convergence criterion is achieved.
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Figure 6.7 The TGO Model Flowchart

6.5 Evaluation of Results
Evaluation of results was carried out in terms of water supplies and groundwater
sustainability. Results were also compared with the results from the WTM model.
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6.5.1 Groundwater Supply Results
As surface water allocation results were analysed in section 6.3.5, evaluation of
groundwater supply results from the TGO model was also carried out by measurement
of water supply-demand ratios. The 27 irrigation areas included in the Tsinghua
groundwater model was categorised into two groups:
1. A group with combined areas
2. A group with areas irrigated only by groundwater.
The group division and the annual water supply-demand ratios for the irrigation areas
in the two groups are listed in Table 6.8. Figure 6.8 and 6.9 show the annual
groundwater supply coverage for each irrigation area in the two groups for comparison
between the WTM model and the TGO model.
It can be seen from Figure 6.8 that groundwater supply results were consistent with
surface water supply results illustrated in section 6.3.5. For combined areas in Group
G1, much more groundwater was abstracted from the Baqu, Hubei, Hunan, Jiahe and
Quanshan areas (the Group A in the SWO model) by the WTM model to make up the
part that was not met by surface water. The same thing happened in the Gulanghe,
Jinchang, Huangyang and Jinta areas, as the surface water supply-demand ratios with
the WTM model were lower than the SWO model for these irrigation areas. On the
other side, more groundwater was abstracted by the TGO model from the Siba, Xihe,
Donghe, Xiying, and Zamu areas, where less surface water was allocated by the SWO
model.
Regarding the areas only irrigated by groundwater, all of the demands were fully met
by the WTM model, while there were irrigation deficits left for some areas by the TGO
model. However, this is inevitable because of the groundwater decline constraint and
is of course an expected water management outcome in an over-stressed situation.
This point will be explained further in the next section.
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Table 6.8 Comparisons of Groundwater Supply-demand Ratios

Group
Group G1

Group G2

Demand Centres

Coverage Ratios for the Coverage Ratios for the
WTM Model
TGO Model

Baqu

77.14%

21.51%

Hubei

78.75%

22.47%

Hunan

98.61%

29.86%

Jiahe

79.31%

30.85%

Quanshan

91.70%

18.94%

Siba

8.45%

35.18%

Xihe

9.29%

29.63%

Gulange

41.17%

1.22%

Jinchang

34.69%

26.58%

Dajing

53.83%

32.53%

Donghe

17.52%

55.00%

Huangyang

60.93%

1.98%

Jinta

23.08%

10.73%

Xiying

18.29%

50.29%

Zamu

25.76%

30.01%

Changning

99.89%

94.60%

Huanhe

100.00%

79.32%

Jinyang

100.00%

118.65%

Nanhu

100.00%

99.02%

Qinghe

100.00%

84.26%

Qingyuan

100.00%

58.24%

Yongchang

100.00%

98.77%

Jinchuan Rural

100.00%

100.00%

Minqin Urban

100.00%

79.31%

Minqin Rural

100.00%

100.00%

Wuwei Urban

100.00%

100.00%

Wuwei Rural

100.00%

56.40%
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Figure 6.8 Groundwater Supply-demand Ratios for Group G1
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Figure 6.9 Groundwater Supply-demand Ratios for Group G2

6.5.2 Total Water Supply Results
Water supplies from both the SWO model and the TGO model were summed up to
show the overall water supplies to each demand centre for comparison with the results
from the WTM model. The total water supply-demand ratios for the 30 demand
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centres are summarised in Table 6.9 for comparison (there are no demands for
Wetland and the Gulang area is not included into the Tsinghua groundwater model).
Figures 6.10, 6.11 show the annual irrigation deficits for each demand centre.
It can be seen that the irrigation deficits in the IWRO model are bigger than those in
the WTM model on the whole. For instance, the demands for areas irrigated only by
groundwater were fully met by the WTM model, while there existed irrigation deficits
for some areas with the IWRO model. The existence of the differences between the
WTM model and the IWRO models lies in three aspects. An important reason causing
the differences is that the groundwater decline constraints are taken into account of the
IWRO model from the perspective of groundwater sustainability, but the WTM
doesn’t. This is evident from the groundwater level results shown in the next section. It
is thus easily understood that the groundwater abstractions are cut down greatly due to
the groundwater decline constraints. Secondly, as monthly groundwater abstractions
are decision variables, the groundwater abstraction in any particular month remains
the same throughout the 15-year simulation irrespective of the water demand
differences existing between each year. The monthly water demands vary each year, as
a result, it is highly likely that the determined groundwater abstractions exceed the
water supplies in some months while they may not meet the water supplies in some
other months. In addition, as the TGO model is aimed to allocate groundwater supplies
to each demand centre in an equitable manner, this equality may constrain the
available groundwater to be abstracted for some other areas where the groundwater
decline constraint may have been met. From this point of view, the IWRO model and
the WTM model are not comparable. The IWRO model is directed at equity and
sustainability. However, the following graphs provide a straightforward way in
demonstrating the degree to which the demands were met and the effect that the
decrease of groundwater abstraction had on the demands.
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Table 6.9 Comparisons of Total Supply-demand Ratios

No.

Demand Centres

Coverage Ratios for
the WTM Model

Coverage Ratios for
the SWO Model

1

Baqu

97.89%

66.15%

2

Hubei

99.99%

70.76%

3

Hunan

99.95%

78.21%

4

Jiahe

100.00%

71.95%

5

Quanshan

99.95%

70.05%

6

Siba

77.16%

66.79%

7

Xihe

62.71%

66.63%

8

Gulange

82.46%

53.36%

9

Gufeng

56.68%

47.64%

10

Jinchuang Industry

86.56%

62.47%

11

Jinchuan City

86.47%

60.91%

12

Jinchang

42.34%

74.74%

13

Dajing

72.48%

49.13%

14

Donghe

51.52%

73.63%

15

Huangyang

91.39%

59.43%

16

Jinta

93.60%

86.20%

17

Xiying

86.00%

78.62%

18

Zamu

86.66%

56.52%

19

Changning

99.89%

94.60%

20

Huanhe

100.00%

79.32%

21

Jinyang

100.00%

118.65%

22

Nanhu

100.00%

99.02%

23

Qinghe

100.00%

84.26%

24

Qingyuan

100.00%

58.24%

25

Yongchang

100.00%

98.77%

26

Jinchuan Rural

100.00%

100.00%

27

Minqin Urban

100.00%

79.31%

28

Minqin Rural

100.00%

100.00%

29

Wuwei Urban

100.00%

100.00%

30

Wuwei Rural

100.00%

56.40%
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Figure 6.10 Total Irrigation Deficits

Figure 6.11 Total Irrigation Deficits

It has been estimated that annual water use in the Shiyang River Basin is now of the
order of 2,877 Mm3/year, while the renewable water resources is of the order of 1,660
Mm3/year. This is thus significant over exploitation of the water resource, and this is
occurring mostly from groundwater which accounts for 50.3%. One of the objectives
of the Shiyang River Basin Strategic Plan is therefore to reduce groundwater
abstraction within the six river system including the Gulang River, the Huangyang
River, the Zamu River, the Jinta River, the Xiying River and the Dongda River from
present 747 Mm3 to 418 Mm3 by the planning horizon of 2020. Table 6.10 gives the
annual groundwater abstractions from the WTM model and the IWRO model. The
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groundwater abstractions of 431.924 Mm3 resulted from the IWRO model is very
close to the target groundwater abstraction of 418 Mm3 and this illustrates that the
TGO model has achieved the objective of groundwater sustainability designed in the
Strategic Plan by constraining groundwater decline. The groundwater level results
shown below further prove this point.
Table 6.10 Summary of Groundwater Abstraction Results

Annual Groundwater Abstraction

6.5.3

WTM (Mm3)

IWRO (Mm3)

743.263

431.924

Groundwater Level Results

Groundwater level is another index used to evaluate the results from the IWRO model
runs. The groundwater level results from both the IWRO model and the WTM model
are presented in Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 for comparison. The water system
was divided into 21 irrigation areas by the Tsinghua groundwater model, and
accordingly the groundwater levels are shown for each of these irrigation areas in
Figure 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15. As stated above, a maximum groundwater decline
constraint of 0.5 m over the last five simulation years was included into the IWRO
model. As a result, it can be seen from the following four figures that the groundwater
levels in all of the irrigation areas are stabilised in the end or even show an increase
trend for some irrigation areas. Moreover, the groundwater declines over the domain
with the IWRO model is significantly reduced compared with those with the WTM
model, though there are three sub-areas in which the groundwater levels are lower than
the results with the WTM model. These areas are the Xiying, Siba and Donghe areas.
The reason mainly lies in groundwater abstractions. Referring back to Figure 6.8 and
6.9, which show the groundwater supply-demand ratios for each area, it is obvious that
considerably more groundwater was abstracted from the Xiying, Siba, and Donghe
areas, and these increases account for the lower groundwater levels.
Another point worthy of noting is that the groundwater levels are falling in Siba, while
next door at Xihe the groundwater levels are rising. As mentioned before, the reason
might lie in the fact that the TGO model is trying to provide an equitable water supply
to each scheme, and this may constrain the available groundwater to be abstracted for
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groundwater supply in some areas while the groundwater decline constraint has been
met. From this point of view, the objective of optimising equitable groundwater
supplies might be considered inappropriate. The objective function of the TGO model
may be modified to simply maximise groundwater supplies subject to groundwater
sustainability constraints. This requires further investigation.

Figure 6.12 Groundwater Level Comparisons
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Figure 6.13 Groundwater Level Comparisons
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Figure 6.14 Groundwater Level Comparisons

Figure 6.15 Groundwater Level Comparisons
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6.6 Suggested Revised Model Runs
6.6.1 Revised Model Functions
a) Revised Objective Function
It was considered that removing the objective of equitable water allocation from the
TGO model might result in more available groundwater being abstracted for supply in
areas in which the groundwater decline constraint had been met. In order to investigate
this, a model run was carried out with a revised objective function. The objective
function was modified to:

15

n

Minimise

12

Z = ∑∑∑ ( Dijk − X ik ) 2

(6.11)

i =1 j =1 k =1

b) Revised Constraints
An initial trial run was carried out, using the modified objective function, while other
parts of the TGO model remained unchanged. Results indicated that removing the
equity constraint on the objective function did result in more groundwater supply, but
declining groundwater levels. The reason for this was that the groundwater decline
constraint of less than 0.5 m over the last five years was too slack and not providing
sustainable conditions. The constraint specified in equation 6.9 was reset such that
there should be no decline in groundwater over the last five simulation years. It can be
written as follows:

∆H ij = H ij − H ij −1 ≤ 0
If

j = 11,12,K15

∆H ij > 0
n

15

P 2 = ∑ ∑ ∆H ij

(6.12)

i =1 j =11

It was also found that the Tsinghua groundwater model was not well calibrated in the
Gulanghe area, where, the ground elevation range from about 2000 m near Gulang to
about 1600 m on the northern edge of the area. This is a large elevation range in a part
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of the model where there was limited information and few observations. Modifications
were made to model constraints in this area. An upper boundary for the annual
groundwater abstraction for Gulanghe was assessed from analysis of the relationships
between groundwater abstraction and water depth given in a WRDMAP status report
(Mott Macdonald, 2007). A brief description of this is given in Appendix E. An annual
maximum groundwater abstraction constraint for Gulanghe was defined as 120000m3.
A second constraint for the annual groundwater abstraction was therefore introduced
for Gulanghe. It was expressed as follows:

12

∑X
k =1

ik

≤ 120000

ik

≤ 120000

12

If

∑X
k =1

12

P2 =

∑X
k =1

ik

− 120000

(6.13)

120000

where,

Xik = the water supply irrigated by groundwater to irrigation area i (i is the
index of Gulanghe) for the kth month
The revised evaluation function is as follows:

n

Minimise

15

12

Z = ∑∑∑ ( Dijk − X ik )2 + R1× P1 + R1× P 2

(6.10)

i =1 j =1 k =1

6.6.2 Results
a) Groundwater Supply Results
As changes were only made to the TGO model, the surface water supply results are
exactly the same as shown in section 6.3.5. Figure 6.16 and 6.17 show the annual
groundwater supply coverage for comparison between the original model and the
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revised model. (Ref 1 denotes the original model, and Ref 2 represents the revised
model). The specific data are given in Table 6.11.
Although the two models were set up based on different groundwater decline
constraints, Table 6.11 can still provide some clues in terms of the effect of modifying
the objective function. It can be seen that as expected less groundwater were abstracted
in most areas than in the original model, as a stricter groundwater decline constraint
was applied. However, there are areas, for instance, Dajing and Hubei, where more
groundwater was abstracted under Ref2, as was intended with the revised objective
funtion. This indicated that removing the equity consideration from the objective
function did have effect of increasing the groundwater supply in areas where
additional groundwater was available.
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Figure 6.16 Groundwater Supply Coverage Comparisons

Figure 6.17 Groundwater Supply Coverage Comparisons
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Table 6.11 Groundwater Supply-demand Ratios from Revised Model

Demand Centres

Coverage Ratios for the Coverage Ratios for the
Original Model
Revised Model

Baqu

21.51%

10.65%

Changning

94.60%

57.28%

Dajing

32.53%

79.78%

Donghe

55.00%

21.34%

Gulanghe

1.22%

0.30%

Huangyang

1.98%

0.37%

Huanhe

79.32%

54.10%

Hubei

22.47%

39.79%

Hunan

29.86%

30.48%

Jiahe

30.85%

11.19%

Jinchang

26.58%

14.26%

Jinta

10.73%

15.54%

Jinyang

100.00%

100.00%

Nanhu

99.02%

52.56%

Qinghe

84.26%

48.43%

Qingyuan

58.24%

50.86%

Quanshan

18.94%

13.56%

Siba

35.18%

9.98%

Xiying

50.29%

23.06%

Yongchang

98.77%

54.38%

Zamu

30.01%

30.18%

Jinchuan Rural

100.00%

100.00%

Minqin Urban

79.31%

70.15%

Minqin Rural

100.00%

100.00%

Wuwei Urban

100.00%

100.00%

Wuwei Rural

56.40%

46.09%

Xihe Irr

29.63%

7.32%

b) Groundwater Level Results
The groundwater level results from the revised TGO model and the original TGO
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model are presented in Figure 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21. It can be seen that
groundwater levels show a rising trend in almost all of the areas compared with the
original model. The contrast is particularly obvious in Xiying, Yongchang, Siba,
Jinchuan, Jiahe and Nanhu. From this point of view, the constraint such that there
should be no groundwater decline is indeed an appropriate index to restore the
groundwater in the Shiyang River Basin.
Referring back to the problems with Xihe and Siba found in Section 6.5.3,
groundwater levels are showing a gradual increase trend in Siba after the equity was
removed from the objective function. In contrast with the original results, the
groundwater levels in Siba are more consistent with Xihe even under the situation of
no groundwater decline.
It can be concluded that these results are very encouraging and satisfying. The
proposed modification to the objective function was proven to achieve the forecasted
effect in terms of increasing the groundwater supply.
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Figure 6.18 Groundwater Level Comparisons
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Figure 6.19 Groundwater Level Comparisions
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Figure 6.20 Groundwater Level Comparisons

Figure 6.21 Groundwater Level Comparisons

6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the application of a GA optimisation approach to a real world problem
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was demonstrated in depth. The proposed integrated model IWRO linked the surface
water optimisation model (SWO) and the Tsinghua groundwater optimisation model
(TGO) together to optimise the conjunctive use of surface and groundwater resources
in a sustainable way. The settings of the objective functions, decision variables and the
constraints were described in detail for each of the model components. The results
from the IWRO model were compared with the existing WTM model in terms of the
water supply index and the groundwater level index. Results indicated that the
expected objectives related to the two components including equitable water
allocation and sustainable groundwater development were achieved by integrating the
GA approach into the SWO model and the TGO model. From this point of view, the
IWRO model shows its advantage in the capability of producing a sustainable and
moderate solution.
Removing the requirements for supply equity in the objective function of the TGO
model resulted in more groundwater supply to some areas. The revised TGO model
was applied with MCDM analysis as described in the next chapter.
As anticipated, tightening the groundwater decline constraint led to less groundwater
being abstracted to meet water demands. This reflects the conflicts and trade-off
between environment and the economics. Scenario analysis is therefore conducted in
Chapter 8 in an attempt to propose some feasible strategies for the Shiyang River
Basin.
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7

Multi-criterion Decision Making Analysis

7.1 Introduction
Water resources planning and management is moving from the traditional benefit-cost
analysis or its associated single objective planning models to multi-objective planning
in that equivalent importance is attached to economic impact, and social and
environmental impact within an overall framework of sustainable water resources
development. Conflicts between various water use sectors are intensifying due to the
increasing water scarcity. Multi-criterion decision making (MCDM) analysis provides
a way to coordinate trade-offs among those sectors.
MCDM emerged as a decision analysis technique in the 1960s and 1970s, partly
resulting from the rapid growth of operations research. The term of operations
research denotes an interdisciplinary branch of applied mathematics that uses methods
such as mathematical modeling, statistics, and algorithms to arrive at optimal or near
optimal solutions to complex problems. A variety of terms are being used to refer to
multi-criteria decision

making (MCDM). The most frequently used are

‘multi-objectives’, ‘multi-attributes’, ‘multi-criteria’, and ‘multi-dimensional’. In
many cases, they are considered synonymous because a universal definition has not
yet been found. The term MCDM is used here to simply represent all of them. These
approaches share the same fundamental theoretical foundations and include the
following elements:
1. A set of alternatives which need to be ranked or scored by the decision maker;
2. A set of criteria, typically measured in different units; and
3. A set of performance measures, which are raw scores for each decision option with
respect to each criterion.
MCDM can generally be defined as an optimisation model as observed by Rehman
and Romero (1993), and is of the form:
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MaxU = u [Ck ]

(7.1)

v
v
with Ck = f k ( x ) and x ∈ X
where,

U = the total utility of the decision maker to maximize
u = the function that expresses the utility with respect to the k decision
criteria

Ck = the criteria
v
x=

the vector of decision variables

X = the domain of decision variables
MCDM approaches are divided into different categories by different authors (Figueria,
2005). However, the specific approaches they include are almost the same. One of the
classifications is described by Jacobo and Paolo (2005). They divide MCDM into two
categories:
1. Multi-objective decision making (MODM)
2. Multi-attribute decision making (MADM)
The difference between these two categories is that the decision alternatives are
continuous in the first and discrete in the second. In the MODM approach, the decision
process concerns the identification of the best choice within an infinite set of
alternatives, defined by the constraints of the problem. While in the MADM approach,
the method guides the decision makers among a finite set of decision alternatives.
Some of the most popular methods respectively for the two approaches are illustrated
in the following sections.
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7.2 The Multi-objective Approach
Three representative multi-objective approaches followed by their applications are
introduced in this section, namely multi-objective programming, compromise
programming and goal programming.

7.2.1 Multi-objective Programming
Multi-objective programming (MOP) techniques are used when the decision maker
tries to simultaneously achieve a set of objectives. It seeks to solve the simultaneous
optimisation of several goals under a set of constraints. The method identifies a set of
efficient solutions. With such a formulation, it is obvious that it is not possible to
identify just one optimal solution to achieve all of the objectives simultaneously
(Giupponi et al, 2006). The structure of the MOP model is of the following form:

v
v
v
v
EFF [ f ( x ) ] = [ f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ),..., f n ( x )]

(7.2)

where, EFF is the “search for efficient solutions” , n are the objectives to be
v
optimised and x ∈ X .
The efficient solutions can be identified in different ways. The most widely used are
the weights method and constraints method.

a) Weights Method
Weights method is arguably the simplest and most widely applied technique of
MCDM (Howard, 1991). In this method, the functions expressing different objectives
are combined in a single objective function through the application of weights. These
weights are initially attributed arbitrarily. The model can be formulated as follows:

n
v
max/ min ∑ wi f i ( x )

(7.3)

i =1

v
where x ∈ X , wi ≥ 0 .
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The set of efficient solutions are generated by parameterising the weight wi . For each
set of weights, an efficient solution is generated. Another method derived from this has
appeared which is called weighted multiplication (Hajkowicz and Collins, 2007). As
its name suggests, the summation operation is replaced with a multiplication operation.
This makes criteria non-compensatory where a zero score on any one criterion results
in an overall zero performance score for the decision alternative regardless of how
well it performs on the other criteria.

b) Constraint Method
The constraint method uses a model in which one of the objectives is set in the
objective function, while constraining all other objectives to target levels to identify
noninferior solutions (The term of noninferiority, which is also referred as
nondominance, of a set of solution is formally defined as follows (Cohon, 1978): a
feasible solution to a multiobjective problem is non-inferior if there exists no other
feasible solution that will yield an improvement in one objective without causing a
degradation in at least one other objective). It can be formulated as follows:

v
max/ min f j ( x )

(7.4)

v
where f i ( x ) ≤ Li , x ∈ X , i ≠ j , Li is the constraint .
Unlike weights method the set of efficient solutions is generated by parameterising the
constraints Li . Basically, the idea is to configure the problem to produce a good
solution. Then, from the previously generated solution, a search for a new noniferior
solution was carried out using some traditional mathematical programming
approaches (e.g.linear programming, nonlinear programming).The process is applied
iteratively to generate the noninferior set.
In the search for the set of noninferior solutions with both weights and constraints
methods, a sensitivity analysis, which can identify how variations applied to a weight
and constraint influence the solution, could be very useful.
From the process of searching for noinferior solutions, it can be deduced that there are
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essentially two weaknesses of MOP. The first is the huge amount of computation due
to the large number of iterations necessary to identify the solutions particularly when
obtaining each noninferior solution is computationally intensive (Ranjithan et al.,
2000). The second is the decision maker’s uncertainty when faced with the high
number of efficient solutions. There is normally a need to reduce the number of
efficient solutions. Compromise programming (CP) is probably the most widely used
method to address this problem.

7.2.2 Compromise Programming
Compromise programming (CP) was proposed by Zeney (1973). The basic
assumption is that the decision maker aspires to approach as close as possible to the
solution that they consider ideal. The distance between the set of efficient solution and
the ideal one is used to measure this tendency. It can be formulated as follows:
1/ p

 n
r p
l p =  ∑ α ip f i* − f i ( x ) 
 i =1


1≤ p ≤ ∞

(7.5)

r
where, f i* is the ideal solution; α i are weighting coefficients; f i ( x ) is the efficient
feasible solution from which a different measure for each value of p can be obtained ;

n is the number of criteria.
The set of all compromise solutions for a particular set of weights (α1 , α 2 ,K , α n ) and
for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ constitute a compromise set. Usually, only three points of the
compromise set, corresponding to p = 1,2 and ∞ are calculated. For p = 1, the distance
is given by the algebraic sum of the absolute value of the deviations with respect to n
dimensions. There is full compensation between weighted deviations. For p = 2, each
deviation is weighted in proportion to its magnitude. The larger the deviation, the
larger the weight. For p = ∞ , it is the maximum deviation among the n dimensions.
There is no compensation between objectives. Thus, l1 is the maximum value of the
distances that can be considered, while l∞ is the minimum. Using metrics 1 and ∞ , it is
possible to simulate the two extreme attitudes of a decision maker. It should be noted
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that to compare deviations from the ideal values expressed with different criteria,
preventive normalization becomes necessary. This can be done in different ways,
usually with respect to the maximum interval of variation given by the difference
between the best and the worst performance for each criterion.
Solving the model according to the three metrics (p = 1,2 and ∞), the set of efficient
solutions can be reduced, thus simplifying the choice for the decision maker. It is also
possible to reduce significantly the number of evaluations, as it is not necessary to
identify the whole set of efficient solutions, but just the extreme points.
Compromise programming has been widely employed in various types of water
resources planning and management problems. A detailed review of these papers is
given by Hajkowicz and Collins (2007).
A cost-effectiveness approach combined with compromise programming was applied
to the design of a water resources system in the Central Tisza River Basin in Hungry
by Duckstein (1980). Five alternatives including water transfer and conjunctive use of
surface water and groundwater and so forth were evaluated against twelve criteria
including total annual cost, probability of water storage, water quality, energy,
recreation, flood protection, land and forest use, manpower impact, environmental
architecture, international cooperation, development possibility and sensitivity. Cost
effectiveness methodology (Kazanowski, 1968, 1972) was applied to evaluate and
rank alternatives. Compromise programming was applied to obtain the final solutions
of the problem. The results from this study were compared with those by the method of
ELECTRE (David and Duckstein, 1976) and multi-attribute utility theory (Keeney and
Wood, 1977) based on the same case study. It was concluded that this approach was
able to lead to either one of the two different decisions resulting from the other two
studies.
Kalu (1995) demonstrated a methodology for choosing an appropriate water
distribution policy in public irrigation projects considering both objectives of equity
and efficiency. A set of analytical procedures consisting of optimisation, simulation
and compromise programming was defined to find the most appropriate water
distribution policy. The optimisation sub-model was formulated to produce the
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assorted water distribution policies by varying the proportion of field area to be
irrigated and the level of irrigation water to be applied in deficit irrigation. The
objective function of this model was to maximize system efficiency which was
equivalent to minimizing water loss, subject to various constraints including supply
constraints, canal capacity constraints, field water delivery constraints, lower bound
constraints, and non-negative constraints. The simulation model then analyzed the
effect of different water distribution policies with respect to crop yield, efficiency and
equity measures. It was composed of a soil moisture accounting procedure that
considered the dynamic root growth and the soil moisture dependent actual
evapotranspiration, from which the actual and the potential evapotranspiration and
actual crop yield were estimated. Finally compromise programming was applied to
select a “best compromise” policy in terms of two objectives for two different cases. In
the first case, irrigation efficiency and equity criteria were achieved while equity and
crop production benefit were considered in the latter one.

7.2.3 Goal Programming
Goal programming (GP) solves the multi-objective problem by introducing the
objectives into the problem as constraints and setting targets to be achieved. It is
important that an objective value or goal, considered satisfactory by the decision
maker be defined for each criterion. It is also necessary to specify if that goal must be
reached precisely, if it can be exceeded or if some level of non-reaching is admissible.
The standard form of the goal programming model has been presented by Charnes and
Cooper (1977) and may be mathematically described as follows:
Find vector D + , D − , such that:
Minimize w+ D + + w− D −
Subject to the constraints:

Ax − ID − + ID + = g
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D+ ⋅ D− = 0
D+ , D− ≥ 0
Where w+ and w− are row vectors with non-negative constant elements
representing the relative weights to be assigned to positive D + and negative D −
column vectors of over-achievement and under-achievement of the goals, respectively.

A is a matrix of coefficients, x is a column vector of the decision variables, I is the
identity matrix and g is a column vector of desired “goals” to be met “as close as
possible”.
The objectives are included in the problem by adding positive ( D + ) and negative ( D − )
deviation variables that describe over-achievement and under-achievement of each
goal (Xevi and Khan, 2005). The general form of this method can be rewritten as:

v
f i ( x ) + ni − pi = bi

(7.6)

v
where f i ( x ) is the function expressing the value of the i th criterion as a function of
v
the decision variables x . If the decision maker wants the value bi of the i th criterion
to be reached from below, it is necessary to minimize the negative deviation ni . On
the contrary, if the wish is that the goal is reached from higher values, then it is
necessary to minimize the positive deviation pi .
The solution procedure adopted depends on the structure of decision maker’s
preferences. Decision makers can pursue their goals simultaneously (Weighted Goal
Programming, WGP), or they can assign an absolute priority to some of them
(Lexicographic Goal Programming, LGP) (Jacobo and Paolo, 2005).
Xevi and Khan (2005) demonstrated the application of goal programming to water
resource allocation problems with conflicts between irrigation water demand and in
stream environmental flow requirements. This multi-criteria problem consisted of
three objective functions: maximizing net returns, minimizing variable cost and
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minimizing total supplementary groundwater pumping requirements to meet crop
demand from the irrigated areas. The decision variables were area of each crop,
optimal level of groundwater pumping and water allocation for irrigation and
environment. Water allocation rules and pumping targets for each month were
constraints imposed on the system. First, a solution was sought for the single objective
function using the General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) framework (Brooke
et al., 1998). The pay-off matrix was determined by optimising each of the objectives
individually and then calculating the values of the remaining objectives using the
solution vector of the decision variables. Finally, a goal programming model was set
up according to the information from the pay-off matrix. The priority of each objective
was formulated by applying weights to each objective. The sensitivity analysis of
applying different weights was also carried out in this research. The results revealed
that goal programming was a useful tool to analyze MCDM problems. However, there
still existed a difficulty in selecting the target values and weights for different goals.
Tsakiris and Spiliotis (2006) presented a methodology combined with the fuzzy set
theory (Zadeh, 1965), for enhancing the goal programming approach to select
cropping patterns from multiple sources including surface water and groundwater
under various sets of criteria. Two objective functions were incorporated in this study,
namely the maximization of net benefit and the minimization of deviations from the
available water quantities. The decision variables were the parcels of land allocated to
each crop, whereas the constraints were related to surface water availability, land
availability, and land allocation. The multi-criteria analysis started with solving each
problem for each objective separately, resulting in a pay-off matrix needed for the
fuzzy set analysis. As the weights for the two sets of goals were unknown and couldn’t
be rationally decided, the elements of fuzzy set theory were injected to enhance the
goal programming approach. According to fuzzy set theory, linear membership
functions (Chang et al., 1997), which are the most popular membership functions,
were applied to determine a global evaluation through a fuzzy operator (Li and Lai,
2000). Results seemed more balanced between the two extreme goals. The integration
of the two approaches displayed its advantage in avoiding the subjectivity of assigning
weights to the criteria of different natures.
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The application of weighted goal programming (WGP) and lexicographic goal
programming (LGP) to land and water allocation in irrigated areas was demonstrated
by Latinopoulos and Mylopouolos (2005). The lexicographic method is based on the
logic that in some decision making systems some goals seem to prevail. Thus, weights
are attached to the sets of goals, which are classified in different priorities. The
procedure begins with comparing all the alternatives with respect to goals with higher
priorities and continues with the next priority until only one alternative is left. This
study aimed to maximize farmers’ welfare as well as minimize the consequent
environmental burden. In relation to the former, maximum profit, minimum labour
requirement and minimum risk to farmers’ income were chosen as objectives.
Regarding the environment, water and nitrogen input were considered. The decision
variable was irrigated area of each crop. The model also comprised a set of cropping
pattern constraints such as total arable area, rotational and agronomic considerations,
and market limitations. The results from WGP and LGP were compared and it was
concluded that the same solution was reached in terms of economic scenarios, but they
were slightly different for environmental scenarios. It was also found that the main
trade-off was between profit and water input.
Although goal programming has great potential when used for multi-objective
decision making systems, in which a clear notion of targets and priorities exists, it is
limited in its utility for the solution of complex decision-making problems in which
one may be not able to state targets for the objectives.

7.3 The Multi-attribute Approach
The MADM methods address decision problems with a finite number of solutions.
MADM guides the choice between

n

predetermined discrete alternatives

( A1 , A2 ,K , An ) through their evaluation with regard to a discrete number k of
attributes (a1 , a2 ,K ak ) , for which each alternative has a given performance index,
called attributes aij . Alternatives and criteria can therefore be connected through an
evaluation matrix consisting of these scores. It is then a case of absolute Pareto
dominance (a condition in which no further improvement of one individual’s total
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utility can be achieved without take in utility away from someone else) that solves the
problem of choices in a simple way. Many methods can be used to identify Pareto
dominated alternatives (Giupponi et al., 2006). Although these methods share the
same basic information (the evaluation matrix), they differ substantially in terms of
quality and quantity of the information required. The most popular procedures are:
1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Satty, 1980)
2. Outranking approaches (Nijkamp and van Deft, 1977; Roy, 1985)
3. Fuzzy set theory (Zadeh ,1965)

7.3.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process
Problems arise when traditional multi-criteria methods (such as various mathematical
programming methods) are not robust enough to deal with limited experimental data,
human judgments and the various metrics of decision variables. The main difficulties
appear when quantitative measures should be combined with linguistic expressions
and the decision maker’s attitudes toward risk need to be modelled appropriately
(Srdjevic et al., 2008). The Analytical Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1980) has proved to
be an efficient tool for approaching these problems in water management (Fatti, 1989;
Ridgley, 1993) due to the following advantages (Tong and Bonissone, 1984;
Zimmermann, 1987; Narasimhan, 1983):
1. it is able to handle uncertain, imprecise and subjective data;
2. it is robust when solving practical ranking problems;
3. it formalizes and renders systematic what is largely a subjective decision process
and as a result facilitates “accurate” judgments;
4. as a by-product of the method, decision makers receive information about the
implicit weights that are placed on the evaluation criteria;
5. the use of computers makes it possible to conduct sensitivity analysis on the
results.
AHP involves dividing the overall decision problem into several less complex ones on
the basis of decomposition principle, pair-wise comparisons and hierarchical
composition. Division of the decision problem is organized by specifying in order, the
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global objective, criteria, sub-criteria, and the alternatives. The AHP approach is to
determine the weights of a given set of alternatives with respect to the specified overall
goal by taking into consideration given sets of intermediate criteria, sub-criteria and so
forth. For pair-wise comparison, an assessment of the mutual importance of elements
should be performed at each level of the hierarchy with respect to the elements of the
upper level. This procedure is repeated, in a downwards manner, for all levels. In the
composition or synthesis part of the process, simple matrix manipulations are
performed with created judgmental matrices in order to obtain the performance ratings
of alternatives.
Without becoming lost in generalities, an overall assumption can be made that the
hierarchy of the decision problem consists only of a goal ( G ), a set of criteria

C j ( j = 1, 2,..., M ) and a set of alternatives Ai ( i = 1, 2,..., N ). This hierarchy
containing a two-level hierarchy, with levels counting from top to bottom as illustrated
in Fig. 7.1.
AHP starts by performing a sequence of M × ( M − 1) / 2 pairwise comparisons of
criteria with respect to a goal by using Saaty’s 9-point scale, as defined in Table 7.1. In
this manner a pair-wise comparison matrix A is created:

G

………………….
………………….

C2

C1

A1

A2

…………………
…………………

CM

AN

Figure 7.1 Hierarchy of Criteria and Alternatives
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The intuition behind the AHP is that in a perfect world, matrix A would be identical
to the following matrix:

 w1 / w1

w /w
X = 2 1
 M

 wn / w1

w1 / w2 L w1 / wn 

w2 / w2 L w2 / wn 


wn / w2 L wn / wn 

(7.8)

where wi is the relative weight of element i (Srdjevic, 2008; Alphonce, 1997).
Table 7.1 9-point Scale for Pairwise Comparisons

Importance Definition
1
3
5
7
9
2,4,6,8

Explanation
Two elements contribute identically to
Equal importance
the objective
Experience or judgement slightly
Weak dominance
favours one element over another
Experience or judgement strongly
Strong dominance
favours one element over another
An
element’s
dominance
is
Demonstrated dominance
demonstrated in practice
The evidence favouring an element over
Absolute dominance
another is affirmed to the highest
possible order
Further subdivision or compromise is
Intermediate values
needed

Various methods have been proposed to extract values

{wi }

from the matrix A ,

which would be closely approximated to the values in X . In particular, Satty
recommends solving the pair-wise comparison matrix A for its maximal eigenvalue,

λmax . The associated eigenvector is then taken to be the approximate weight vector

{wi }

because:
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 w1 / w1
w / w
 2 1
 M

 wn / w1

w1 / w2
w2 / w2
wn / w2

L w1 / wn   w1 
 w1 



w 
L w2 / wn   w2 
= n 2
 M 
M 
 
 
L wn / wn   wn 
 wn 

(7.9)

w = {wi } can be obtained by solving the following problem:
Aw = nw or ( A − nI ) w = 0

(7.10)

Other techniques suggested in Saaty (1992), include summing the rows of the
pair-wise comparison matrix and normalizing the result, because

n

n
wi
1
=
w
(
)
∑
i ∑
j =1 w j
j =1 w j

(7.11)

Column sums that are inverted and normalized also yield the relative weight vector

{wi } ,

because

n

wi

∑w
i =1

j

=

1 n
(∑ wi )
w j i =1

(7.12)

Finally, Satty notes that the normalized geometric mean of the rows will yield the
relative weight vector {wi } . This vector of weights is then multiplied with the weight
factor of the higher level element which was used as the criterion in making the
pair-wise comparison.
The procedure is repeated by moving downwards along the hierarchy, computing the
weights of each element at every level and using these to determine composite weights
for lower levels. The best alternative is the one with the greatest composite weight.
The applications of AHP in five areas of agriculture in developing countries were
presented by Alphonce (1997). Generally, AHP was used to determine farm areas to
be allocated to each of the food crops considered, resource allocation to agricultural
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activities, best location for a village store, choice between subsistence and cash crops
production and determination of the crop production technology. It was pointed out in
this paper that AHP offered a unique and valuable method for integrating judgments
with the traditional quantitative methods used in agricultural decision, which would
facilitate the application of quantitative techniques in agriculture in developing
countries.
Rebriamansyah (2006) presented the application of AHP method combined with fuzzy
set theory to irrigation water allocation problems, taking into account the
socio-institutional and physical assessment aspects of water resources management.
Three hierarchy levels were included in the analysis: the goal (level 1) was to eliminate
the water allocation conflict among demand sites. Six objective criteria (level 2)
included the average water availability, the average regional income, the equality of
water distribution, the equality of regional income distribution, sensitivity of the
average water availability to changes in water supply, and sensitivity of the average
regional income to changes in water supply. Four alternatives (level 3) were identified
targeting the upper criteria. They were continuing the current pattern, practicing a
water-sharing allocation system especially during the low flow period, changing the
planting schedule by increasing the staggered time between blocks and practicing a
crop diversification system. An integrated water balance model was used as a means of
determining the economic impacts of alternative water management strategies. The
AHP and fuzzy dominance methods were applied as a decision tool to select the best
alternative. In this study it was shown that the AHP method allowed the stakeholders
to participate in expressing their preferences in comparison of alternatives, especially
with the absence of the detailed hydrological data.
A fuzzy AHP methodology was proposed by Srdjevic et al (2008) to evaluate various
water management scenarios. It followed the logic of AHP in a simple and
straightforward manner. Fuzzy extent analysis (Hwang and Yoon, 1981; Chen and
Hwang, 1992) was applied to fuzzify a 9-point scale for alternatives across criteria and
sub-criteria. A three-level hierarchy was created for the Jacuipe River Basin in Brazil
to test the proposed approach. In this study, three management scenarios were
evaluated by means of 5 criteria including 24 sub-criteria. In view of the satisfactory
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results from the tests, the proposed fuzzy decision making (FDM) approach could be
considered flexible and robust. In particular, it would be applicable for the situations
characterized by the uncertainty and imprecision related to both the problem and the
decision maker’s expertise.
It should be noted that AHP has some limitations: it is highly dependent on the
hierarchy assumed and the complete procedure can be quite lengthy. On the other hand,
AHP is extremely useful when the decision problem only allows qualitative evaluation
and for defining the vectors of weights to be used by other procedures.

7.3.2 Outranking Approaches
The methods of PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization METHod of

Enrichment Evaluation) (Brans et al. 1986) and ELECTRE (Elimination Et Choix
TRaduisant la rEalite) (Roy, 1968) are two commonly applied outranking approaches.
They involve identifying every pair of decision alternatives i and i ' given n 2 − n
pairs in total. Outranking approaches apply some type of utility function, which
contains criteria weights, to determine the degree that option i outperforms i ' . There
have been variations made to the ELECTRE and PROMETHEE methods over time
such as EXPROM-2 (Diakoulaki and Koumouydod, 1991), ELECTRE-3, and
ELECTRE-4 (Rogers et al., 2000) et al.
Raju et al. (2000) demonstrated the application of various MCDM techniques
including four outranking approaches to a sustainable water resources planning
problem for a case study of Flumen Monegros irrigation area in Spain. Economic,
environmental and social factors were taken into account to identify the criteria for
analysis, and the corresponding alternative strategies were formulated by
incorporating several representative factors including irrigation systems, water price,
water allocation, crops distribution, fertiliser use and subsidy issues. A multi-criterion
sorting technique called ELECTRE-TRI (Arondel and Giradin, 2000; Rogers et al.,
2000) was used to reduce the large size of payoff matrix including 10 criteria and 161
alternatives to predefined categories for the convenience of further MCDM analysis.
Five MCDM methods, namely PROMETHEE-2 (Brans et al. 1986), EXPROM-2
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(Diakoulaki and Koumoutsos, 1991), ELECTRE-3 (Rogers et al., 2000), ELECTRE-4
(Rogers et al., 2000), and Compromise Programming (CP) (Zeleny, 1973) were
employed to rank the alternatives. Spearman rank correlation (Gibbons, 1971) was
used to determine the measure of association between ranks obtained by different
MCDM techniques. Finally, an additive ranking rule (Bui, 1987) was used for
collective group decision making. Results indicated that all of the five MCDM
techniques indentified the same alternative strategy as the best.
Following their previous research, Raju et al. (2004) reviewed the same case four
years later and tried a new integrated methodology developing the previous one from a
different perspective. It should be noted that the background of the case study
remained the same and the relevant criteria and the unrefined alternative strategies
were exactly the same. But at screening stage, cluster analysis (Morse, 1980) was
applied to reduce the large size of payoff matrix to a manageable subset. This study
mainly focused on demonstrating the application of ELECTRE-3 step by step, while in
their early work the focus had been comparison of five different MCDM techniques. A
distillation procedure (Rogers and Bruen, 2000) was then introduced to derive the
overall ranking of the strategies. The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (Connolly
and Sluckin, 1953) was employed here to analyze the correlation between the rank
patterns obtained from two scenarios with different parameters chosen for the
outranking approach. Sensitivity analysis was performed to check the effect of
different parameters related to ELECTRE-3 and distillation coefficients on the overall
ranking pattern. Results indicated that the proposed integration of different methods
such as cluster analysis, ELECTRE-3, and the Kendall rank correlation coefficient,
was suitable and made the decision-making process more effective.

7.3.3 Fuzzy Set Theory
One of the key issues related to application of MCDM to engineering and particularly
to integrated water resources management is the quality of the available information.
The uncertainty of the available information may have a great effect on the decision
making process. Uncertainty may lie in model assumptions, and in data or parameter
values. There may also be uncertainty in the interpretation of results. While some
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uncertainties can be modelled as stochastic variables in a Monte Carlo simulation for
example, other forms of uncertainty may simply be vague and imprecise. The
uncertainty and vagueness of the information is therefore needed to be taken into
account in order to obtain a sound decision. Fuzzy set analysis has been proved to be a
way to address this (Buckley, 1985)
Fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh (1965) in the development of decision support
models. According to the definition given by Zadeh, a fuzzy set is a class of objects
with a continuum of grades of membership. Such a set is characterized by a
membership (characteristic) function which assign to each object a grade of
membership ranging between zero and one. This concept originated from the fact that
the classes of objects encountered in the real world do not have precisely defined
criteria of membership. For example, “the class of tall men” doesn’t constitute an
explicit class in the usual mathematical sense. In fact, such imprecisely defined classes
play an important role in human thinking, particularly in the domains of pattern
recognition, communication of information, and abstraction.
Fuzzy set theory is based on a gradual transition from one class to another. Items can
have partial membership in multiple sets. Formally, a fuzzy set A can be represented
in terms of a membership function f A ( x) , which associates with each point in X a
real number in the interval [ 0,1] , with the value of f A ( x) at x representing the
“grade of membership” of x in A . Thus, the nearer the value of f A ( x) to unity, the
higher the grade of membership of x in A .
In effect, fuzzy sets provide a way to express objects which cannot be defined by some
precise formulations. It is not a MCDM tool in a real sense. However, it can be used in
conjunction with ranking methods to complete the MCDM process.
A fuzzy multi-objective linear programming model for the evaluation of sustainable
management strategies of optimal land development in a reservoir watershed was
presented by Chang et al. (1997). A case study in Taiwan was used to demonstrate the
proposed method. Six decision variables were involved in this analysis, namely forest
area, agriculture land area, housing area, grass land area, stock farming area, and
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recreation area. The objectives were consisted of economic benefits characterised by
direct income and the influence of employment level by land development, and water
quality impacts related to the total discharges of nitrogen, phosphorus, BOD, and the
sediment yield from soil erosion. The constraint set included the limitation on carrying
capacity with regard to various land uses and assimilative capacity corresponding to
different impacts on water quality. This analysis verified that the proposed model was
an effective tool for generating a set of more realistic and flexible solution to a
complicated real-world land development and water resources management issue.
Although it was difficult to compare the environmental impacts of very different
natures to the social and economic values due to their intrinsic nonlinear
characteristics, the model formulation by a fuzzy multi-objective programming
approach could still successfully reflect system complexity and grasp uncertainties in
decision making.
Karnib (2004) demonstrated a ranking method to order the alternatives in
multi-criterion water resources projects based on fuzzy set analysis. A fuzzy inference
model was developed to represent and process the uncertain and imprecise information.
An example of application was given in order to examine the individual step of the
proposed methodology called fuzzy inference model. Five projects were evaluated and
ordered in priority with respect to the defined criteria in terms of technical,
socio-economic, environmental and economic aspects. Karnib concluded that the
proposed approach based on the fuzzy set theory allowed each project to be quantified
in terms of its priority and allowed the decision maker to identify the project that
ensured the maximum benefits in various aspects by taking into account uncertainty
and fuzziness inherent in water resources planning process.

7.4 Conclusions
An in depth review of various MCDM approaches along with their applications to
water resources management has been carried out. The principles, advantages and
limitations of each method in implementation were considered. It is concluded that
MCDM approaches have been finding more widespread application to many types of
problems in the water resources field. The review presented in this chapter has
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guided the selection of the compromise programming approach for the MCDM
analysis for the Shiyang River Basin. This is considered in the following chapters.
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8

MCDM ANALYSIS ON THE SHIYANG RIVER
BASIN

8.1 Introduction
An approach for optimising water use in the Shiyang River Basin with the IWRO
model was presented in Chapter 6. The results demonstrated that the present
conditions of groundwater development were not sustainable and the situation of
water scarcity was very severe. The requirement for Integrated Water Resources
Management (IWRM) for the Shiyang River Basin, which can integrate all aspects of
water resources including water crisis, socio-economic activities and environmental
considerations into the decision making process, was identified. It is essential to
manage water resources in the Shiyang River Basin in a more sustainably way.
The nature of integrated water resources management determines that the planning and
decision making process is typically guided by multiple objectives measured in a
range of numerical or non-numerical units. Often, the expression of criteria is not
commensurate and sometimes they are difficult to quantify as they relate to widely
different objectives such as water quality, social impact and aesthetic value. These
characteristics make the MCDM technique an attractive approach for addressing the
diversity of issues related to water resources in the Shiyang River Basin.
Many plans and policies exist that relate to the management of water resources in the
Shiyang River Basin. The Shiyang River Basin Strategic Plan (2007) (referred to as
the Strategic Plan in this thesis), which has been approved by the State Council, is an
overall water resources management plan. Integrated planning, reallocation of water
resources in the whole river basin, and relevant measures to be applied to achieve
management goals are proposed in this plan, and thus the Strategic Plan is used to
provide a guide to MCDM analysis in this chapter.
The results produced from the IWRO model presented in chapter 6 were encouraging
and indicated potential for further application to the MCDM approaches. Of these,
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compromise programming (CP) was considered to best meet the characteristics of this
research. Further to the description in chapter 7 on CP, section 8.2 gives a set of more
specific procedures for the MCDM analysis combined with CP as guidance for the
analysis presented in subsequent sections. Based on the Strategic Plan, criteria related
to the MCDM analysis are described in Section 8.3. Formulations of each criterion are
also presented in detail. In section 8.4, various measures are determined to improve
water use patterns in the Shiyang River Basin. The setup of the scenarios with the
IWRO model related to these measures is also described. The CP analysis is conducted
and relevant results are discussed in section 8.5. Conclusions are presented in section
8.6.

8.2 Compromise Programming
8.2.1 Overview
MCDM techniques are used to evaluate decision options against multiple criteria
measured in different units (Voogd, 1983). The variety of techniques for solving
MCDM problems has been growing rapidly over recent decades as described in
chapter 7. Of these, compromise programming (CP) is a distance-based technique
designed to identify solutions which are closest to an ideal solution by some distance
measure. CP was chosen for this research for the following reasons:
1. CP is relatively easy to implement in the context of the complexity of the IWRO
model runs. Theoretically, in generic MCDM approaches such as goal
programming, each ideal point used to measure the alternatives is acquired by
maximising each individual objective. As indicated earlier, high efficiency in
computation is required for IWRO model runs, and it would be time consuming to
run the IWRO model for each criterion to attain an ideal solution. However, for
compromise programming if an absolute ideal value is too difficult to identify, the
best value in a given set of values can be defined as an approximation of the ideal
one. Compromise programming thus makes MCDM possible by running the
IWRO model only once for each alternative.
2. CP can simulate extreme situations by adjusting the parameter p in equation 8.5.
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This advantage has been explained in chapter 7.
3. CP requires some input from decision makers to define weighting factors, but
more focus can be placed on each strategy or alternative, rather than the
complexities of the approach.
4. CP provides a straightforward way to explicitly control the compensation between
objectives through simulating extreme conditions. For p=1, there is full
compensation between weighted deviations. For p=2, each deviation is weighted
in proportion to its magnitude. When p=∞, there is no compensation between
objectives..

8.2.2 Procedures
Within the general framework of the MCDM analysis, the common procedures for
implementing a compromise programming approach include the following steps:
1. Define the desired goals, objectives, or criteria.
2. Identify a set of decision options, strategies or alternatives essential to achieve the
desired goals, objectives or criteria.
3. Input an alternatives versus criteria array  f ij  . The alternatives versus criteria
N ×J
array is given as matrix with elements fij . The numerical value of element fij is
the value of the ith criterion function for jth alternative. N is the number of criteria,
and J is the number of alternatives.
4. Determine the best bi, and worst wi, value for criterion functions from the matrix

 f ij  .
N ×J
bi = best f ij

i = 1,L , N

(8.1)

wi = worst fij

i = 1,L , N

(8.2)

j∈J

j∈J

5. Determine relative distances, dij of objectives from the ideal point, and define the

l pj metrics (where, p ∈ Q , Q is an integer set, here usually (1,2,…,∞), and α i are
weighting coefficients, α i ∈ [ 0,1] ):
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d ij =

bi − fij

p

j = 1,L , J ,

bi − wi

 N

l =  ∑ α ip d ij 
 i =1


1

p

j
p

i = 1,L , N

(8.3)

j = 1,L , J

(8.4)

p∈Q

(8.5)

6. Determine

min l pj
j∈J

and the corresponding CP alternative.
7. Calculate and compare various compromise solutions, particularly for p = 1, 2, ∞ .
8. Perform sensitivity analysis of different weights if applicable.
The MCDM process is carried out in the above order for the management of the
Shiyang River Basin in the following sections.

8.3 Criterion Definition
8.3.1 Criterion Identification
The goals for the Shiyang river basin management are encapsulated in Premier Wen
Jiabao’s statement: “Never let Minqin become the second Luobupo”.(Luobupo is a
infertile desert in the south of Xinjiang Autonomous Region in China, which once was
an oasis that covered around 3100 km2 in 1928.) With this, the environmental aspect is
emphasised. The aim is that groundwater abstraction and recharge are to be balanced,
and groundwater levels are to be stabilised with the additional aim of rehabilitating or
improving environmental conditions in affected areas. Besides this, the overall goals
in the Strategic Plan also include equitable, integrated rational water resources
allocation and utilisation and establishment of a water saving society. Eleven criteria
have been identified that influence the decision making process. These are considered
under four dimensional groups as follows:
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1. The economic dimension including:
i) net crop production values (C1);
ii) resettlement cost (C2);
iii) cost of improving water saving technologies (C3);
iv) operation and maintenance cost (C4);
v) water resources revenue (C5);
2. The environmental dimension including:
i) ecological water use (C6);
ii) groundwater decline (C7);
3. The social dimension including:
i) number of people affected (C8);
ii) water allocation equality (C9);
4. The water supply security including
i) security of portable water supply (C10)
ii) reliability of irrigation supply (C11)
These criteria are used to evaluate different strategies for resource management in the
Shiyang River Basin.

8.3.2 Indices of Criteria
a) Net Crop Production Values
Crop yield and crop price data were standardised for the Shiyang River Basin and
based on data collected by Mott MacDonald (2009). Table 8.1 presents the data on
crop yield and net income used in the MCDM analysis. Using these data, the net crop
production values are determined by equation 8.6

n

mj

NP = ∑∑ NI ij × Yij × Aij

(8.6)

j =1 i =1

where, NP = total net crop production values

n = number of irrigation schemes
mj = number of crop types for irrigation scheme j
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NIij = net income for crop i in irrigation scheme j
Yij = crop yield for crop i in irrigation scheme j
Aij = irrigated area for crop i in irrigation scheme j
Additionally, a yield response relationship was used to modify the actual yield when
the water supply is less than the crop requirement. The relationship can be referred to
equation 4.2.
Table 8.1 Crop Yield and Net Incomes

Source: Mott MacDonald, 2009

b) Resettlement Cost
Implementation of the measures taken to reduce agriculture land in the Strategic Plan
will result in some necessary resettlement. This applies both to the upper reaches, in
the Qilian Mountains, and to the extreme lower reaches in the north of Minqin. A
budget cost of 296M Yuan (the Strategic Plan) will be used for resettlement.
Considering that there will be approximately an area of 74600 ha going out of
production. The resettlement cost per ha is roughly 3967.83 Yuan. This estimate will
be used to represent the resettlement cost in the alternatives where reduction of
agriculture land is implemented.

c) Cost of Improving Water Saving Technologies
Rehabilitation of on-farm systems and improved irrigation practices will be carried out
between 2008 and 2020 for the total area at a budget cost of 835M Yuan (the Strategic
Plan). This value will be added in the alternatives, in which water saving technologies
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are applied.

d) Water Resources Revenue
Only the data on water fees for Wuwei municipality were available by referring to two
plans, namely ‘Water Price Reform Scheme in Wuwei for Water Supply by Water
structures’ and ‘Municipal Water Price Reform Scheme in Wuwei’. These data are
used throughout the whole river basin for the purpose of MCDM analysis. The average
water fees are charged by breakdown of different water use sectors given in Table 8.2.
For agriculture water use, the water fees also include a base price per ha per year, and
for groundwater irrigation, an administrative fee is also added. The equation used to
calculate annual water resources revenue is of the form:

n

WRR = ∑  Bs ASi + Ps XSi + ( Bg + Fg ) AGi + Pg XGi 
i =1

where, Bs = base price for surface water irrigation

ASi = average area irrigated by surface water in irrigation scheme i
Ps = water price for surface water irrigation
XSi =annual surface water supply to irrigation scheme i
Bg = base price for groundwater irrigation
Fg = administrative fee for groundwater irrigation
AGi = average area irrigated by groundwater in irrigation scheme i
Pg = water price for groundwater irrigation
XGij = annual groundwater supply to irrigation scheme i
n = number of irrigation schemes
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(8.7)

Table 8.2 Average Water Price for Wuwei Municipality

Non-agricultural
Use

Agricultural Use
SW Irrigation

GW Irrigation

Bs
(Yuan/ha·y)

Ps
(Yuan/m3)

Bg
(Yuan/ha·y)

Fg
(Yuan/ha·y)

Pg
(Yuan/m3)

Water Price
(Yuan/m3)

30

0.1

75

45

0.151

1.38

Source: Ministry of Water Resources, 2008

e) Operation and Maintenance Cost
O&M costs are mainly concerned with surface water irrigation schemes and
groundwater irrigation schemes. The O&M costs associated with surface water
irrigation are considered to be variable operating costs given in Table 8.3. In
economics and finance, variable costs are expenses that change in proportion to the
activity of a business. The O&M cost for surface water irrigation is simply obtained by
water supply times the operating costs in Table 8.3.
In the case of groundwater operating costs， it was stated that electricity running costs
related to groundwater pumping were probably the dominant cost (Mott Macdonald,
2007). Hence groundwater O&M cost can be obtained by the equation given below

n T

OMC =

C ∑ ∫ Pi (t )dt

(8.8)

i =1 0

3.6 × 10

6

where,

OMC = O&M costs
C = unit cost of electricity per kwh, here taken to be 0.296 Y/kwh
Pi(t) = pump power in watts for irrigation scheme i
T = total groundwater pumping time (s)
n = number of irrigation schemes
The pump power P in the above equation for any particular irrigation area is of the
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form:

P = ρ gHQ / η

(8.9)

where,

ρ = density of water
g = gravitational acceleration
H = pumping head (m), taken to be average groundwater drawdown
Q = well discharge (m3/s)

η = efficiency, here taken to be 80%
Theoretically, the time-varying variables in equation 8.9 should be H and Q. However,
in this research, with the groundwater sustainability constraint applied, the annual
groundwater level fluctuations are relatively small compared with the average
groundwater levels for most of irrigation areas, and it is pointless to calculate the
instantaneous pump power even for monthly interval due to small groundwater level
variation between months. The accuracy can therefore be ensured by applying an
annual basis as the differential time in equation 8.9. Additionally, as the annual
groundwater abstractions for each irrigation area is a constant in the IWRO model, the
final equation for groundwater O&M costs can be approximated as a summation:

n

OMC =

15

C ρ g ∑∑ H it Qi

(8.10)

i =1 t =1

3.6 × 10

6

where, Hit = groundwater drawdown for irrigation scheme i in the tth year

Qi = annual groundwater abstraction for irrigation scheme i
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Table 8.3 Surface Water O&M Costs

Administration
Area

Irrigation
Area

Reservoir

SW O&M Cost
(Y/m3)

Jinchuan district

Jinchang

Jinchuanxia

0.15

Yongchang county

Qinghe
Donghe

Huangcheng

0.30

Xihe

Xidahe

0.25

Siba

Xidahe

0.33

Baqu
Quanshan

Hongyashan

0.73
0.75

Hubei

Hongyashan

0.95

Hunan

Hongyashan

0.95

Minqin county

Jiahe

0.73

Nanhu
Changning
Huanhe
Liangzhou district

Qingyuan
Jinyang
Yongchang
Zamu

Gulang county

0.03

Xiying

Xiying

0.10

Jinta

Nanying

0.21

Huangyang

Huangyangchuan

0.78

Gulanghe
Dajing

Shibalibao& Caojiahu
Dajingxia

0.49

Industry

0.77

Gufeng

Liutiaohe

0.78

Gulang

Dajingxia

0.77

Source: The Strategic Plan, 2007

f)

Number of People Affected

As stated above, the implementation of reducing irrigated area will inevitably result in
migration from the upper reaches, in the Qilian Mountains, and from the extreme
downstream, to the north of Minqin. The affected populations in the upland areas and
in Minqin were taken to be as given in Table 8.4 (The Strategic Plan).
All of the indices used to evaluate the identified criteria and their corresponding
formulations are summarised in Table 8.5.
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Table 8.4 Populations Affected by Reducing Irrigation Area

Administrative Unit
No. of People Affected
Gulang
3,500
Tianzhu
4,000
Liangzhou
3,500
Yongchang
2,000
Sunan County
500
Huanhe
5,500
Baqu
6,500
Quanshan
2,500
Nanhu
4,000
Agriculture Cultivation Company of Gansu Province
10,500
Total
42,500
Source: The Strategic Plan, 2007
Table 8.5 Summary of Criteria Formulation

No
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

C9

Criterion
Description
Net
crop
production values
Resettlement cost
Cost of improving
water
saving
technologies
Water resources
revenue
Operation
and
maintenance cost
Ecological water
use
Groundwater
decline
Number of people
affected

Water allocation
equality

Measurable Factors

Unit

Formulation

NP

Yuan

Equation 8.6

Yuan

3967.83 Yuan/ha

Yuan

835M Yuan

WRR

Yuan

Equation 8.7

OMC

Yuan

Equation 8.10

ecological water volume

m3

basin groundwater decline

m

affected population

capita

coefficient of variance of
ratios of the supply to
demand over the basin

dimensionless

( CV (

C10

Security
portable
supply

of
water

C11

Reliability
of
irrigation supply

X
))
D

annual
water
supply
coverage for municipal
water use (RM)
annual
water
supply
coverage for irrigation water
use (RI)
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dimensionless

dimensionless

X and D is the
supply
and
demand

8.4 Alternative Formulation
8.4.1 Alternative Identification
Further to the overall goals for the river basin management, the long term objectives of
the Strategic Plan can be generalised into the following points: increasing the
streamflow at Caiqi, decreasing groundwater abstraction, decreasing surface water use,
restoring groundwater levels, and forming a certain area of wetland. The measures
required to achieve the above goals were presented in the Strategic Plan, and they
included surface water transfer, reduction in water allocation, irrigation canal lining,
drip irrigation development, greenhouse development, ecological development etc.
Four of these measures were selected to constitute four scenarios for the purposes of
scenario evaluation with the IWRO model and MCDM analysis. These four alternative
strategies include reduction in water allocation, irrigation canal lining, ecological
development and greenhouse development. They are formulated in the IWRO model
by adjusting the appropriate model parameters as summarised in Table 8.6. The
reference scenario was also included and along with the identified four scenarios
resulting in the five scenarios outlined in Table 8.7. The reference scenario denotes the
case that was modelled with the refined IWRO model presented in section 6.6. It is
considered to represent the situation that would result were no measures taken to
manage water resources. Other scenarios are variations of the reference scenario, and
in setting them up in the IWRO model, they are set up to inherit all properties from an
earlier scenario. The details of each scenario are outlined in the following sections.
Table 8.6 Expression of Measures

No.

Measure

Expression

S1
S2

Reduction in water allocation
Irrigation canal lining

Reductions in irrigated areas
Improved irrigation efficiencies

S3

Ecological development

Increased system loss for groundwater irrigation

S4

Greenhouse development

Changes in cropping pattern
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Table 8.7 Scenarios Modelled with the IWRO Model

Scenario

Description

S1

The reference scenario, representing conditions that would result were no
actions taken to manage water demand.
Based on reference scenario, but with reductions in irrigated areas

S2

Based on S1, but with improved irrigation efficiencies

S3

As for S2, and with ecological allowance for groundwater irrigation

S4

As for S3, and with changes in cropping pattern

Reference

8.4.2 Scenarios Investigated with the IWRO model
The IWRO model including the revised TGO model (section 6.6) was used to optimise
the water supply and to model groundwater levels, the required inputs for the
compromise programming analysis. The above identified alternatives were formulated
by the IWRO model , and they are illustrated in details as follows:

a) Scenario 1
Scenario 1 focuses on changes in irrigated areas to achieve the goal of decreasing
water use. The Strategic Plan indicated that area of agricultural land in the Shiyang
River Basin is to be reduced from a current 270,000 ha to 194,000 ha by 2020 (a 28%
reduction). The largest reductions are planned for Minqin county and Yongchang
county. The planned changes in irrigated areas from the Strategic Plan are shown in
Table 8.8.
The IWRO model was set up in the same way as illustrated in chapter 6, but with
changes to demand files for both the SWO model and the TGO model due to the
changes in irrigated areas.
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Table 8.8 Planned Changes in Irrigated Areas for S1

Source: The Strategic Plan, 2007

b)

Scenario 2

Under the Strategic Plan, there are expected to be improvements in irrigation
efficiencies in the basin, achieved through the introduction of improved irrigation
technologies and through canal lining. In the plan, it is estimated that irrigation loss in
the Shiyang River Basin average 48%. The plan is to reduce basin wide losses to 36%
by 2020. No indication is given as to how these are made up between surface and
groundwater irrigation, or between system losses and seepage or infiltration losses to
groundwater. The interpreted losses shown in Table 8.9 are derived from the
WRDMAP report produced in 2009 (Mott Macdonald, 2009).
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Table 8.9 Interpreted SRB Strategic Plan Efficiencies for S2

Source: Mott Macdonald, 2009

Regarding the set up of the IWRO model for scenario 2, the data files in relation to
proportions of losses are needed to be modified both for the SWO model and the TGO
model components. These files include the network file in the SWO model and the
proportion file in the TGO model. Additionally, the recalculation of river leakage is
also required for the runs of TGO model.

c) Scenario 3
In the Strategic Plan, an allowance has been made for an “ecological” allocation of
water. In the Minqin and Jinchang districts this is to be 15% of the water allocation
for irrigation, and in other parts of the basin is to be 12% of the water allocation for
irrigation. The ecological allocation is in addition to the irrigation allocation, and for
the purposes of simplifying modelling, this part is incorporated with the system losses
of the IWRO model for scenario 3. The irrigation losses summarised in Table 8.9 were
therefore modified again to incorporate ecological water allocation in the IWRO
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model and are presented in Table 8.10.
Table 8.10 Interpreted SRB Strategic Plan Irrigation Efficiencies for S3

Source: Mott Macdonald, 2009

As the environmental requirements are incorporated into the system losses, the way
the model is modified for scenario 3 is similar to scenario 2.

d) Scenario 4
In the Strategic Plan, proposals are presented for changes in cropping, most
significantly through the introduction of more greenhouses that will increase vegetable
production. The Strategic Plan does not outline detailed cropping patterns, but does
propose areas of greenhouses in each irrigation area, and the mix of food crops and
economic crops, although the crops in these classes are not identified. The areas of
greenhouses proposed in the Strategic Plan have been assumed to represent areas of
vegetables. The areas of alfalfa, cotton, maize and wheat have been assumed to be as in
the existing cropping patterns, and the area of other crops adjusted to reflect the
changes in the area of vegetables. Table 8.11 presents the cropping patterns adopted.
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Table 8.11 Interpreted SRB Strategic Plan Cropping for S4

Source: The Strategic Plan, 2007

As changes in cropping result in changes in water demand for each irrigation area, the
only information affecting model set up is demand data. The demand for each
irrigation area was recalculated and the corresponding modifications were made to the
demand files for the model runs.

8.5 Compromise Programming Analysis
8.5.1 Procedures
As the criteria and decision strategies were identified above, the compromise
programming process is described here following the procedures starting from step 3
presented in section 8.2.2.
1. Setup of the alternative versus criterion matrix: An alternative versus criterion
matrix is prepared in Appendix F. Each element in the matrix is resulted from
running the IWRO model and using the corresponding equations in Table 8.5. The
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specific intermediate data are tabulated in Appendix F. The surface water coverage
ratios for each scenario are presented in Table 8.12 according to the divisions of
different river sources given in Table 6.5.
2. With equation 8.3 and 8.4, the l pj metrics were calculated for five different cases
with five different sets of weights. These cases are used to demonstrate the
influence of different biases in decision making. The cases considered were: Case
1, no bias; Case 2, bias to economics; Case 3, bias to environment; Case 4, bias to
social impacts; Case 5, bias to water supply security. For Case 1, it is assumed that
there is no preference for any criterion from decision makers, which means equal
importance is attached to each criterion. No weights are therefore applied to this
case. In case 2-5, a weight of 0.5 is attached to the preferred dimension with the
remaining weight distributed amongst the other three dimensions. For the specific
criteria within a preferred dimension, the weight of 0.5 is equally distributed to
each criterion. The exception is social effects: The weight of 0.3 was given to the
criterion of number of people affected, whereas the remaining weight of 0.2 was
given to water supply equality criteria. This was done because too high a weight
assigned to this could possibly disturb the final solutions. In fact, as most of the
demands are met by surface water, the results from the SWO model play a
dominant role in water supply security compared with the TGO model due to the
constraint on groundwater decline. The SWO model integrated in the IWRO
model is itself able to provide a relatively equitable water supply to each area, and
therefore the coefficient of variance of ratios of the supply to demand (CV), which
is used to reflect the water allocation equity, should be similar. From this point of
view, a smaller weight may be more appropriate. These four sets of weights are
summarised in Table 8.13.
3. In the cases outlined in Table 8.13, the l pj metrics were obtained for p=1, 2
respectively based on the alternative versus criterion matrix. (p=1 is the maximum
deviations from the ideal point with jth alternative. It is straightforward for decision
makers to identify the compensations between each alternative; For p=2, each
deviation with jth alternative is weighted in proportion to its magnitude. The larger
the deviation, the larger l pj metrics. In other words, the deviations from the ideal
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point for jth alternative are enlarged by increasing p to 2. Hence, the alternatives
that have poor performance in some criteria will be penalised severely (Merino,
2003).) The results are presented in Table 8.14. The figures or scenarios
highlighted in bold italics are the final solutions from the compromise
programming for each set of weights.
Table 8.12 Comparions of Surface Water Coverage

Group

Supply
Source

Group A
The
Shiyang
River

Group B

Group C

Group D

Group E

The Xida
River
The
Gulang
River
The Xida
River
and the
Gulang
River

Demand
Centres

Coverage Coverage Coverage Coverage Coverage
Ratios
Ratios
Ratios
Ratios
Ratios
for Ref
for S1
for S2
for S3
for S4

Baqu

45%

62%

71%

71%

70%

Hubei

48%

64%

72%

72%

71%

Hunan

48%

64%

72%

72%

71%

Jiahe

41%

60%

71%

71%

71%

Quanshan

51%

66%

71%

71%

70%

Siba

32%

52%

64%

64%

62%

Xihe

37%

56%

65%

65%

66%

Gulange

52%

53%

64%

64%

65%

Gufeng

48%

49%

54%

54%

54%

Jinchuan
Industry

62%

65%

68%

68%

69%

Jinchuan
City

61%

64%

67%

67%

67%

Jinchang

48%

61%

68%

68%

69%

Dajing

17%

17%

17%

17%

17%

19%

38%

54%

54%

55%

57%

63%

74%

74%

75%

75%

78%

85%

85%

85%

28%

43%

56%

56%

58%

27%

31%

41%

41%

41%

Donghe
Irrigation
areas
supplied Huangyang
by
Jinta
different
rivers
Xiying
Zamu
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Table 8.13 Different Sets of Weights
Case

αi

1

No bias

2

Economics

3

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

No weighting factors
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

Environment

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.25

0.25

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

4

Social
Effects

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.3

0.2

0.056

0.056

5

Water
supply
security

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.056

0.25

0.25

Table 8.14 Values of
Case
1
2
3
4
5

Ref
5.964
0.716
0.850
0.688
0.850

S1
7.837
0.849
0.796
0.909
0.764

P=1
S2
5.538
0.710
0.757
0.795
0.557

S3
5.784
0.737
0.633
0.754
0.672

l p for Different Sets of Weights
S4
5.073
0.685
0.600
0.758
0.631

Ref
2.435
0.210
0.371
0.230
0.371

S1
2.700
0.250
0.287
0.383
0.199

P=2
S2
2.166
0.198
0.285
0.335
0.121

S3
2.190
0.209
0.150
0.319
0.167

S4
1.991
0.188
0.147
0.321
0.146

8.5.2 Discussion
a) Scenario Analysis
As expected, for Case 1 with no weighting preferences, either for p=1 or p= 2, the
optimal alternative for the water resources management of the Shiyang River Basin is
S4, as S4 was set up on the basis of the four previous alternatives and inherited all
properties from them. Another finding with case 1 is that there is a big difference in the
values between Ref and S1 when p=1. As stated earlier, when p=1, the solution is
given by the algebraic sum of the absolute values of the weighted deviation. The big
gap existed between Ref and S1 indicates that the strategy of simply reducing irrigated
area significantly affected the overall performance of the system, despite agricultural
water supply increases in S1 (from 59.59% to 65.37%). It may be appropriate to
further reduce irrigated area to enhance the reliability of irrigation supply (C11) in
future work. However, based on S1, more measures, which were proposed in terms of
environmental and economic concerns, were taken in S2, S3 and S4. S4 incorporates
all the advantages of previous scenarios and therefore outperforms others.
Regarding Case 2, where economics weighting is preferred, S4 is the best alternative.
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It can be seen that S4 with reduced irrigated area outperforms S1 from the perspective
of economics owing to the improvements with the crop production resulted from the
increase in supply coverage. Besides, it reveals that deficit irrigation can be modelled
further as significant water saving may be possible without significant crop yield
reductions by applying deficit irrigation practices.
For Case 3, a high weighting is given to environment. For p=1, S4 outperforms other
scenarios, as ecological water allowance was considered starting from S3, with an
increase in crop production in S4. For p=2, S4 is also the compromise solution.
However, the values for S3 and S4 either for p=1 or p=2 are close to each other. This
similarity to some extent indicates that strategy of changing cropping patterns may
have little effect in improving the overall water resources management.
For Case 4 including the concerns of social equality and reaction of people to
migration, Ref is the best alternative for both p=1 and p=2. If the social aspect is the
vital factor for a basin, the decision make should be careful in reducing agricultural
land.
Considering water supply security, S2 is recommended by the compromise
programming. In fact, the ratios of the supply to demand are very close among the 5
cases, although with small increase from Ref to S1 resulted from reductions in
agricultural land. This reinforces the point made above, that further reductions in
irrigated land are required to increase water supply security extensively. On the other
side, it is likely that irrigation demands have been over-estimated, and the use of
mulching, which effectively reduces the theoretical crop water requirement by
reducing soil water evaporation, may be considered to refine irrigation demands.
Larger supply coverage can also be expected by introducing deficit irrigation.
It should be noted that the coefficient of variation of ratios of the supply to demand for
all the cases are very small, this again indicates that the IWRO model developed in this
research is able to provide equitable water supply.

b) CP Evaluation
The performance of compromise programming is satisfactory. It was anticipated that
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S4 should be the best alternative in managing water resources in the Shiyang River
Basin, as it incorporated all of the measures taken in the previous strategies. The same
solution is shown from the outcome of the compromise programming analysis.
The Sensitivity of different sets of weights was investigated, resulting in different
compromise solutions. The solutions of compromise programming are very sensitive
to weights and depend very much on the attitude of the decision maker. Sensitivity of
the values of p was also analyzed for different sets of weights. The solutions of CP for
p=1 and p=2 are consistent and are not sensitive to the values of p.

8.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, MCDM analysis was applied to the integrated water resources
management of the Shiyang River Basin. Various criteria were defined for the
purposes of evaluating water resources. A set of decision alternatives essential to
achieve these goals were also identified for MCDM analysis. Five scenarios were
modelled by the IWRO model developed in chapter 6. The process of compromise
programming analysis was described step by step. When there was no preference from
a decision maker, the best solution from CP turned out to be consistent with the
expected one. Use of CP has been effective tool in performing MCDM analysis for the
integrated water resources management for the Shiyang River Basin, and supports the
measures to be undertaken under the Strategic Plan.
In order to analyze the sensitivity of weights and the values of p, the CP analysis was
carried out by applying different sets of weights and different values of p. Each set of
weights were specified on the basis of different priorities shown for the aspects related
to water resources management, such as economics, environment, social acceptance
and water supply security. It was found that the solutions of CP were sensitive to
weights but not sensitive to the values of p. Several optimal alternatives were obtained
from CP for selection by decision makers representing different objectives.
The modelling indicates that following strategies should be considered further for the
Shiyang River Basin management:
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1. Further reductions in agricultural land may improve the overall conditions of the
basin.
2. The adoption of mulching should be taken into account for reducing crop water
requirement by reducing soil water evaporation.
3. Significant increase in crop yield or supply coverage may be achieved through the
modelling of deficit irrigation.
4. Changing cropping patterns could improve crop production, but was not shown to
be particularly advantages in the overall evaluation. Further changes in cropping
patterns may be needed to increase vegetable production through the introduction
of more greenhouses.
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9 Conclusions
9.1 Introduction
This research was focused on the development of a GA-based approach for
optimising irrigation system water allocation in the context of integrated water
resources management. Multi-criterion decision making (MCDM) tools were applied
to evaluation of the water development situation in a case study area. This chapter
presents the conclusions of this research, including the achievements, limitations and
recommendations for further research.
Section 9.2 summarises the main achievements of this research. Section 9.3 describes
the limitations, and section 9.4 focuses on recommendations for further research.

9.2 Achievements
The research presented in this thesis basically falls into two parts. The first part
involved the development of the integrated water resources optimisation model
(IWRO). The second part focused on the application of MCDM techniques to the
case study area. Major achievements of these two components are highlighted in the
following sections.

9.2.1 Development of the Integrated Water Resources Model
The integrated water resources optimisation model (IWRO) was directed at
optimising the conjunctive use of surface and groundwater resources with regard to
efficiency, equity, and sustainability. IWRO comprises the surface water
optimisation model (SWO) to deal with the surface water allocation and the
Tsinghua groundwater optimisation model (TGO), in which groundwater
sustainability influenced groundwater abstraction patterns.

a) The SWO Model
The setup of the SWO model included the creation of a surface water network
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system model and the development of a GA approach embedded into it to optimise
the surface water allocation. The SWO model network was set up and applied on the
Shiyang River Basin (case study area). It has river reach, canal flows, return flows,
runoffs, demand centres (demand nodes) and reservoirs (reservoir nodes) represented.
The GA approach of the SWO model had an objective of maximizing surface water
supply in an equitable manner. The decision variables included river reach and canal
flows, subject to constraints related to canal capacity, supply, nodal water balance,
and reservoir storage.
With key elements of a river system included in the model, the SWO model is able to
simulate the river flows, regulation of reservoir operations over time series by
demand driven. It can be used to link with the groundwater model to optimise
conjunctive use of surface and groundwater. Results from the SWO model were
encouraging and compared with the existed WEAP-Tsinghua Model (WTM). It was
observed that the surface water was allocated more equitably by the SWO model, as
required. The objective of maximising equitable water supply is achieved.

b) The TGO Model
The TGO model was developed and then refined in this research. The TGO model
was a combination of the Tsinghua groundwater model and the GA approach. It was
used to optimise groundwater abstractions that may provide some part of water
demand that cannot be met by surface water supply, depending upon sustainability
constraints. The decision variables are monthly groundwater abstractions for each
demand centre. For the original TGO model, the objective was to maximize water
supply in an equitable manner. A groundwater decline no more than 0.5m over the
last five simulation years was set as the constraint. Based on the findings with the
results from the original TGO model, revisions to the objective function were
identified for further research. The original model was trying to provide equitable
water supply to each irrigation scheme, and this restricted groundwater abstractions
in some areas in which the groundwater decline constraint could in fact be met at
higher supplies. The model was revised with the objective of meeting water demands,
irrespective of equity, and the groundwater decline constraint was reset such that
there should be no decline in groundwater over the last five simulation years.
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Comparisons were drawn between the results from the two TGO models. It was
found that the performance of the revised TGO model did improve in terms of
increasing the groundwater supply in areas where additional groundwater was
available. Results from the refined TGO model were also compared with the WTM
model. It indicated that in the contrast of the dramatic groundwater declines with the
WTM model, the groundwater from the refined TGO model was shown to be rising
in all of the areas. It implied that the groundwater sustainability was achieved
through the TGO model.

c) The IWRO Model
The SWO model and the TGO model were linked together to constitute the TGO
model. The SWO model was run to produce groundwater recharge and optimal
surface water use patterns, from which the demand to be met by groundwater can be
estimated. Based on the groundwater demand, the initial population of groundwater
abstraction was generated randomly by the GAs in the TGO model. With known the
groundwater recharge and groundwater abstraction, multiple runs of the TGO model
were carried out to obtain the optimal groundwater use patterns and groundwater
declines.
The IWRO model was shown to be effective in achieving the objectives of
maximizing equitable water supply and groundwater sustainability. Compared with
the WTM model, it was remarkably advantageous particularly in terms of equity,
efficiency and sustainability.

9.2.2 Evaluation with MCDM Analysis
Due to the over-stressed water resources situation in the Shiyang River Basin, the
concept of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is required for water
resources management, in which account can be taken of a wide range of social,
economic, and environmental issues. Multi-criterion decision making (MCDM)
techniques and compromise programming (CP) in particular was used to evaluate
water development in the Shiyang River Basin. Criteria related to the social,
economic, environmental, and uncertainty dimensions were identified, along with a
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set of corresponding decision alternatives. Scenarios investigated with the developed
IWRO model were set up for the decision alternatives for the purpose of the
implementing the CP approach. The results from CP confirmed that the measures
identified by the Strategic Plan for the basin were appropriate.
Sensitivity of weights and the relevant parameters were investigated. It was found
that the solutions of CP were very sensitive to weights but not sensitive to the values of
p. The best alternatives for different sets of weights were identified for decision
makers with various preferences.
Looking back to chapter 1, the objectives set up for this research can be briefly
reinstated as follows:
1. The establishment of a water resources assessment model, which integrates the
surface and groundwater system.
2. The development of an optimisation approach, that identifies optimal water use
patterns.
3. The identification of the optimal conjunctive use of surface water and
groundwater use , taking into account of economic, social and environmental
impacts.
4. The development of MCDM tools for the Shiyang River Basin
From the achievements summarised in this section, clearly all of the above objectives
have been achieved in this research.

9.3 Contribution to Knowledge
The satisfactory results presented in this research for the application of the IWRO
model indicate that the developed optimisation approach was able to determine the
optimal conjunctive use of surface and groundwater with efficiency, equity, and
sustainability taken into account.
Neither the WEAP model nor the studies on the application of GAs to water
resources management in the literature review presented in chapter 2, covered all of
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the key issues encapsulated in IWRM. For example, the WEAP model could not
provide an equitable water supply to each demand centre. Furthermore, groundwater
sustainability was not considered in the WEAP model. On the other hand, the
objective functions in the literature review were mostly focused on the economic
aspect, with few concerns for equity and sustainability. Most importantly, generally
they were not able to simultaneously optimise both the surface and groundwater use
(excepting Yang (2009)).
It can be concluded that this research has developed a comprehensive and innovative
optimisation approach to integrated water resources management.

9.4 Limitations of Research
The limitations of this research mainly lie in the performance of the GA approach and
the assumptions made for the model setup. Combined with findings in this research,
the limitations are elaborated below.

9.4.1 Performance of the GAs
1. The penalty function is an indispensible element of GAs. It is used to formulate the
constraints of the problems. As a result, the formulation of a penalty function and
the parameters related to it are crucial to achieve an efficient performance. Too
high penalty parameters are likely to eliminate the good solutions at the early stage
of the GA evolutionary process. If the penalty parameters are too low, the
constraints may be ignored resulting in undesirable solutions. The definition of
appropriate penalty functions is helpful to resolve this, but some trial runs are still
needed to determine proper parameters.
2. Another issue related to GAs is the determination of the parameters with respect to
the three operators, and the crossover probability and the mutation probability in
particular. As stated in chapter 4, the problem lies in the fact that it is impossible to
determine a fixed value for each GA parameter, which is applicable in every case.
The sensitivity analysis of GA parameters was conducted for the test case in this
research. The results indicated that the crossover probability of 0.95 and the
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mutation probability of 0.2 are suitable for the test case. The crossover probability
of 0.95 is the same as the one determined for a water allocation problem in a
complex system by Bhaktikul (2001). His research also indicated that the GA
approach was not particularly sensitive to crossover or mutation probability.
Hence, this crossover probability was used in the SWO model and was shown to
produce good results. The same probability was extended to the TGO model. As
each run of the TGO model was extremely time consuming, it was not possible to
analyze the sensitivity of each parameter, although the results from the TGO
model were encouraging.

9.4.2 Assumptions for the IWRO Model
Two assumptions were mainly made for the setup of the IWRO model. One is
concerned with the omission of the crop yield response factor. The other involves the
approximation of the climatic conditions for the future simulation. Potential climate
change impacts were not investigated

a) Influences of Crop Yield Response Factor
In this research, the cropping patterns for each irrigation scheme in the case study area
were similar to each other. The omission of the crop yield response factor may not
disturb the final solutions of water allocations with respect to economic output.
However, if the model is applied to a area where the cropping patterns vary greatly
between each irrigation scheme, the removal of the crop yield response factor may
influence the optimal water use patterns as the objective functions for the IWRO
model was aimed to maximise the crop yields.

b) Influence of the assumed Climatic Conditions
For the case study area, the precipitation and evaporation data were only available for
the periods of 1980 to 2006, and the same trends were applied to the following 25
years ranging from 2007 to 2031. This estimation may not be appropriate as climate
change should be taken into account of the climate forecast. This in turn may lead to
the change in the optimal water use patterns.
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9.5 Recommendations for Further Research
9.5.1 Local Tuning of the GA Approach
The basic GA is effective in identifying the solutions close to the optima. Once the
high performance region of the search space is identified, it is useful to invoke a local
search technique to optimise the members of the final population. To improve the fine
local tuning, a simple non-uniform mutation function was applied to the TGO model,
in which the operator could search uniformly initially and vary locally at the later
stages. However, it would be useful to investigate other local tuning techniques to
enhance the performance of GAs. For example, Shieh et al. (2005) combined GAs and
SA for optimising an in-situ bioremediation system design.

9.5.2 Improved GA Operators
As stated above, the choice of the parameter settings has great impact on the success
and efficiency of the GA performance. Apart from the review presented in chapter 3, it
is of interest to note that some new ideas have been injected into the GA operators.
Following the most recommended method for choosing the mutation probability
1/ N (Carroll, 1996), Jansen and Wegener (2000) suggested a simple dynamic
mutation probability scheme to overcome the difficulty of finding a proper setting for
the mutation probability, where different mutation probabilities were applied to
different phases of the algorithm. This provides a direction for further research on GAs
in investigating the variations of various parameters with the passing of the
generations.
Because the IWRO model utilises a finite difference groundwater model in the
evaluation function, run time is in direct proportion to the number of generations
required by the GA.

Further development of methods to improve the rate of

convergence of the GA, with for example SA, or even alternative evolutionary
algorithms would be appropriate.

9.5.3 Investigation with the Influences of Assumptions
Assumptions presented above were made to simplify the setup of the IWRO model. It
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is necessary to further investigate the influnences of the crop yield response factor on
the optimal water use patterns. The climate change should also be considered for the
case study area.

9.5.4 Improvements with MCDM Analysis
In this research, five sets of weights were tested on the Shiyang River Basin to carry
out the sensitivity analysis. A combination of fuzzy logic and Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) may be introduced to define a more appropriate set of weights if more
information is available.
The five scenarios investigated in this research were set up to inherit all the properties
from an earlier scenario. As a result, the effect of implementing every single
alternative was to some extent disturbed. For this reason, scenarios with single
implementation of each strategy could be investigated to gain a better understanding.
Additionally, based on the results from the CP process, further reductions in
agricultural land and the modelling of deficit irrigation may be proposed for further
investigation.
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Appendices
A. Input Files for the Test Case
Table A-9.1 Network Data File for the Test Case

Data File

Comments

11

number of nodes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

nodal numbers

1

number of sink nodes

11

nodal numbers for sink nodes

4

number of demand nodes

7

8

9

10

nodal numbers for demand nodes

Connection indices
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 nodal numbers

1

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

3

1

0

0

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

0

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

-1

6

0

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

7

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

11 0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

flow direction from i to j

A negative value indicates the
direction is from i to j, where i
represents the row, j denotes the
column.

Canal capacities
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 nodal numbers

1

0

15 15 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

15 0

0

0

0

15 0

0

15 0

0

3

15 0

0

15 0

0

0

0

4

0

0

15 0

15 0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

6

0

15 0

0

0

15 0

15 0

15 0
0

0

15 0
0

15 0

15 0

0
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canal capacities

7

0

0

15 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

15 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

15 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 0

0

0

0

0

15 0

0

0

0

0

11 0

0

0

0

15 0

0

0

0

0

0

Reach numbers
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 nodal numbers

1

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

9

0

0

3

2

0

0

3

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

3

0

4

0

0

8

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

4

0

5

0

0

0

0

11

6

0

6

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

10 0

7

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 0

0

0

0

0

10 0

0

0

0

0

11 0

0

0

0

11 0

0

0

0

0

0

reach numbers

Table A-2 Demand File for the Test Case

Data File

Comments

4

number of demand nodes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

nodal numbers

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

4

3

Demands for each demand node

0

Table A-3 Inflow File for the Test Case

Data File

Comments

1

number of demand nodes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

nodal numbers

15 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

inflows

0
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B. Reservoir Elevation-area Curves

Figure B-1 Reservoir Curves for the Hongyashan Reservoir

192

Figure B-2 Reservoir Curves for the Nanying Reservoir

193

Figure B-3 Reservoir Curves for the Liutiaohe Reservoir

194

Figure B-4 Reservoir Curves for the Shibalibao Reservoir

195

Figure B-5 Reservoir Curves for the Caojiahu Reservoir

196

Figure B-6 Reservoir Curves for the Dajingxia Reservoir

197

Figure B-7 Reservoir Curves for the Huangyang Reservoir

198

Figure B-8 Reservoir Curves for the Xiying Reservoir

199

Figure B-9 Reservoir Curves for the Huangcheng Reservoir

200

Figure B-10 Reservoir Curves for the Xidahe Reservoir

201

Figure B-11 Reservoir Curves for the Jinchuanxia Reservoir

202

C. Input Files for the TGO Model
This appendix contains the input files for the TGO model. It doesn’t list the demand
file and precipitation file described in section 6.4, as they are the same as those for the
SWO model.

File 1: Recharge Proportion File
Runoff Factors,,
30,
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,
Infiltration_Factor,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,0.400 ,0.800 ,0.000 ,0.800 ,
1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,0.800 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,0.800 ,0.000 ,0.800
,0.800 ,1.000 ,1.000,
Return_Flow_Supply_Ratio,0.800 ,0.500 ,0.800 ,0.500 ,0.800 ,0.500 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.00
0 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.0
00 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000,
Recharge_Return_Flow_Ratio,1.000 ,0.150 ,0.200 ,0.450 ,0.200 ,0.300 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.
000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0
.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000,
Recharge_Transmission(SW),0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.290 ,0.000 ,0.230 ,0.250 ,0.2
50 ,0.230 ,0.300 ,0.000 ,0.200 ,0.200 ,0.290 ,0.250 ,0.300 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.150 ,0.250 ,0.
000 ,0.250 ,0.300 ,0.000 ,0.300,
Rechargefromirrigationwater,0.200 ,0.000 ,0.200 ,0.000 ,0.200 ,0.200 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.1
00 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.
000 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100,
Recharge_Transmission(GW),0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.000 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.1
50 ,0.000 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.080 ,0.080 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.080 ,0.100 ,0.050 ,0.100 ,0.
000 ,0.100 ,0.100 ,0.080 ,0.100,
Transmission_loss(GW),0.000 ,0.050 ,0.100 ,0.000 ,0.050 ,0.050 ,0.050 ,0.100 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.
000 ,0.100 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.050 ,0.150 ,0.100 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.150 ,0.000 ,0
.150 ,0.100 ,0.150 ,0.100,

File 2: Location File for the SW network
Irrigation Area Locations
30,
Jinchang City
21,
Jinchuan Rural
0,
Minqin Urban
0,
Minqin Rural
0,
Wuwei City
0,
Wuwei Rural
0,
Baqu
71,
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Changning
0,
Dajing
38,
Donghe
15,
Gulanghe
4,
Gufeng
2,
Huangyang
8,
Huanhe
0,
Hubei
45,
Hunan
43,
Jiahe
72,
Jinchang Irr
22,
Jinta
12,
Jinyang
0,
Nanhu
0,
Qinghe
0,
Qingyuan
0,
Quanshan
42,
Siba
23,
Wetland
44,
Xihe
18,
Xiying
27,
Yongchang
0,
Zamu
10,
Transmisson Link Flow Locations
30,
Jinchang City
39,
Jinchuan Rural
0,
Minqin Urban
0,
Minqin Rural
0,
Wuwei City
0,
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Wuwei Rural
0,
Baqu
61,
Changning
0,
Dajing
50,
Donghe
25,
Gulanghe
8,
Gufeng
1,
Huangyang
13,
Huanhe
0,
Hubei
59,
Hunan
57,
Jiahe
62,
Jinchang Irr
40,
Jinta
18,
Jinyang
0,
Nanhu
0,
Qinghe
0,
Qingyuan
0,
Quanshan
56,
Siba
34,
Wetland
0,
Xihe
33,
Xiying
46,
Yongchang
0,
Zamu
15,
Groundwater abstraction names
27,
Baqu
Changning GW
Dajing
Donghe GW
Gulanghe GW
Huangyang
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Huanhe GW
Hubei
Hunan
Jiahe
Jinchang GW
Jinta GW
Jinyang GW
Nanhu GW
Qinghe GW
Qingyuan GW
Quanshan
Siba Irr
Xiying GW
Yongchang GW
Zamu GW
Jinchuan Rural
Minqin Urban
Minqin Rural
Wuwei Urban
Wuwei Rural
Xihe

File 3: Location File for the TGO Model
Recharge from irrigation areas
30,
Jinchang City
0,
Jinchuan Rural
22,
Minqin Urban
23,
Minqin Rural
24,
Wuwei City
25,
Wuwei Rural
26,
Baqu
1,
Changning
2,
Dajing
3,
Donghe
4,
Gulanghe
5,
Gufeng
0,
Huangyang
6,
Huanhe
7,
Hubei
8,
Hunan
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9,
Jiahe
10,
Jinchang
11,
Jinta
12,
Jinyang
13,
Nanhu
14,
Qinghe
15,
Qingyuan
16,
Quanshan
17,
Siba
18,
Wetland
0,
Xihe
27,
Xiying
19,
Yongchang
20,
Zamu
21,

File 4: Location File for Combined Areas
15,
Baqu
1,
71,
Dajing
3,
38,
Donghe
4,
15,
Gulanghe
5,
4,
Huangyang
6,
8,
Hubei
8,
45,
Hunan
9,
43,
Jiahe
10,
72,
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Jinchang
11,
22,
Jinta
12,
12,
Quanshan
17,
42,
Siba
18,
23,
Xiying
19,
27,
Zamu
21,
10,
Xihe
27,
18,

File 5: GA Operator File
50, 0.95, 0.030 ,4, 100, 1000, 0.001, 5000000,
1e06,1e06,
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D. Source Codes
Code 1: Source code for the SWO Model
INTEGER ARNO(100), CAL_ARNO(100), CAL_INRNO(100), DEM_FLAG(100), DEM_NODE(100),
INRNO(100,100), RES_FLAG(100), RES_NODE(100), RES_NODE2(100), K, KL, MIN_GENS, NK(100), &
& NUM_RES, NUM_RES2, NORMAL_FLAG(100), NNO(100), NNO2(100), NNOSNK(100), NUM_DEMS,
& & NUM_POP, NUM_TOURN, QINDX(100,100), RNO(100,100), SINK_FLAG(100), NUM_CAL, &
& FLAG(100), T,NUM_EA, NUM_EV, RN_RES(100), NUM_INF, NUM_INF2, INF_NODE(100),IRES, &
& RES_INRNO(100), REM_NODE(100), REM_NNO, REM_FLAG(100), NSTEP_YR, MAX_GEN, &
& START_NODE, END_NODE, START_REACH, END_REACH, RET_INRNO(100), RET_ARNO(100), &
& ROFF_FLAG(100), NUM_SNK,KKK, RESRN_FLAG(100), LINK_INRNO(100), LINK_ARNO(100)
PARAMETER (MAX_GEN=10000,NYRS_GW = 15, NTSP_GW = 12* NYRS_GW,NYRS_SW = 31,
NTSP_SW = 12* NYRS_SW )
REAL DEM(372,100), EVAL_FUNC(100), GENE(1000,100), MAX_GENE(300), MIN_GENE(300), &
& MIN_EVAL(MAX_GEN), OBJ_FUNC(100), PA1, PA2, PA3, PA4, PA5, Q(100,100), QSINK(372,100), &
& QCAP(100,100), QINF(372,100), QMAX(100), X(100,100), X2(372,100), Y(100), SUM_Q, RINDX(100), &
& DELT_Q, P1(100), P2(100), P3(100), P4(100), OPT_Q(NTSP_SW,100), QSINK2(372,100), QMIN(100), &
& SI(100), SMAX(100), SMIN(100),
QRES(100), SB(100), P5(100), AB(100), HB(100), AI(100), &
&P(372,100), PA6, E(372,100),SF(100),AF(100),EVF(100), HI(100), P6(100), DELT_P6, DELT_P4, &
& RAT(100), DIF(100), OBJ_FUNC2, SE(100), SEEP_LOSS(100,100), RET_FLOW(100,100), &
& REACH_SEEP(100), QROFF(372,100), AREA(100), ROFF(100), LOSS_SYSM(100,100),
LINK_LOSS(100), LOSS1, LOSS2, LOSS_GW(100,100)
!
CHARACTER TITLEA*80,NC1*7, NC2*8, NC3*9
!
NC1="NC1.BBB"
NC2="NC11.BBB"
NC3="NC111.BBB"
IDIM=1000
KDIM=100
OPEN(4,FILE='Progress_Test.out')
OPEN(27,FILE='HIGH_EVA_REP.out')
OPEN(25,FILE='SW_RESULT.out')
!
Now Read the Network Data
OPEN(3,FILE='Shiyang.nta')
READ(3,'(A)') TITLEA
WRITE(*,'(A)') " Reading Shiyang.nta"
WRITE(*,'(A)') TITLEA
READ(3,*) NNODES
!
NNODES--- number of nodes
READ(3,*) (NNO(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
READ(3,*) NUM_DEMS
READ(3,*) (DEM_NODE(JJ),JJ=1,NUM_DEMS)
READ(3,*) NUM_INF
READ(3,*) (INF_NODE(JJ),JJ=1,NUM_INF)
READ(3,*) NUM_RES
READ(3,*) (RES_NODE(JJ),JJ=1,NUM_RES)
READ(3,*) NUM_SNK
READ(3,*) (NNOSNK(JJ),JJ=1,NUM_SNK)
READ(3,'(A)') TITLEA
WRITE(*,'(A)') TITLEA
READ(3,*)(NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I3)') "INDEX ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT OF SINK:
NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
QINDX(JJ,JJ)=0
READ(3,*)NK(JJ),(QINDX(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
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IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I3)') "INDEX ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF SINK: NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(QINDX(JJ,II).NE.-QINDX(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "ERROR, JJ= ,II= , NNO=", JJ, II, NNO(JJ),
NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
READ(3,'(A)') TITLEA
READ(3,*) (NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "REACH CAPACITY ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT
OF SINK: NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
READ(3,*)NK(JJ),(QCAP(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "REACH CAPACITY ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF
SINK: NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(QCAP(JJ,II).NE.QCAP(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "ERROR,JJ= ,II= , NNO= ", JJ, II, NNO(JJ),
NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
READ(3,'(A)') TITLEA
READ(3,*) (NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "REACH NUMBER ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT OF
SINK: NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1, NNODES
READ(3,*) NK(JJ),(RNO(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "REACH NUMBER ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF
SINK: NO",JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(RNO(JJ,II).NE.RNO(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "ERROR,JJ= ,II= , NNO= ",JJ,II,NNO(JJ),NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
READ(3,'(A)')TITLEA
READ(3,*) (NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "SEEPAGE LOSS ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT OF
SINK: NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
READ(3,*) NK(JJ),(SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "SEEPAGE LOSS ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF SINK:
NO",JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(SEEP_LOSS(JJ,II).NE.SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "ERROR,JJ= ,II= , NNO= ", JJ, II,
NNO(JJ), NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
READ(3,*) TITLEA
READ(3,*) (NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "RUNOFF ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT OF SINK:
NO", JJ
END DO
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DO JJ=1,NNODES
READ(3,*) NK(JJ),(RET_FLOW(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "RUNOFF ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF SINK: NO",JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(RET_FLOW(JJ,II).NE.RET_FLOW(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "ERROR,JJ= ,II= , NNO= ", JJ, II,
NNO(JJ), NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
READ(3,*) TITLEA
READ(3,*) (NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "lOSS FROM SYSTEM ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT
OF SINK: NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
READ(3,*) NK(JJ),(LOSS_SYSM(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "LOSS FROM SYSTEM ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF
SINK: NO",JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(LOSS_SYSM(JJ,II).NE.LOSS_SYSM(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "LOSS FROM SYSTEM
ERROR,JJ= ,II= , NNO= ",JJ,II,NNO(JJ),NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
READ(3,*) TITLEA
READ(3,*) (NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "lOSS TO GW ARRAY COLUMN HEADS OUT OF SINK:
NO", JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
READ(3,*) NK(JJ),(LOSS_GW(II,JJ),II=1,NNODES)
IF(NK(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,I5)') "LOSS TO GW ARRAY ROW HEADS OUT OF SINK:
NO",JJ
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
IF(LOSS_GW(JJ,II).NE.LOSS_GW(II,JJ)) WRITE(*,'(A,4I5)') "LOSS TO GW ERROR,JJ= ,II= ,
NNO= ",JJ, II, NNO(JJ),NNO(II)
END DO
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO II=1,NNODES
QCAP(II,JJ)= QCAP(II,JJ)/(1-LOSS_SYSM(JJ,II))*(1-LOSS_GW(JJ,II))
END DO
END DO
READ(3,*)TITLEA
READ(3,*)(NK(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
READ(3,*)TITLEA,(SI(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
READ (3,*)TITLEA,(SMAX(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
READ (3,*)TITLEA,(SMIN(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
WRITE (*,'(A)') " Finished with Shiyang.nta"
CLOSE (3)
OPEN (3,FILE='Shiyang.ifa')
WRITE (*,'(A)') " Into Shiyang.ifa"
READ (3,'(A)') TITLEA
READ (3,*) NSTEP_YR
READ (3,*) NUM_INF2
IF (NUM_INF2.NE.NUM_INF) STOP 901
READ (3,*) (NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1, NNODES
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!

!

!

IF (NNO2(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) STOP 902
END DO
DO T=1, NSTEP_YR
READ (3,*) (QINF(T,JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
END DO
DO T=1, NSTEP_YR
DO JJ=1, NNODES
IF (NNO(JJ).EQ.11) QINF(T,JJ)=(1-0.6)*QINF(T,JJ)
IF (NNO(JJ).EQ.61) QINF(T,JJ)=(1-0.1)*QINF(T,JJ)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(3)
WRITE(*,'(A)') " Finished with Shiyang.ifa"
Need to Read Demands in here
OPEN(3,FILE='Shiyang.dma')
WRITE(*,'(A)') " Reading shiyang.dma"
READ(3,'(A)') TITLEA
READ(3,*) NSTEP_YR2
READ(3,*) ND2
IF(ND2.NE.NUM_DEMS) STOP 903
READ(3,*)(NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NNO(JJ).NE.NNO2(JJ)) STOP 904
END DO
DO T=1,NSTEP_YR
READ(3,*) (DEM(T,JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
END DO
CLOSE(3)
Read Precipitation and Reservoir Data here
OPEN(3,FILE='Shiyang.pra')
READ(3,'(A)')TITLEA
READ(3,*)NSTEP_YR2
READ(3,*)ND2
IF(ND2.NE.NUM_RES) STOP 905
READ(3,*) (NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NNO(JJ).NE.NNO2(JJ)) STOP 906
END DO
DO T=1,NSTEP_YR
READ(3,*)(P(T,JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
END DO
CLOSE(3)
Read Evaporation Data
OPEN(3,FILE='Shiyang.eva')
READ(3,'(A)')TITLEA
READ(3,*)NSTEP_YR2
READ(3,*)ND2
IF(ND2.NE.NUM_RES) STOP 907
READ(3,*) (NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NNO(JJ).NE.NNO2(JJ)) STOP 908
END DO
DO T=1,NSTEP_YR
READ(3,*)(E(T,JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
END DO
CLOSE(3)
OPEN(3,FILE='Shiyang.ara')
READ(3,'(A)')TITLEA
READ(3,*)ND2
IF(ND2.NE.NUM_DEMS) STOP 909
READ(3,*) (NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NNO(JJ).NE.NNO2(JJ)) STOP 910
END DO
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READ(3,*)(AREA(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
CLOSE(3)
!
Determine Internal Reach Numbers
NREACH=0
DO JJ=1, NNODES
RN_RES(JJ)=0
END DO
DO J=1, NNODES
INRNO(J,J)=0
DO I=J+1, NNODES
INRNO (I,J) = 0
IF (QINDX(I,J).NE.0) THEN
NREACH=NREACH+1
INRNO(I,J)=NREACH
INRNO(J,I)=NREACH
ARNO(NREACH) = RNO(I,J)
QMAX(NREACH) = QCAP(I,J)
QMIN(NREACH)= 0.0
RINDX(NREACH)= QINDX(I,J)
REACH_SEEP(NREACH)= SEEP_LOSS(I,J)
IF (QMAX(NREACH).LT.0) THEN
IF (QINDX(I,J).LT.0) RN_RES(J)= NREACH
IF (QINDX(I,J).GT.0) RN_RES(I)= NREACH
ENDIF
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
CALL
NODEFLAG_SETTING(NNODES,NORMAL_FLAG,NUM_DEMS,DEM_FLAG,DEM_NODE,NNO, &
& RES_FLAG, RES_NODE, NUM_RES,IRES,RES_INRNO,SINK_FLAG,NUM_SNK,NNOSNK)
NUM_CAL=0
RES_STRING=0
L_STRING = NREACH
DO J=1,NNODES
CAL_INRNO(J)=0
CAL_ARNO(J)=0
RET_INRNO(J)=0
RET_ARNO(J)=0
IF (NORMAL_FLAG(J).EQ.1) THEN
DO I=1,NNODES
IF (QINDX(I,J).LT.0) THEN
IR = INRNO(I,J)
CAL_INRNO(J)=IR
CAL_ARNO(J)= ARNO(IR)
NUM_CAL=NUM_CAL+1
GOTO 917
END IF
END DO
END IF
917
CONTINUE
IF (DEM_FLAG(J).EQ.1) THEN
DO I=1,NNODES
DO T=1,NSTEP_YR
IR = INRNO(I,J)
IF(QINDX(I,J).LT.0) THEN
RET_INRNO(J)=IR
RET_ARNO(J)= ARNO(IR)
ROFF(J)=RET_FLOW(I,J)
QROFF(T,IR)= 0.1*P(T,J)*ROFF(J)*AREA(J)*0.001/2592000
NUM_CAL=NUM_CAL+1
END IF
IF (QINDX(I,J).GT.0.0) THEN
LINK_INRNO(J)= IR
LINK_ARNO(J)=ARNO(IR)
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LINK_LOSS(J)= (1-LOSS_SYSM(I,J))*(1-LOSS_GW(I,J))
END IF
END DO
END DO
END IF
END DO
DO IR= 1,NREACH
FLAG(IR)=0
ROFF_FLAG(IR)=0
RESRN_FLAG(IR)=0
END DO
DO JJ=1,NNODES
DO IR= 1,NREACH
IF (CAL_ARNO(JJ).EQ.ARNO(IR)) THEN
FLAG(IR)=1
L_STRING = L_STRING-1
END IF
IF (RET_ARNO(JJ).EQ.ARNO(IR)) THEN
FLAG(IR)=1
ROFF_FLAG(IR)=1
L_STRING = L_STRING-1
END IF
END DO
END DO
DO T=1, NSTEP_YR
WRITE (*,*) "CURRENT RUNNING STEP", T
IF (T.LT.10) THEN
NC1(3:3)=CHAR(T+48)
ELSEIF (T.GT.0.AND.T.LT.100) THEN
NC2(4:4)=CHAR(MOD(T,10)+48)
NC2(3:3)=CHAR(T/10+48)
ELSE
NC3(5:5)=CHAR(MOD(MOD(T,100),10)+48)
NC3(4:4)=CHAR( (MOD(T,100))/10+48)
NC3(3:3)=CHAR(T/100+48)
END IF
DO JJ=1, NNODES
IF(NORMAL_FLAG(JJ).NE.1) THEN
IF (RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
SELECT CASE (RES_INRNO(JJ))
CASE (1)
HI(JJ)= -0.3639*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 4.0137*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 2.311
AI(JJ) = -0.001*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0808*HI(JJ) - 0.1069
CASE (2)
HI(JJ)=-0.0056*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.6254*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 4.0346
AI(JJ)=0.0015*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.2788*HI(JJ) - 0.7128
CASE (3)
HI(JJ)= -0.0485*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 2.2165*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 4.6728
AI(JJ)= 0.0002*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0484*HI(JJ) - 0.1019
CASE (4)
HI(JJ)=-0.0058*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.7493*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 3.2767
AI(JJ)= 0.0012*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0348*HI(JJ) + 0.2663
CASE (5)
HI(JJ)=-0.006*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.8562*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 6.3721
AI(JJ)= 0.0023*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0489*HI(JJ)-0.0513
CASE (6)
HI(JJ)= -0.0036*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.5341*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 2.147
AI(JJ)= -6E-05*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.2149*HI(JJ) + 0.5237
CASE (7)
HI(JJ)=-0.0148*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 1.4974*SI(JJ)/(10**6)
AI(JJ)= 3E-05*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0303*HI(JJ) + 0.0271
CASE (8)
HI(JJ)= -13.219*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 31.346*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 1.7191
AI(JJ)= 0.0002*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0017*HI(JJ) + 0.0142
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CASE (9)
HI(JJ)= -0.1336*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 2.4618*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 0.0811
AI(JJ)= -0.009*HI(JJ)**2 + 0.0987*HI(JJ) + 0.2702
CASE (10)
HI(JJ)= -0.0932*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 1.8592*SI(JJ)/(10**6) + 0.0298
AI(JJ)= 0.0317*HI(JJ)**2 - 0.14*HI(JJ) + 0.6913
CASE DEFAULT
HI(JJ)=-0.0015*(SI(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.1638*SI(JJ)/(10**6) +0.4571
AI(JJ)=-0.1601*HI(JJ)**2+5.2646*HI(JJ)-1.0843
END SELECT
END IF
END IF
END DO
START_NODE = 1
END_NODE = 72
START_REACH=1
END_REACH=81
DO JJ = START_NODE,END_NODE
IF(NORMAL_FLAG(JJ).NE.1) THEN
IF (RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
QRES(JJ)=SI(JJ)+QINF(T,JJ)*2592000+(P(T,JJ)-E(T,JJ))*AI(JJ)*1000
IF (QINF(T,JJ).LT.0.0001) THEN
SUMQ = 0.0
DO II = START_NODE,END_NODE
IR = INRNO(II,JJ)
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).GT.0) THEN
RQIND=FLOAT(QINDX(II,JJ)/ABS(QINDX(II,JJ)))
RSEEP=SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ)
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).EQ.1) SUMQ = SUMQ + QMAX(IR)*RQIND
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).GT.1) SUMQ = SUMQ +QROFF(T,IR)*RQIND*(1-RSEEP)
END IF
END DO
QRES(JJ)=QRES(JJ)+SUMQ*2592000
END IF
IF (QRES(JJ).LE.SMIN(JJ)) THEN
QMAX(RN_RES(JJ))= 0.0
QMIN(RN_RES(JJ))= 0.0
END IF
IF (QRES(JJ).GT.SMIN(JJ)) THEN
QMAX(RN_RES(JJ))=(QRES(JJ)-SMIN(JJ))/2592000
QMIN(RN_RES(JJ))=0.0
END IF
END IF
END IF
END DO
KL = 0
DO I_REACH = START_REACH,END_REACH
IF (FLAG(I_REACH).NE.1.AND.RESRN_FLAG(I_REACH).NE.1) THEN
KL=KL+1
MIN_GENE(KL)= QMIN(I_REACH)
MAX_GENE(KL)= QMAX(I_REACH)
END IF
END DO
IF(KL.NE.L_STRING) STOP 905
Read GA Control Data
OPEN(7,FILE='GA.txt')
READ(7,*) NUM_POP, PROB_CROSS, PROB_MUTATE, NUM_TOURN,MIN_GENS, MAX_GENS,
CONV_CRITERIA, RANGE_MUTATE
READ(7,*) R1, R2, R3, R4,R5,R6
CLOSE(7)
Initialize Population for GA; Decision Variables Include canal Flows.
DO N=1,NUM_POP
DO KL = 1,L_STRING
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND)
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GENE(KL,N)=MIN_GENE(KL) + RAND*(MAX_GENE(KL)-MIN_GENE(KL))
WRITE(4,*)"KL=",KL,"N=",N,"GENE",GENE(KL,N)
END DO
END DO
WRITE (*,'(A)') " INITIAL POPULATION GENERATED"
TEMP=1.0e10
DO I_GEN=1, MAX_GENS
TEMP2=1e10
TEMP_HIGH=0.0
DO N=1, NUM_POP
K=0
REM_NNO = 0
DO J = START_NODE, END_NODE
DO I = J+1, END_NODE
IF (INRNO(I,J).GT.0) THEN
IR=INRNO(I,J)
Q(IR,N)= 0.0
IF(ROFF_FLAG(IR).GT.0) THEN
Q(IR,N)= QROFF(T,IR)
END IF
REM_FLAG(IR)= FLAG(IR)
IF (FLAG(IR).EQ.0.AND.RESRN_FLAG(IR).NE.1) THEN
K=K+1
Q(IR,N)= GENE(K,N)
END IF
END IF
END DO
END DO
DO JJ = START_NODE,END_NODE
REM_NODE (JJ)= 0
SUMQ = 0.0
IF (NORMAL_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
DO II = START_NODE,END_NODE
IR = INRNO(II,JJ)
IF(QINDX(II,JJ).NE.0) THEN
IF (IR.NE.CAL_INRNO(JJ)) THEN
IF (REM_FLAG(IR).EQ.1.AND.ROFF_FLAG(IR).EQ.0) THEN
REM_NODE(JJ)= 1
REM_NNO = REM_NNO + 1
GOTO 1000
ELSE
RQIND=FLOAT(QINDX(II,JJ)/ABS(QINDX(II,JJ)))
RSEEP=SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ)
LOSS1 = LOSS_SYSM(II,JJ)
LOSS2 = LOSS_GW(II,JJ)
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).GT.0) THEN
SUMQ = SUMQ +Q(IR,N)*RQIND*(1-RSEEP)*(1-LOSS1)*(1-LOSS2)
END IF
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).LT.0) SUMQ = SUMQ + Q(IR,N)*RQIND
END IF
END IF
END IF
END DO
Q(CAL_INRNO(JJ),N) = QINF(T,JJ) + SUMQ
REM_FLAG(CAL_INRNO(JJ))= 0
END IF
1000
CONTINUE
END DO
DO WHILE (REM_NNO.GT.0)
DO JJ=START_NODE,END_NODE
SUMQ = 0.0
IF (REM_NODE(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
DO II=START_NODE,END_NODE
IR = INRNO(II,JJ)
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2000

IF(QINDX(II,JJ).NE.0) THEN
IF (IR.NE.CAL_INRNO(JJ)) THEN
IF (REM_FLAG(IR).EQ.1.AND.ROFF_FLAG(IR).EQ.0) THEN
GOTO 2000
ELSE
RQIND=FLOAT(QINDX(II,JJ)/ABS(QINDX(II,JJ)))
RSEEP=SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ)
LOSS1=LOSS_SYSM(II,JJ)
LOSS2=LOSS_GW(II,JJ)
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).GT.0) THEN
SUMQ = SUMQ + Q(IR,N)*RQIND*(1-RSEEP)*(1-LOSS1)*(1-LOSS2)
END IF
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).LT.0) SUMQ = SUMQ + Q(IR,N)*RQIND
END IF
END IF
END IF
END DO
Q(CAL_INRNO(JJ),N) = QINF(T,JJ) + SUMQ
REM_FLAG(CAL_INRNO(JJ))= 0
REM_NNO = REM_NNO - 1
REM_NODE(JJ) = 0
END IF
CONTINUE
END DO
END DO
DO JJ=START_NODE,END_NODE
IF(I_GEN.EQ.1) THEN
X2(T,JJ)=0.0
QSINK2(T,JJ)=0.0
END IF
X(JJ,N) = 0.0
QSINK(JJ,N)=0
SUMQ = 0.0
IF(NORMAL_FLAG(JJ).NE.1) THEN
DO II = START_NODE,END_NODE
IR = INRNO(II,JJ)
IF(QINDX(II,JJ).NE.0) THEN
RSEEP=SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ)
LOSS1=LOSS_SYSM(II,JJ)
LOSS2=LOSS_GW(II,JJ)
RQIND=FLOAT(QINDX(II,JJ)/ABS(QINDX(II,JJ)))
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).GT.0) THEN
SUMQ = SUMQ +Q(IR,N)*RQIND*(1-RSEEP)*(1-LOSS1)*(1-LOSS2)
END IF
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).LT.0) THEN
IF (DEM_FLAG(JJ).NE.1) SUMQ = SUMQ + Q(IR,N)*RQIND
END IF
END IF
END DO
DEP_VAR =QINF(T,JJ) + SUMQ
IF(DEM_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) X(JJ,N) = DEP_VAR
IF(SINK_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) QSINK(JJ,N)= DEP_VAR
IF (RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
SB(JJ)=SI(JJ)+(P(T,JJ)-E(T,JJ))*AI(JJ)*1000
IF (SB(JJ).LT.0.00001) SB(JJ)=0.0
SELECT CASE (RES_INRNO(JJ))
CASE (1)
HB(JJ)= -0.3639*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 4.0137*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 2.311
AB(JJ) = -0.001*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0808*HB(JJ) - 0.1069
CASE (2)
HB(JJ)=-0.0056*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.6254*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 4.0346
AB(JJ)=0.0015*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.2788*HB(JJ) - 0.7128
CASE (3)
HB(JJ)= -0.0485*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 2.2165*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 4.6728
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!
!

!

AB(JJ)= 0.0002*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0484*HB(JJ) - 0.1019
CASE (4)
HB(JJ)=-0.0058*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.7493*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 3.2767
AB(JJ)= 0.0012*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0348*HB(JJ) + 0.2663
CASE (5)
HB(JJ)=-0.006*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.8562*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 6.3721
AB(JJ)= 0.0023*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0489*HB(JJ)-0.0513
CASE (6)
HB(JJ)= -0.0036*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.5341*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 2.147
AB(JJ)= -6E-05*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.2149*HB(JJ) + 0.5237
CASE (7)
HB(JJ)=-0.0148*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 1.4974*SB(JJ)/(10**6)
AB(JJ)= 3E-05*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0303*HB(JJ) + 0.0271
CASE (8)
HB(JJ)= -13.219*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 31.346*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 1.7191
AB(JJ)= 0.0002*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0017*HB(JJ) + 0.0142
CASE (9)
HB(JJ)= -0.1336*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 2.4618*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 0.0811
AB(JJ)= -0.009*HB(JJ)**2 + 0.0987*HB(JJ) + 0.2702
CASE (10)
HB(JJ)= -0.0932*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 1.8592*SB(JJ)/(10**6) + 0.0298
AB(JJ)= 0.0317*HB(JJ)**2 - 0.14*HB(JJ) + 0.6913
CASE (11)
HB(JJ)=-0.0015*(SB(JJ)/10**6)**2 + 0.1638*SB(JJ)/(10**6) +0.4571
AB(JJ)=-0.1601*HB(JJ)**2+5.2646*HB(JJ)-1.0843
END SELECT
SE(JJ)= DEP_VAR*2592000 + SI(JJ)+(P(T,JJ)-E(T,JJ))*AB(JJ)*1000
END IF
END IF
END DO
Define penalty functions
P1: Canal Capacity Penalty Function
P1(N)=0.0
DO IR = START_REACH,END_REACH
DELT_P1=0
IF (ROFF_FLAG(IR).LT.1) THEN
IF (Q(IR,N).LT.QMIN(IR)) THEN
IF (QMIN(IR).EQ.0.0) DELT_P1 = ABS(Q(IR,N))
IF (QMIN(IR).NE.0.0) DELT_P1 = (QMIN(IR)-Q(IR,N))/QMIN(IR)
END IF
IF (Q(IR,N).GT.QMAX(IR)) THEN
IF (QMAX(IR).EQ.0.0) DELT_P1 = Q(IR,N)
IF (QMAX(IR).NE.0.0) DELT_P1 = (Q(IR,N)-QMAX(IR))/QMAX(IR)
END IF
P1(N)=P1(N)+DELT_P1
END IF
END DO
The Supply Penalty Function and the Objective Function
P2(N)=0.0
OBJ_FUNC(N)=0.0
DO J=START_NODE,END_NODE
IF (DEM_FLAG(J).NE.0) THEN
DELT_P2=0.0
IF (X(J,N).GT.-0.0000001) THEN
IF (X(J,N).GT.DEM(T,J)) THEN
IF(DEM(T,J).LE.0.00001) DELT_P2=ABS(X(J,N))
IF(DEM(T,J).GT.0.00001) DELT_P2=ABS(DEM(T,J)-X(J,N))/DEM(T,J)
P2(N)=P2(N)+DELT_P2
END IF
ELSE
IF(DEM(T,J).LE.0.00001) DELT_P2=ABS(X(J,N))
IF(DEM(T,J).GT.0.00001) DELT_P2=ABS(DEM(T,J)-X(J,N))/DEM(T,J)
P2(N)=P2(N)+DELT_P2
END IF
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!

P2: Supply Penalty Function
PP=ABS(DEM(T,J)-X(J,N))
IF (DEM(T,J).LT.0.0001) OBJ_FUNC(N)=OBJ_FUNC(N)+PP**2
IF (DEM(T,J).GT.0.0001) OBJ_FUNC(N)=OBJ_FUNC(N)+(PP**2)/DEM(T,J)
END IF
END DO
!
P3: Supplies and Reach Flows should be ensured positive.
P3(N) = 0.0
DO J = START_NODE,END_NODE
IF(X(J,N).LT.-0.0001) P3(N) = P3(N) + ABS(X(J,N))/ABS(X(J,N))
IF(QSINK(J,N).LT.-0.0001) P3(N) = P3(N) + ABS(QSINK(J,N))/
&
&
ABS(QSINK(J,N))
IF (NORMAL_FLAG(J).EQ.1) THEN
IF(Q(CAL_INRNO(J),N).LT.-0.00001) THEN
P3(N)=P3(N)+10000* ABS(Q(CAL_INRNO(J),N))
END IF
END IF
END DO
!
P4: Nodal Water Balance Penalty Function
P4(N) = 0.0
DO JJ = START_NODE,END_NODE
SUMQ =0.0
DELT_P4=0.0
DO II=START_NODE,END_NODE
IR = INRNO(II,JJ)
IF(QINDX(II,JJ).NE.0) THEN
RQIND=FLOAT(QINDX(II,JJ)/ABS(QINDX(II,JJ)))
RSEEP=SEEP_LOSS(II,JJ)
LOSS1=LOSS_SYSM(II,JJ)
LOSS2=LOSS_GW(II,JJ)
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).GT.0) THEN
SUMQ = SUMQ +Q(IR,N)*RQIND*(1-RSEEP)*(1-LOSS1)*(1-LOSS2)
END IF
IF (QINDX(II,JJ).LT.0) THEN
IF (DEM_FLAG(JJ).NE.1) SUMQ = SUMQ + Q(IR,N)*RQIND
END IF
END IF
END DO
IF (RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
DELT_P4 = ABS((QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ)*2592000 +
SI(JJ)-SE(JJ)+(P(T,JJ)-E(T,JJ))*AB(JJ)*1000)
IF(ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ).GT.0.000001) THEN
P4(N)= P4(N)+DELT_P4/ABS((QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ)*2592000)
END IF
IF(ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ).LT.0.000001) P4(N)= P4(N)+DELT_P4
END IF
IF (DEM_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
DELT_P4 =ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ-X(JJ,N))
IF(ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ).GT.0.000001) P4(N) =
P4(N)+DELT_P4/ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ)
IF(ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ).LT.0.000001) P4(N)= P4(N)+DELT_P4
END IF
IF (SINK_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1.OR.NORMAL_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
DELT_P4=ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ-QSINK(JJ,N))
IF(ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ).GT.0.000001) P4(N) =
P4(N)+DELT_P4/ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ)
IF(ABS(QINF(T,JJ)+SUMQ).LT.0.000001) P4(N)= P4(N)+DELT_P4
END IF
END DO
!
P5: Reservoir Release Penalty Function
P5(N)=0.0
DO JJ = START_NODE,END_NODE
DELT_P5=0
IF (RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
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!

!

IF (Q(RN_RES(JJ),N).LT.QMIN(RN_RES(JJ))) THEN
IF (QMIN(JJ).EQ.0.0) DELT_P5 = Q(RN_RES(JJ),N)
IF (QMIN(JJ).NE.0.0) THEN
DELT_P5 = (QMIN(RN_RES(JJ))-Q(RN_RES(JJ),N))/QMIN(RN_RES(JJ))
END IF
END IF
IF (Q(RN_RES(JJ),N).GT.QMAX(RN_RES(JJ))) THEN
IF (QMAX(JJ).EQ.0.0) DELT_P5 = Q(RN_RES(JJ),N)
IF (QMAX(JJ).NE.0.0) THEN
DELT_P5 = (Q(RN_RES(JJ),N)-QMAX(RN_RES(JJ)))/QMAX(RN_RES(JJ))
END IF
END IF
P5(N)=P5(N)+DELT_P5
END IF
END DO
P6: Reservoir Storage Penalty Function
P6(N)=0.0
DO JJ=START_NODE,END_NODE
DELT_P6=0.0
IF (RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.1) THEN
IF (SE(JJ).LT.SMIN(JJ)) THEN
IF (Q(RN_RES(JJ),N).LT.0.00001) THEN
SE(JJ)= SMIN(JJ)
ELSE
DELT_P6 = SMIN(JJ)-SE(JJ)
END IF
END IF
IF (SE(JJ).GT.SMAX(JJ))THEN
DELT_P6 = SE(JJ)-SMAX(JJ)
END IF
P6(N)=P6(N)+DELT_P6
END IF
END DO
Specify the Evaluation Function
EVAL_FUNC(N)=OBJ_FUNC(N)+R1*P1(N)+R2*P2(N)+R3*P3(N)+R4*P4(N)+R5*P5(N)+R6*P6(
N)
IF (EVAL_FUNC(N).GT.TEMP_HIGH) THEN
TEMP_HIGH = EVAL_FUNC(N)
DO JJ=1,START_NODE,END_NODE
XMAX(T,JJ)=X(JJ,N)
QSINK_MAX(T,JJ)=QSINK(JJ,N)
SFMAX(JJ)=SE(JJ)
AFMAX(JJ)=AB(JJ)
EVF_MAX(JJ) =AF(JJ)*(E(T,JJ)-P(T,JJ))*1000
END DO
PA1_MAX=P1(N)*R1
PA2_MAX=P2(N)*R2
PA3_MAX=P3(N)*R3
PA4_MAX=P4(N)*R4
PA5_MAX=P5(N)*R5
PA6_MAX=P6(N)*R6
OBJ_MAX = OBJ_FUNC(N)
DO I = START_REACH,END_REACH
MAX_Q(T,I) = Q(I,N)
END DO
END IF
IF (EVAL_FUNC(N).LT.TEMP) THEN
TEMP = EVAL_FUNC(N)
DO J = START_NODE,END_NODE
X2(T,J) = X(J,N)
QSINK2(T,J)=QSINK(J,N)
SF(J)=SE(J)
AF(J)= AB(J)
EVF(J)=AF(J)*(E(T,J)-P(T,J))*10**3
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!

END DO
PA1=P1(N)*R1
PA2=P2(N)*R2
PA3=P3(N)*R3
PA4=P4(N)*R4
PA5=P5(N)*R5
PA6=P6(N)*R6
OBJ_FUNC2 = OBJ_FUNC(N)
NP=N
IGENS=I_GEN
DO I = START_REACH,END_REACH
OPT_Q(T,I) = Q(I,N)
Q_MIN(I_GEN,I)=OPT_Q(T,I)
END DO
END IF
END DO
End of Population Loop
MIN_EVAL(I_GEN)= TEMP
MING_EVAL(I_GEN)=TEMP2
IF (I_GEN.GT.MIN_GENS) THEN
IF((MIN_EVAL(I_GEN)-OBJ_FUNC2).LE.0.5) THEN
CONV_RATE =MIN_EVAL(I_GEN- MIN_GENS+1) - MIN_EVAL(I_GEN)
ELSE
CONV_RATE =-1.0
END IF
IF (MIN_EVAL(I_GEN).GT.-0.00001.AND.MIN_EVAL(I_GEN).LT.0.00001) CONV_RATE = 0.0
IF (CONV_RATE.GT.-0.00001) THEN
IF (CONV_RATE.LT.CONV_CRITERIA) THEN
WRITE (25,'(A,I4)') "LAST GENERATION ", I_GEN
CALL RESULTS_OUTPUT(NUM_POP, NREACH, EVAL_FUNC, Q, ARNO,NNO,
NNODES,& & X2, X, DEM,PA1,PA2,PA3,PA4,PA5,T,OBJ_FUNC, OPT_Q, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5,
SF, EVF, & & AF, P6, PA6, QSINK2, TEMP,OBJ_FUNC2)
IF (T.EQ.NSTEP_YR) THEN
GOTO 900
ELSE
GOTO 800
END IF
END IF
IF (I_GEN.EQ.MAX_GENS) THEN
IF(CONV_RATE.LT.10*CONV_CRITERIA) THEN
WRITE(25,'(A,I4)')"LAST GENERATION ", I_GEN
CALL RESULTS_OUTPUT(NUM_POP, NREACH, EVAL_FUNC, Q, ARNO,NNO,
NNODES,& & X2, X, DEM,PA1,PA2,PA3,PA4,PA5,T,OBJ_FUNC, OPT_Q, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5,
SF, EVF, & & AF, P6, PA6,QSINK2,TEMP,OBJ_FUNC2)
IF (T.EQ.NSTEP_YR) THEN
GOTO 900
ELSE
GOTO 800
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
Call Selection, Crossover, and Mutation Operator
CALL SELECTION(NUM_POP, EVAL_FUNC, GENE, NUM_TOURN, IDIM, KDIM,L_STRING)
CALL CROSSOVER(NUM_POP, GENE, IDIM, KDIM, L_STRING, PROB_CROSS)
CALL MUTATE(NUM_POP, GENE, IDIM, KDIM, L_STRING, DEM, X, DIF, PROB_MUTATE, &
& RANGE_MUTATE, MAX_GENE, MIN_GENE,I_GEN, MAX_GENS, &
& T, LINK_LOSS, DEM_FLAG)
IF (I_GEN.EQ.MAX_GENS) THEN
IF (T.LT.10) THEN
WRITE(*,*) "NC1= ",NC1
OPEN(9,FILE=NC1)
ELSEIF (T.GE.10.AND.T.LT.100) THEN
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WRITE(*,*)"NC2= ",NC2
OPEN(9,FILE=NC2)
ELSE
WRITE(*,*) "NC3= ",NC3
OPEN(9,FILE=NC3)
END IF
END IF
END DO
CLOSE(9)
!
End of generation loop
800
CONTINUE
END DO
!
End of time series loop
900 CONTINUE
END
!_______________________________________________________________________
SUBROUTINE SELECTION(NUM_POP, EVAL_FUNC, GENE, NUM_TOURN, IDIM, KDIM, &
& L_STRING)
REAL EVAL_FUNC(KDIM), Y(KDIM),GENE(IDIM,KDIM), TEMP_GENE(IDIM,KDIM)
INTEGER SEL_NUM(KDIM), RANK(KDIM)
Y(1)=MINVAL(EVAL_FUNC)
RANK(1) = MINLOC(EVAL_FUNC,1)
DO N=2,NUM_POP
SEL_CRITERION = 1.0e10
DO I=1,NUM_TOURN
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND)
I_SEL=INT(RAND*REAL(NUM_POP))
IF (I_SEL.LT.1) I_SEL=1
IF (EVAL_FUNC(I_SEL).LT.SEL_CRITERION) THEN
SEL_CRITERION=EVAL_FUNC(I_SEL)
I2_SEL=I_SEL
END IF
END DO
SEL_NUM(N)=I2_SEL
END DO
DO N=2,NUM_POP
N2=SEL_NUM(N)
RANK(N)=N2
Y(N)=EVAL_FUNC(N2)
END DO
CALL SORT(Y,RANK,NUM_POP,KDIM)
DO N=1,NUM_POP
EVAL_FUNC(N)=Y(N)
N2=RANK(N)
DO I=1,L_STRING
TEMP_GENE(I,N)=GENE(I,N2)
END DO
END DO
DO N=1,NUM_POP
DO I=1,L_STRING
GENE(I,N)=TEMP_GENE(I,N)
END DO
END DO
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE
!_______________________________________________________________________
SUBROUTINE SORT(Y,RANK,NUM_POP,KDIM)
!
SORTS ASCENDING
DIMENSION Y(KDIM)
INTEGER RANK(KDIM),NUM_POP
NSORT=NUM_POP-1
60
K=0
DO 700 J=1, NSORT
JI=J+1
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IF (Y(J).LE.Y(JI)) GO TO 700
TEMP=Y(J)
Y(J)=Y(JI)
Y(JI)=TEMP
ITEMP=RANK(J)
RANK(J)=RANK(JI)
RANK(JI)=ITEMP
K=K+1
700 CONTINUE
IF (K.NE.0) GO TO 60
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE
!_______________________________________________________________________
!
SUBROUTINE CROSSOVER(NUM_POP, GENE, IDIM, KDIM, L_STRING, PROB_CROSS)
INTEGER ICROSS(KDIM),M1,M2
REAL GENE(IDIM,KDIM)
DO K=1,NUM_POP
ICROSS(K)=0
END DO
NUM_CROSS=0
KC=0
DO K=2,NUM_POP
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND)
IF (RAND.LE.PROB_CROSS) THEN
KC=KC+1
ICROSS(KC)=K
NUM_CROSS=NUM_CROSS+1
END IF
END DO
IF ((NUM_CROSS/2)*2.NE.NUM_CROSS) NUM_CROSS=NUM_CROSS-1
DO K=2,NUM_CROSS-1,2
M1=ICROSS(K)
M2=ICROSS(K+1)
IF(M1.GT.0.AND.M2.GT.0) THEN
DO IG=1,L_STRING
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND)
IF (RAND.LE.0.5) THEN
T_GENE=GENE(IG,M1)
GENE(IG,M1)=GENE(IG,M2)
GENE(IG,M2)=T_GENE
END IF
END DO
END IF
END DO
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE
!_______________________________________________________________________
!
SUBROUTINE
MUTATE(NUM_POP,GENE,IDIM,KDIM,L_STRING,DEM,X,DIF,PROB_MUTATE,& &
RANGE_MUTATE, MAX_GENE, MIN_GENE,I_GEN,MAX_GENS, NNODES, T, &
& LINK_LOSS, DEM_FLAG)
REAL GENE(IDIM,KDIM), MIN_GENE(300),
MAX_GENE(300),DEM(372,100),X(100,100),DIF(100),LINK_LOSS(100)
INTEGER MAX_GENS,I_GEN,NNODES,T,DEM_FLAG(100)
DO K=1,NUM_POP
DO I=1,L_STRING
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND)
IF (RAND.LE.PROB_MUTATE) THEN
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND2)
RAND2 = (0.5-RAND2)*2
RINC=RANGE_MUTATE*RAND2
GENE(I,K)=GENE(I,K)+RINC
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IF(I_GEN.LT.MAX_GENS*0.1) GENE(I,K)=GENE(I,K)+RINC
IF(I_GEN.GE.MAX_GENS*0.1.AND.I_GEN.LT.MAX_GENS*0.2) GENE(I,K)= GENE(I,K)+ INC/2
IF(I_GEN.GE.MAX_GENS*0.2.AND.I_GEN.LT.MAX_GENS*0.3) GENE(I,K)=
GENE(I,K)+RINC/5
IF (I_GEN.GE.MAX_GENS*0.3.AND.I_GEN.LE.MAX_GENS) THEN
DO J=1,NNODES
IF (DEM_FLAG(J).EQ.1) THEN
DIF(J) =ABS(DEM(T,J)-X(J,K))
DIF(J)= DIF(J)/LINK_LOSS(J)
END IF
END DO
RANGE_MUTATE = MAXVAL(DIF)
RINC = RANGE_MUTATE*RAND2
GENE(I,K) = GENE(I,K)+RINC*1.5
END IF
IF (GENE(I,K).GT.MAX_GENE(I)) GENE(I,K)=MAX_GENE(I)
IF (GENE(I,K).LT.MIN_GENE(I)) GENE(I,K)=MIN_GENE(I)
END IF
END DO
END DO
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE
!_______________________________________________________________________
SUBROUTINE RESULTS_OUTPUT(NUM_POP, NREACH, EVAL_FUNC, Q, ARNO, NNO, NNODES,
& & X2, X, DEM,PA1,PA2,PA3,PA4,PA5,T,OBJ_FUNC, OPT_Q, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, SF,
&
& EVF, AF, P6, PA6, QSINK2, TEMP, OBJ_FUNC2)
PARAMETER (NYRS_SW = 31, NTSP_SW = 12* NYRS_SW )
DIMENSION EVAL_FUNC(100),Q(100,100),X2(372,100),DEM(372,100), RAT(100), NNO(100), &
& OBJ_FUNC(100)
REAL PA1, PA2, PA3, PA4, PA5, X(100,100), P1(100), P2(100), P3(100), P4(100), P5(100), P6(100), &
& OPT_Q(NTSP_SW,100), SF(100), EVF(100),AF(100),QSINK2(372,100)
INTEGER ARNO(100),T,NUM_POP
WRITE(25,*) " Reach Flows"
WRITE(25,'(//,A,F15.5,3X,A,F15.5)') "EVAL = ",TEMP, "OBJ_FUNC = ", OBJ_FUNC2
WRITE(25,'(//,A)')"FINAL RESULTS"
WRITE(25,'(//,A)')"REACH FLOWS"
WRITE(25,'(5X,81I10)') (ARNO(I),I=1,NREACH)
WRITE(25,'(I3,2X,81F10.5,F15.5,5F15.5)')T,(OPT_Q(T,I),I=1,NREACH),PA1,PA2,PA3,PA4,PA5,PA6
WRITE(25,'(A)') " NOW NODAL SUPPLIES"
WRITE(25,'(A,72I15)') " NODE: ",(NNO(I),I=1,NNODES)
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.5)')"
SINK:", (QSINK2(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.5)')" SUPPLY:",(X2(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.5)')" DEMAND:",(DEM(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
DO I=1,NNODES
RAT(I)=0.0
IF(DEM(T,I).GT.0.001) THEN
RAT(I) = X2(T,I)/DEM(T,I)
ENDIF
END DO
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.5)')" RATIO: ",(RAT(I),I=1,NNODES)
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.2)')" S1:
",(SF(I),I=1,NNODES)
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.2)')" LOSS: ", (EVF(I),I=1,NNODES)
WRITE(25,'(A,72F15.2)') " AREA: ", (AF(I),I=1,NNODES)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE
!________________________________________________________________________
SUBROUTINE NODEFLAG_SETTING (NNODES, NORMAL_FLAG, NUM_DEMS, DEM_FLAG, &
& DEM_NODE, NNO, RES_FLAG, RES_NODE,NUM_RES,IRES,RES_INRNO,
&
& SINK_FLAG,NUM_SNK,NNOSNK)
INTEGER NNODES, NORMAL_FLAG(100), NUM_DEMS,DEM_FLAG(100), DEM_NODE(100), &
& NNO(100), RES_FLAG(100), RES_NODE(100), NUM_RES,IRES, RES_INRNO(100), &
& SINK_FLAG(100),NNOSNK(100),NUM_SNK
IRES=0
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DO JJ=1,NNODES
NORMAL_FLAG(JJ)=0
DEM_FLAG(JJ)=0
RES_FLAG(JJ)=0
RES_INRNO(JJ)= 0
DO KK=1,NUM_DEMS
IF(DEM_NODE(KK).EQ.NNO(JJ))
DEM_FLAG(JJ)=1
END DO
DO KK=1,NUM_SNK
IF(NNOSNK(KK).EQ.NNO(JJ)) SINK_FLAG(JJ)=1
END DO
DO II=1,NUM_RES
IF(RES_NODE(II).EQ.NNO(JJ)) THEN
IRES=IRES+1
RES_FLAG(JJ)=1
RES_INRNO(JJ)= IRES
END IF
END DO
IF (DEM_FLAG(JJ).EQ.0.AND.RES_FLAG(JJ).EQ.0.AND.SINK_FLAG(JJ).EQ.0) THEN
NORMAL_FLAG(JJ)=1
END IF
END DO
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE

Code 2: Source Code for the TGO Model
The source code for the TGO model includes a subroutine for the Tsinghua
groundwater model, which is not given in this appendix.
PARAMETER ( NUM_DEM = 27, NYRS_GW = 15, NTSP_GW = 12* NYRS_GW, NUM_SCHEME = 30,
& & NUM_RIVER = 16, NMIG = 21, NDT=600, NDT_M=50,NYRS_SW = 31, NTSP_SW =
12* NYRS_SW,IDIM=1000,KDIM=50,NREACH=81,NNODES=72 )
REAL PI(NUM_SCHEME), PT(NUM_SCHEME), PR1(NUM_SCHEME), PR2(NUM_SCHEME), &
& PS(NUM_SCHEME), P_DEM(NTSP_SW,NUM_SCHEME), RECH_P1, RECH_P2, RECH_P3, &
& DEM_UNMET(NTSP_SW,100), X_GW(100,12,NYRS_SW), PA1, PA2, DELT_P1, DELT_P2, &
& MAX_RAT(NUM_DEM,12), MIN_RAT(NUM_DEM,12), QINF(NTSP_GW,100), &
& QS1(NTSP_GW), QS2(NTSP_GW), GWRAT(NUM_DEM,12,NYRS_GW), &
MAX_GWRAT(NUM_DEM,12), MIN_GWRAT(NUM_DEM,12), &
GW_DEM(NUM_SCHEME,12,NYRS_SW), GWABS(NUM_DEM,12,50), EVAL_FUNC(50), &
& CONV_RATE,CONV_RATE1, OPT_DDOWN(NMIG,NYRS_GW), PTRG(NUM_SCHEME), &
& PTLG(NUM_SCHEME)
INTEGER DEM_LOC(NUM_SCHEME), RECH_LOC(NUM_SCHEME), NNO2(NUM_SCHEME), &
& SCHEME_NNO(NUM_SCHEME), T, IFYR, NUM_SWAPDEM, GW_LOC(50), &
SW_LOC(50), GWABS_LOC(NUM_SCHEME), IYEAR, NUM_SCHEME2, NUM_STEP2, &
& NUM_DEM2, NTSP_SW1
CHARACTER DEM_NAME(NUM_DEM)*20, DUMMY*80, RIVER_NAME(NUM_RIVER)*20, &
& SCHEME_NAME(NUM_SCHEME)*20, TITLE*30, &
& SCHEME_NAME2(NUM_SCHEME)*20, MONTH*6, DEM_NAME2*20,
SWAPDEM_NAME*20
REAL DDOWN(NMIG,NYRS_GW,50), P1(50),P2(50), MIN_EVAL(1000), MAX_GENE(324), &
& MAX_GWABS(NUM_DEM,12), MIN_GWABS(NUM_DEM,12), MIN_GENE(324), &
& SCHEME_RECH1(NTSP_SW,NUM_SCHEME), OBJ_VAL(50), GENE(IDIM,KDIM), &
& OPT_GWABS(NUM_DEM,12), RIVER_RECH(NUM_RIVER,NYRS_SW,12), &
& RANGE_GWABS(NUM_DEM,12), OBJ_VAL2, QSUMG,
&
& SCHEME_RECH(NTSP_SW,NUM_SCHEME),
COMMON/GAOUT/GW_LEVEL(NMIG,NYRS_GW)
COMMON/TEMP_GW/X2(NTSP_SW,100),DEM(NTSP_SW,100),OPT_Q(NTSP_SW,100), &
& QSINK2(NTSP_SW,100),NNO(100)
COMMON/GWOUT/OBJ_VAL2,PA1,PA2,TEMP,NUM_POP,EVAL_FUNC,GWABS,P1,P2,& &
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MAX_GWABS,MIN_GWABS,OPT_GWABS,DEM_NAME,OBJ_VAL,OPT_DDOWN
Prepare recharge data file for GW model from SW model!
DO T = 1,NTSP_GW
QS1(T)= 0.0
QS2(T)= 0.0
END DO
IFYR = 2000
CALL TEMP_READ
Convert the 2D unmet demands from the SW model to 3D
DO T = 1,NTSP_SW
IM = MOD(T,12)
I_YEAR = INT(T/12)+1
IF(IM.EQ.0) THEN
IM = 12
I_YEAR = INT(T/12)
END IF
DO J = 1,NNODES
DEM_UNMET(T,J)=0.0
IF(DEM(T,J).GT.0.000001) THEN
IF (X2(T,J).GT.-0.00001) THEN
DEM_UNMET(T,J) = DEM(T,J) - X2(T,J)
ELSE
DEM_UNMET(T,J) = DEM(T,J)
END IF
IF(DEM_UNMET(T,J).LT.-0.000001) DEM_UNMET(T,J)=0.0
X_GW(J,IM,I_YEAR) = DEM_UNMET(T,J)*2592000
Convert the unit to Mm3
ELSE
DEM_UNMET(T,J)= DEM(T,J)
X_GW(J,IM,I_YEAR) = DEM_UNMET(T,J)*2.592
END IF
END DO
END DO
DO T=1,NTSP_SW
DO I=1,NREACH
IF(OPT_Q(T,I).LT.-0.00001) OPT_Q(T,I)=0.0
END DO
END DO
Read Proportions for different recharges including runoff
return flow and infiltration
OPEN(7,FILE ='PROPORTION.FAC')
READ(7,*) TITLE
READ(7,*) NUM_SCHEME2
READ(7,*) (SCHEME_NNO(JJ),JJ = 1,NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PI(JJ),JJ = 1,NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PR1(JJ),JJ = 1, NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PR2(JJ),JJ = 1,NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PT(JJ),JJ = 1, NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PS(JJ),JJ = 1, NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PTRG(JJ),JJ = 1, NUM_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) TITLE, (PTLG(JJ),JJ = 1, NUM_SCHEME)
CLOSE(7)
Read precipitation data for each irrigation area
OPEN(7,FILE='DEM_PRE.PRA')
READ(7,*) TITLE
READ(7,*) NTSP_SW1
READ(7,*) (NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NUM_SCHEME)
DO II = 1,NUM_SCHEME
IF(NNO2(II).NE.SCHEME_NNO(II)) STOP 901
END DO
DO I_STEP = 1, NTSP_SW
READ(7,*) (P_DEM(I_STEP,JJ),JJ=1,NUM_SCHEME)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
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Read irrigation area locations in the SW model
OPEN(7,FILE = 'GW_RECH_LOCS.syh')
READ(7,*)TITLE
READ(7,*) NUM_SCHEME2
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
READ(7,*) SCHEME_NAME(I_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) DEM_LOC(I_SCHEME)
END DO
Read transimission link locations in the SW model
READ(7,*) TITLE
READ(7,*) NUM_SCHEME2
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
READ(7,*) SCHEME_NAME2(I_SCHEME)
READ(7,*) RECH_LOC(I_SCHEME)
END DO
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
IF(SCHEME_NAME2(I_SCHEME).NE.SCHEME_NAME(I_SCHEME)) STOP 902
END DO
Read GW demand names
READ(7,*) TITLE
READ(7,*) NUM_DEM2
IF(NUM_DEM2.NE.NUM_DEM) STOP 903
DO I_DEM=1,NUM_DEM
READ(7,*) DEM_NAME(I_DEM)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
Read GW abstracion locations of the schemes in the recharge file
OPEN(7,FILE='GWABS_LOCS.syh')
READ(7,*) DUMMY
READ(7,*) NUM_SCHEME2
IF(NUM_SCHEME2.NE.NUM_SCHEME) STOP 904
DO I=1,NUM_SCHEME2
READ(7,*) SCHEME_NAME2(I)
READ(7,*) GWABS_LOC(I)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
Calculate the recharge from irrigation areas
DO I_STEP = 1, NTSP_SW
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
SCHEME_RECH1(I_STEP,I_SCHEME)=0.0
RECH_P1=PI(I_SCHEME)*0.1*P_DEM(I_STEP,I_SCHEME)
RECH_P2=0.0
RECH_P4=0.0
RECH_P3=0.0
IF (DEM_LOC(I_SCHEME).EQ.0) THEN
RECH_P2 = 0.0
RECH_P4 = 0.0
END IF
IF (DEM_LOC(I_SCHEME).NE.0 ) THEN
RECH_P2 = X2(I_STEP,DEM_LOC(I_SCHEME))*PR1(I_SCHEME)*PR2(I_SCHEME)*2.592
RECH_P4 = X2(I_STEP,DEM_LOC(I_SCHEME))*PS(I_SCHEME)*2.592
END IF
IF (RECH_LOC(I_SCHEME).EQ.0) RECH_P3 = 0.0
IF (RECH_LOC(I_SCHEME).NE.0) THEN
RECH_P3 = OPT_Q(I_STEP,RECH_LOC(I_SCHEME)) * PT(I_SCHEME)*2.592
END IF
SCHEME_RECH1(I_STEP,I_SCHEME) = RECH_P1 + RECH_P2 + RECH_P3+ RECH_P4
END DO
END DO
Read the river leakages
OPEN(7,FILE='RIV_RECH.syh')
READ(7,'(A)') TITILE
DO I = 1,NYRS_SW
READ(7,'(I4)') I_YEAR
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DO I_RIV = 1, NUM_RIVER
READ(7,'(A,12F9.3)') RIVER_NAME(I_RIV),(RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,I,IM),IM=1,12)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(7)
L_STRING = 12*NUM_DEM
Read the total water demand data
OPEN(7,FILE='GW_DEM.syh')
READ (7,*) DUMMY
DO T=1,NTSP_SW
IM=MOD(T,12)
I_YEAR=INT(T/12)+1
IF (IM.EQ.0) THEN
IM=12
I_YEAR=INT(T/12)
END IF
READ(7,*) (GW_DEM(I_DEM,IM,I_YEAR),I_DEM=1,NUM_DEM)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
Update some demands with the latest demand from the SW mdoel,
These areas include 12 areas : Baqu, Dajing,Donghe, Gulanghe, Huangyang, Hubei, Hunan,
Jiahe,Jinchang,Jinta, Quanshan, Siba, Xiying, Zamu, Xihe
OPEN(7,FILE = 'SW_GW_LOCS.syh')
READ(7,*)DUMMY
READ(7,*) NUM_SWAPDEM
NUM_SWAPDEM: Number of the demand sites which should be replaced
with new demands from the SW model.
DO I = 1, NUM_SWAPDEM
READ(7,*) SWAPDEM_NAME
READ(7,*) GW_LOC(I)
READ(7,*) SW_LOC(I)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
DO I = 1, NYRS_SW
DO IM = 1, 12
DO I_DEM = 1, NUM_SWAPDEM
GW_DEM(GW_LOC(I_DEM),IM,I)= X_GW(SW_LOC(I_DEM),IM,I)
IF(GW_DEM(GW_LOC(I_DEM),IM,I).LT.-0.00001) GW_DEM(GW_LOC(I_DEM),IM,I) = 0.0
END DO
END DO
END DO
Calculate the GW requirement by taking into account of GW transmission link loss from system and recharge
to GW factors
DO I = 1, NYRS_SW
DO IM = 1, 12
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
IF (GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME).NE.0) THEN
GW_DEM(GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME),IM,I) =
&
& GW_DEM(GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME),IM,I)/((1-PTRG(I_SCHEME))*(1-PTLG(I_SCHEME)))
END IF
END DO
END DO
END DO
OPEN(7,FILE='GW_DMA')
WRITE(7,'(A)') " GW Abstractions (Mm3)"
DO I=1,NYRS_SW
IYEAR = IFYR + I - 1
WRITE(7,'(I5)') IYEAR
DO I_DEM = 1, NUM_DEM
WRITE(7,'(A,12F15.3)') DEM_NAME(I_DEM),(GW_DEM(I_DEM,IM,I),IM=1,12)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(7)
OPEN (7,FILE='GA_CONTROL.DAT')
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READ (7,*) NUM_POP, PROB_CROSS, PROB_MUTATE, NUM_TOURN, MIN_GENS, &
& MAX_GENS,CONV_CRITERIA, RANGE_MUTATE
READ(7,*) R1,R2
CLOSE (7)
!_______________________________________________________________________
!
Link the SW model with the GW model and GA
!
Find out the monthly maximum and minimum GW abstraction
DO I=1,NUM_DEM
DO J=1,12
MAX_GWABS(I,J)=0.0
MIN_GWABS(I,J)=1e20
END DO
END DO
DO K=1,NYRS_GW
DO J=1,12
DO I=1,NUM_DEM
IF(ABS(GW_DEM(I,J,K)).GT.MAX_GWABS(I,J)) MAX_GWABS(I,J) = ABS(GW_DEM(I,J,K))
IF(ABS(GW_DEM(I,J,K)).LT.MIN_GWABS(I,J)) MIN_GWABS(I,J) = ABS(GW_DEM(I,J,K))
END DO
END DO
END DO
! Correct Gulanghe
DO J=1,12
IF (MAX_GWABS(5,J).GT.120000) MAX_GWABS(5,J)=120000
END DO
! Initilize Population for GA;
! Decision Variable are Monthly Groundwater Abstratctions_GWABS
DO N=1,NUM_POP
DO J=1,12
DO I=1,NUM_DEM
RANGE_GWABS(I,J) = MAX_GWABS(I,J) - MIN_GWABS(I,J)
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RAND)
GWABS(I,J,N)= MIN_GWABS(I,J) + RAND*RANGE_GWABS(I,J)
END DO
END DO
END DO
! Convert Monthly Maximum Abstraction to One Dimensional Array
KI=0
DO I=1,NUM_DEM
DO J=1,12
KI=KI+1
MAX_GENE(KI)=MAX_GWABS(I,J)
MIN_GENE(KI)=MIN_GWABS(I,J)
END DO
END DO
!
GA approach main procedure
OPEN(39,FILE = 'GW_RESULT.OUT')
TEMP = 1e20
DO I_GEN=1,MAX_GENS
OPEN(77,FILE ='Eva_Progress.out',POSITION='APPEND')
OPEN(97,FILE='Conver_rate.syh',POSITION='APPEND')
DO N=1,NUM_POP
OPEN(27,FILE ='GW_POP.OUT')
WRITE(27,*) "I_GEN = ",I_GEN, "POP = ",N
!
Add the recharge from GW abstraction
DO I_STEP = 1, NTSP_GW
IM = MOD(I_STEP,12)
IF(IM.EQ.0) IM = 12
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
RECH_P2=0.0
RECH_P4=0.0
RECH_P5=0.0
SCHEME_RECH(I_STEP,I_SCHEME) = SCHEME_RECH1(I_STEP,I_SCHEME)
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IF (GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME).EQ.0) THEN
RECH_P2 = 0.0
RECH_P4 = 0.0
RECH_P5 = 0.0
END IF
IF (GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME).NE.0) THEN
RECH_P2 = GWABS(GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME),IM,N)* PR1(I_SCHEME)* &
& PR2(I_SCHEME)/1000000
RECH_P4 = GWABS(GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME),IM,N)*PS(I_SCHEME)/1000000
RECH_P5 = GWABS(GWABS_LOC(I_SCHEME),IM,N)*PTRG(I_SCHEME)/1000000
END IF
SCHEME_RECH(I_STEP,I_SCHEME) = SCHEME_RECH(I_STEP,I_SCHEME) + RECH_P4 + &
& RECH_P2 + RECH_P5
END DO
END DO
Creat the input file for GW model
OPEN(79,FILE ='gmodel_in/WEAP.OUT')
WRITE(79,'(A)') " Recharge from irrigation areas (Mm3)"
DO I=1,NYRS_GW
IYEAR = IFYR + I - 1
WRITE(79,'(I5)') IYEAR
DO I_SCHEME = 1, NUM_SCHEME
WRITE(79,'(A,12F9.3)')
&
& SCHEME_NAME(I_SCHEME),(SCHEME_RECH(IM,I_SCHEME),IM=(I-1)*12+1,I*12)
END DO
END DO
WRITE(79,'(A)') " Recharge from rivers (Mm3)"
DO I=1,NYRS_GW
IYEAR = IFYR + I - 1
WRITE(79,'(I5)') IYEAR
DO I_RIV = 1, NUM_RIVER
WRITE(79,'(A,12F9.3)') RIVER_NAME(I_RIV),(RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,I,IM),IM=1,12)
END DO
END DO
WRITE(79,'(A)') " GW Abstractions (Mm3)"
DO I=1,NYRS_GW
IYEAR = IFYR + I - 1
WRITE(79,'(I5)') IYEAR
DO I_DEM = 1, NUM_DEM
WRITE(79,'(A,12F9.3)') DEM_NAME(I_DEM),(-GWABS(I_DEM,IM,N)/1000000,IM=1,12)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(79)
Call the GW Model Subroutine and Get the GW declines
EVAL_FUNC(N)=0.0
CALL SHY01
DO I = 1,NMIG
DO J = 1,NYRS_GW
DDOWN(I,J,N) = GW_LEVEL(I,J)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(9)
P1 : Drawdown Penalty Function
P1(N) = 0.0
DO I=2,NMIG
DO J=NYRS_GW-4,NYRS_GW
DELT_P1 = 0.0
IF (DDOWN(I,J,N).LE.0.0)THEN
DELT_P1 = 0.0
ELSE
DELT_P1 = DDOWN(I,J,N)
END IF
P1(N) = P1(N) + DELT_P1
END DO
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END DO
P2: GW abstration constraint for Gulanghe Irr for the purpose of correcting the calibration
P2(N) = 0.0
DELT_P2 = 0.0
QSUMG = 0.0
DO IM = 1, 12
QSUMG = QSUMG + GWABS(5,IM,N)
END DO
IF (QSUMG.GT.120000) DELT_P2 = ABS(QSUMG-120000)/120000
P2(N) = P2(N) + DELT_P2
Specify the Evaluation Function
OBJ_VAL(N)= 0.0
DO K = 1,NYRS_GW
DO J = 1,12
DO I = 1,NUM_DEM
PP = ABS(GW_DEM(I,J,K) - GWABS(I,J,N))/1e06
OBJ_VAL(N)= OBJ_VAL(N)+PP**2
END DO
END DO
END DO
EVAL_FUNC(N)= OBJ_VAL(N)+R1*P1(N)+R2*P2(N)
WRITE(27,*) "Groundwater declines"
WRITE(27,'(A,2I3,4F20.3)')" Population = ",I_GEN, N,OBJ_VAL(N),EVAL_FUNC(N),P1(N),P2(N)
IF (EVAL_FUNC(N).LT.TEMP) THEN
TEMP = EVAL_FUNC(N)
OBJ_VAL2 = OBJ_VAL(N)
OPT_I_GEN = I_GEN
OPT_POP = N
DO I_DEM = 1,NUM_DEM
DO IM = 1,12
OPT_GWABS(I_DEM,IM) = GWABS(I_DEM,IM,N)
END DO
END DO
DO I = 1,NMIG
DO J = 1,NYRS_GW
OPT_DDOWN(I,J) = DDOWN(I,J,N)
END DO
END DO
PA1=P1(N)*R1
PA2=P2(N)*R2
END IF
END DO
! End of population loop
DO N=1,NUM_POP
WRITE(27,*) "POP = ",N
DO I_DEM=1,NUM_DEM
DO J=1,12
WRITE(27,*) DEM_NAME(I_DEM),GWABS(I_DEM,J,N)
END DO
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(27)
MIN_EVAL(I_GEN) = TEMP
WRITE(77,'(A,I5,X,A,4F20.3)')"I_GEN= ",I_GEN, "MIN_EVAL= ", MIN_EVAL(I_GEN), OBJ_VAL2, &
& PA1, PA2
IF(I_GEN.GT.1) THEN
CONV_RATE1 = (MIN_EVAL(I_GEN)- MIN_EVAL(I_GEN-1))/(MIN_EVAL(I_GEN-1))
WRITE(97,*)"I_GEN= ",I_GEN,"CONV_RATE= ", CONV_RATE1
END IF
OPEN(19,FILE='GW_MORNITOR.OUT')
WRITE(19,'(//,A,I5,3F20.3)') "I_GEN=",I_GEN, MIN_EVAL(I_GEN),PA1,PA2
WRITE(19,'(//,A)') " GW Abstractions (Mm3)"
DO I=1,NYRS_GW
IYEAR = IFYR + I - 1
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WRITE(19,'(I5)') IYEAR
WRITE(19,'(20X,12I15)')(IM,IM = 1,12)
DO I_DEM = 1, NUM_DEM
WRITE(19,'(A,12F15.3)') DEM_NAME(I_DEM),(GW_DEM(I_DEM,IM,I),IM=1,12)
WRITE(19,'(A,12F15.3)') DEM_NAME(I_DEM),(OPT_GWABS(I_DEM,IM),IM=1,12)
DO J=1,12
IF(GW_DEM(I_DEM,J,I).GT.0.000001) GWRAT(I_DEM,J,I) = ABS(OPT_GWABS(I_DEM,J))/ &
& GW_DEM(I_DEM,J,I)
END DO
WRITE(19,'(A,12F15.3)')"RATIO:
",(GWRAT(I_DEM,IM,I),IM = 1,12)
END DO
END DO
MIN_GWRAT = MINVAL(GWRAT,DIM = 3)
MAX_GWRAT = MAXVAL(GWRAT,DIM = 3)
WRITE(19,'(A)') "MAX_RATIO AND MIN_RATIO"
DO I_DEM = 1, NUM_DEM
WRITE(19,'(A)') DEM_NAME(I_DEM)
WRITE(19,'(A,12F15.3)')"MIN RATIO:
",(MIN_GWRAT(I_DEM,IM),IM = 1,12)
WRITE(19,'(A,12F15.3)')"MAX RATIO:
",(MAX_GWRAT(I_DEM,IM),IM = 1,12)
END DO
WRITE(19,'(//,A)') " GW declines (m)"
WRITE(19,'(2X,15I15)') (I_YEAR,I_YEAR = 2000,2014)
DO I = 1,NMIG
WRITE(19,'(I2,15F15.3)') I, (OPT_DDOWN(I,J),J=1,NYRS_GW)
END DO
CLOSE(19)
IF (I_GEN.GT.MIN_GENS) THEN
IF((MIN_EVAL(I_GEN)-OBJ_VAL2).LE.1E06) THEN
CONV_RATE = (MIN_EVAL(I_GEN - MIN_GENS+1)- MIN_EVAL(I_GEN))/1E06
ELSE
CONV_RATE = -1.0
END IF
IF (MIN_EVAL(I_GEN).GT.-0.00001.AND.MIN_EVAL(I_GEN).LT.0.00001) CONV_RATE = 0.0
IF (CONV_RATE.GT.-0.00001) THEN
IF (CONV_RATE.LT.CONV_CRITERIA) THEN
WRITE(39,'(A,I4)')"LAST GENERATION ", I_GEN
CALL GW_RESULTS_OUTPUT
GOTO 100
END IF
ELSE
IF(I_GEN.EQ.MAX_GENS) THEN
WRITE(39,'(A,I4)')"LAST GENERATION WHICH IS NOT CONVERGED", I_GEN
CALL GW_RESULTS_OUTPUT
GOTO 100
END IF
END IF
END IF
Put the decision variable into a two dimensional array
DO N=1,NUM_POP
M=0
DO I=1,NUM_DEM
DO J=1,12
M=M+1
GENE(M,N) = GWABS(I,J,N)
END DO
END DO
END DO
CALL SELECTION(NUM_POP, EVAL_FUNC, GENE, NUM_TOURN, IDIM, KDIM,L_STRING)
CALL CROSSOVER(NUM_POP, GENE, IDIM, KDIM, L_STRING, PROB_CROSS)
CALL MUTATION (NUM_POP, GENE, IDIM, KDIM, L_STRING, PROB_MUTATE, &
& RANGE_MUTATE, MAX_GENE, MIN_GENE,MAX_GENS, &
& NUM_DEM,NYRS_GW,I_GEN,GW_DEM,GWABS,NYRS_SW,NUM_SCHEME)
Put values back
DO N=1,NUM_POP
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M=0
DO I=1,NUM_DEM
DO J=1,12
M=M+1
GWABS(I,J,N) = GENE(M,N)
END DO
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(97)
CLOSE(77)
END DO
!
End of generation loop
100 CONTINUE
END
!________________________________________________________________________________________
!
SUBROUTINE TEMP_READ
PARAMETER (NYRS_SW = 31, NTSP_SW = 12* NYRS_SW, NREACH=81,NNODES=72 )
DIMENSION RAT(100),OBJ_FUNC(100)
REAL PA1,PA2,PA3,PA4,PA5,PA6,S2(100), EV2(100),A2(100)
INTEGER ARNO(100),IT,NUM_POP,T
CHARACTER DUMMY*50
COMMON/TEMP_GW/X2(NTSP_SW,100),DEM(NTSP_SW,100), OPT_Q(NTSP_SW,100), &
& QSINK2(NTSP_SW,100), NNO(100)
NUM_POP=100
OPEN(7,FILE='SW_RESULT.IN')
DO T=1,NTSP_SW
READ(7,'(A)') DUMMY
READ(7,*)DUMMY
READ(7,'(//,A)')DUMMY
READ(7,'(//,A)')DUMMY
READ(7,'(//,A)')DUMMY
READ(7,'(I5,81I10)')(ARNO(I),I=1,NREACH)
READ(7,'(I5,81F10.5)')IT,(OPT_Q(T,I),I=1,NREACH)
READ(7,'(A)') DUMMY
READ(7,'(A8,72I15)') DUMMY,(NNO(I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,72F15.5)')DUMMY, (QSINK2(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,72F15.5)')DUMMY,(X2(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,72F15.5)')DUMMY,(DEM(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,72F15.5)')DUMMY,(RAT(I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,*)DUMMY
READ(7,'(A8,72F15.2)')DUMMY,(EV2(I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,72F15.2)') DUMMY,(A2(I),I=1,NNODES)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE

Code 3: Source Code for River Leakage Calculation
INTEGER MUM_RIVER,NUM_REACH(20),HEAD_FLAG(20),RECH_LOC(20,10),RECH_NNO(20,10)
CHARACTER RIVER_NAME(20)*20,DUMMY*80,SCHEME_NAME2(50)*20
DIMENSION EVAL_FUNC(100),Q(100,100), RAT(100),OBJ_FUNC(100)
REAL PA1,PA2,PA3,PA4,PA5,PA6,S2(100), EV2(100),A2(100),QINF(372,100),SEEP_LOSS(20,10)
INTEGER ARNO(100), NUM_POP, NREACH, T, NNO2(100), NNO(100), NNODES, NUM_SCHEME2, &
& GWABS_LOC(50)
REAL X2(372,100), DEM(372,100),OPT_Q(372,100),QSINK2(372,100),RIVER_RECH(20,12)
NYRS=31
IFYR=2000
NUM_POP=100
NREACH = 79
NNODES= 70
OPEN(7,FILE="RIVERS_LEAK.DAT")
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READ(7,*) NUM_RIVER
DO I=1,NUM_RIVER
READ(7,'(A)') RIVER_NAME(I)
READ(7,*) NUM_REACH(I)
DO J=1,NUM_REACH(I)
READ(7,'(A)') DUMMY
READ(7,*) SEEP_LOSS(I,J)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(7)
OPEN(7,FILE='RESULT_TEST_READ.OUT')
DO T=1,372
READ(7,'(A)') DUMMY
READ(7,*)DUMMY
READ(7,'(//,A)')DUMMY
READ(7,'(//,A)')DUMMY
READ(7,'(//,A)')DUMMY
READ(7,'(I15,78I10)')(ARNO(I),I=1,NREACH)
READ(7,'(I5,79F10.5)')IT,(OPT_Q(T,I),I=1,NREACH)
READ(7,'(A)') DUMMY
READ(7,'(A8,70I15)') DUMMY,(NNO(I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,70F15.5)')DUMMY, (QSINK2(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,70F15.5)')DUMMY,(X2(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,70F15.5)')DUMMY,(DEM(T,I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,'(A8,70F15.5)')DUMMY,(RAT(I),I=1,NNODES)
READ(7,*)DUMMY
IF(T.NE.372) READ(7,'(A8,70F15.2)')DUMMY,(EV2(I),I=1,NNODES)
IF(T.NE.372) READ(7,'(A8,70F15.2)') DUMMY,(A2(I),I=1,NNODES)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
DO T=1,372
DO I=1,NNODES
IF(OPT_Q(T,I).LT.-0.00001) OPT_Q(T,I)=0.0
END DO
END DO
OPEN(7,FILE='Shiyang.ifa')
WRITE(*,'(A)') " Into Shiyang.ifa"
READ(7,'(A)') TITLEA
READ(7,*) NSTEP_YR
READ(7,*) NUM_INF
READ(7,*) (NNO2(JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
DO JJ=1,NNODES
IF(NNO2(JJ).NE.NNO(JJ)) STOP 901
END DO
DO T=1,NSTEP_YR
READ(7,*) (QINF(T,JJ),JJ=1,NNODES)
END DO
!
Calculate the headflows of Zamu and Hongshui after seepage loss
CLOSE(7)
WRITE(*,'(A)') " Finished with Shiyang.ifa"
OPEN(7,FILE='RIV_LOC_SW.syh')
READ(7,*) NUM_RIVER
DO I_RIV=1,NUM_RIVER
READ(7,'(A)') RIVER_NAME(I_RIV)
READ(7,*) NUM_REACH(I_RIV)
READ(7,'(A)') DUMMY
READ(7,*) HEAD_FLAG(I_RIV)
DO I_RECH=1,NUM_REACH(I_RIV)
IF(HEAD_FLAG(I_RIV).EQ.1.AND.I_RECH.EQ.1) THEN
READ(7,'(2I12)') RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH), RECH_NNO(I_RIV,I_RECH)
GOTO 927
END IF
READ(7,'(2I12)') RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH),RECH_NNO(I_RIV,I_RECH)
927
CONTINUE
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END DO
END DO
CLOSE(7)
OPEN(7,FILE='GWABS_LOCS.syh')
READ(7,*) DUMMY
READ(7,*) NUM_SCHEME2
DO I=1,NUM_SCHEME2
READ(7,*) SCHEME_NAME2(I)
READ(7,*) GWABS_LOC(I)
END DO
CLOSE(7)
OPEN(8,FILE='RIV_RECH.syh')
WRITE (8,'(A)') "Recharge from rivers (Mm3)"
DO I=1,NYRS
IYEAR=IFYR+I-1
WRITE(8,'(I4)')IYEAR
DO IM=1,12
T=(I-1)*12+IM
DO I_RIV=1,NUM_RIVER
RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM)=0.0
DO I_RECH=1,NUM_REACH(I_RIV)
IF (I.EQ.31) THEN
END IF
IF (HEAD_FLAG(I_RIV).EQ.1.AND.I_RECH.EQ.1) THEN
RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM)=RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM)+QINF(T,RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH))* &
& SEEP_LOSS(I_RIV,I_RECH)*2.592
ELSE
IF (RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH).EQ.RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH-1)) THEN
RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM)=RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM) +
&
& OPT_Q(T,RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH-1)& & *(1-SEEP_LOSS(I_RIV,I_RECH-1))
&
& *SEEP_LOSS(I_RIV,I_RECH)*2.592
ELSE
RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM)=RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM)+OPT_Q(T,RECH_LOC(I_RIV,I_RECH))* &
& SEEP_LOSS(I_RIV,I_RECH)*2.592
END IF
END IF
END DO
END DO
END DO
DO I_RIV = 2, 17
WRITE(8,'(A,12F9.3)') RIVER_NAME(I_RIV),(RIVER_RECH(I_RIV,IM),IM=1,12)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(8)
END
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E. Gulanghe Well Characteristics
There are mainly two types of well characteristics graphs for Gulanghe. As 50 m is
regarded as an economic depth for pumping, it is assumed that groundwater drawdown
is maintained around 50 m. The percentage of well that would go out of production can
be interpolated from Figure F-1 based on 50 m. The desirable maximum groundwater
abstraction is then determined by the relationship between groundwater abstraction
and percentage of wells going out of production (Figure F-2).

Figure F-1 Distributions of well depths and water depths in the Gulanghe area
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Figure F-2 Abstraction and command area distributions in the Gulanghe area
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F. MCDM Process
1. Net Crop Production Values (NCV)
In order to avoid repetition, only the MCDM process for Ref scenario is given in this section.
Table F-1 NCV for Ref
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2. Water Resources Revenue
Table F-2 Water Resources Revenue for Ref
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3. O&M Cost
Table F-3 O&M Cost
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4. Ecological Water Use
Table F-4 Ecological Water Use for S3

5. Water Allocation Equality and Security of Water Supply
Table F-5 Water Allocation Equality and Security of Water Supply for Ref
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